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i
SATURDAY * 2 (9:10 a.m.)

3 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Ladies and gentlemen, this is

4 the third day of special sessiens in a prehearing

3 conference set aside to receive statements frca members of
.

3 the public concerning this proceeding, which I'm cura you .
t

|
7 all now know concerns the proposed reopening of the Unit 1

.- j
;

9 of the Three Mile Island Nuclear Station operated by the j

!
;

9 Metropolitan Edison Company.
I
!

10 The Nuclear Regulatory Cormission has ordered

i
gg that TMI 1, as we all refer to it as, remain closed until

,

12 a hearing can be conducted en many issues pertaining to that

plant, and we have been appointed as the Nuclear Licensingg *

14 and Safety Board designated to preside over the hearing.

15 To ny left is Dr. Linda Little, who is an

endfronmental scientist. Traditionally these Boards have61

* an envircnmental scientist en them.37
.

18 i Dr. Little is an Adjunct Associate ?rofasser
*

I

jg j of 2nvircnmental Biology at the University of North
!
'

Carolina in Chapal Hill. She has instructed there -- it'c20

whers she has 2arned her Ph.D. and she has instructed thers :.
41 .

1 i

in the fiald of cuhlic health.
'

,

12
I.
e

il Cr. Little is Presidant of L. W..L_;;.a asaccinces,i23 't
i

which a a cer.sulcinq fir a in the field of envircrn"ncal j,,

r ,

,_i sciences. Jha Seleng; to nany profassional soc.e ius .: i
3 t +

.

1 1379 ?25
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)

~ ? has extensively published in the field of environmental .

I
2 biolcgy, and in particular waste water treatment.

,

|

3 She has been a part-tiro member of the Atemic '

,

4 Safety and Licensing Board Panel since 1974.

3 To my right is Dr. Walter Jordan, who is a !

6 nuclear physicist and has been for many years. He's-

y retired as the Assistant Director of the Oak Ridga National

I*

8 Laboratory, and he's also retired as a Professor of Nuclear ;
i

e t

9 Engineering, the University of Tannessee. |

!

i

10 He has been a specialist in the field of nuclear j

i
3; safety for many years. He's Advisory Editor of the Journal j

I

g2 of Nuclear Safety, and ha has published extensively on that

subject.
13 .

I

94 Dr. Jordan has served as a part-time member of I
t
1

the Panel since 1970. -

13
.

My namo is Ivcn Smith. I'm an atterney, a member :1S

of the Ohio Bar, and I have been a full-tima Isnber of the i
. 17 , *

Atomic Safety and Licensing Sonrd Pr.nal since 1975.;g

The only job that : have is to presida over and
19 ,

be Chairman of the Atomic Safety and Licensing Boards,g ,

Presiding over hearings auca as this.
21

In its order direct.ing this hearir.g, the Cc niscics3
.

i
stated, as I said, that TM 1 nust rcrain chut acun until -

13 :

the further order of the Cccaiccion. "'ha Octraission' a3 ;

e

decision will depend 1.arq+1y upcn the rosn2;cs of the hearing i13
4

4

! l5/9 s2,6'
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1 that we are going to conduct.,

2 We have been told that we must decide whether

3 certain short-term actions proposed to be taken at TMI 1^

4 are necessary and sufficient to provide reasonable assurance

3 that TMI 1 can be operated safely without endangering the

s health and safety of the public, and whether those short-a

7 term actions should be required.
s

3 Now those short-term actions pertain to a large

9 array of technical changes, analyses which would be required,

10 scme of the technical considerations relate to Babcock G

11 Wilco:t Reactors in general, and some of tnam relate to the
j

12 situation at Three Mile Island 1 in particular.

'

g There are quite a fsw of them, and they are }
!

14 largely technical and related to the various components of j
f

the nuclear reactor.15 .

i

16 Other short-term actions pertain to reactor |
6

;7 operator training, emergency preparedacss, the possiblo *
.

18 ef a t up n TMI 1 from restoration and clennup operation

*
at TMI 2. One of the issues that we must consider is whetherjg ,

!

g tha licensee has the management capability and tachnical i

!
qualifications to coerate TMI 1, and we must also considor

21

g whether Metropolitan Edisen heo the financial qualifications ,

t
'relevant to the safe operation of the -- the proccasd saf a23

operation of TMI 1.g

e ar as a secos nspons M 1 4 nat u,25
'

13/9 ?27
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g if we should determine that TMI -- that Metropolitan Edicon,

p. has proved that those short-term actions will satisfactorily

e 3I be done -- those that we find are necessary -- we must then

4 consider whether additional long-term actions are necessary

5 and sufficient; and whether Metropolitan Edison has made

e reasonable progress in fulfilling these long-term respon-a

sibilitish.7
la

a When this is done. if the evidence so warrants,*

~

9 we may recomend to the Commission in a decision that TMI 1

10 may be operated. If the record indicates that these condi-

gg ti6ns have not been met, our initial docision may be that

12 TMI 1 may not be operated.

In addition to the matters that I've justg

14
discussed, the Commission has also for the first time

provided an opportunity for intervenors to raise issues of
15

psycholtgical distress arising from he possible operation
16

of TMI 1. Ig.

We do not have acw the jurisdiction to decide
13

*
whether psychological stress issues will be heard. We willgg

refer the matter to the ccmissioners after the parties have
20 ,

f

had an opportunity to argue and brief the issuo. The
21

Cecmissioners will then decido tshethar psycholo<;ical issues -

g

may lawfully be heard, and then advise us accordingly.g

aps t may e helpful to g M n what we 5e
24

not here to do, because tharo is widespread misconceptions,, , g. ,

i 13/9 ?28
,4.
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,
g on what our authority is.

2 First, we are not hare to investigate once again

,- 3 the accident at TMI 2. This has been investigated and is

4 being invoatigated. Ecwever, we are interested in the

5 accident at 'ntI 2 as it might relate to the safe operation

6 Of 'IMI 1-.

7 So some of the same issues will be considered by
s

8 us.

9 We are not here to consider in general whether

go nuclear fission is an appropriate energy source. That is

77 a matter entirely in'the hands of the United States Congress.

12 We are not here to investigate general nuclear

safety, except as it relates to the issues at TMI 1 and TMI 2.
93

14 The Commission has simarizes basically what it

expects of us. That is, we must give consideration to the15

16 overriding need to prcmote adequata protection for the
,.

public health and safety.g7,

We have advance requests. Persons have signedgg

* op for an opportunity to maks limited appearanceg3

3 statements, and the first persen to maka such a rsquest

is Congres e n Ertel frcm this District who is hers and on
21

hand,g

We will now hear from Congressaan Er*d .g

24
1379 ?29

25
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1 LIMITED APPEARANCE STATEMENT OF CONGRESSMAN
.

2 ALLEN E. ERTEL, HARRISBURG, PENNSYLVANIA.

,
3 CONGRESSMAN ERTEL: I do say good morning to you_

Chairman Smith, and members of the Committee. I appreciate4 '

5 the opportunity to testify hera today on this important

6 issue.,

7 Since March 28th, the Nuclear plant at Three Mile

'
3 Island has dominated the lives of hundreds of central

g Pennsylvanians. It has been a traumatic experience.

10 I am here to testify on behalf of many of my

.; constituents in the 17th Congressional District. I regret,

g, though, that this hearing is even taking place -- not-

g becauce I support the reopening of Unit No. 1 at Three Mile

Island. That I do not -- but because now is not the time,g

to begin considering the futura reopening of TMI 1.
15

The reasons for which I think this proposal
16 ,

is premature are:
77,

r one, de cleanup of the contamination and
18

.

damage at Unit No. 2 has not been completed..
19

Two, the Presidant's Ceramission on the accidentg

at Three Milo Island just came out with a report on the
21

.

accident.g
s

Three, there is no evidence that Met Ed has madeg

major changes in its operating procedures.
3

Four, a comprehensive nucloar plant operator

13/9 ?30
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3 training program I proposed for the Department of Energy
s

2 has not been implemented. Operators have not been trained ;

3 or retrained in accordance with that progrc'.r..

4 Four, the President's Commission has raised

5 serious questions about the competence of the Nuclear

6 Regulatory Commission, the nuclear industry, and specifically.

7 Metropolitan Edison.

'
s And five, finally I'm appalled you will not be

9 taking into account the psychological impacts of the

10 accident at TMI 2 in your considerations.

3; The cleanup of radioactive contamination to Unit

12 No. 2 at Three Mile Island has only just begun. iiithin the

93 past two weeks, for the first time clean up workers were,

14 able to insert a camera inside the reactor building and get

a view f the inside of the containment.15

16 Just several weeks ago the slow process of >

removing radioactivity from hundreds of thousands of
|37

|
18 water from the auxiliary building at Unit 2 began -- and

jg that is a process that is expected to take several nonths.-

20 There are still hundreds of thousands of gallons

21 of highly contaminated water inside Unit 2, not to mention

g the large amounts of radioactive gases that somehow have
1

to be disposed of.23

It eems incongruous to me that Metropolitan I24

iEdison wants to restart its other reactor at Three Mile
~

g

13/9 ?31 !
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- 1 Island at the same time it is cleaning up and evaluating

2 the damage from the Nation's most serious civil nuclear

3 accident at little more than a stone's throw away."

4 I have had time to study and e:: amine much of ,

!

5 the material that has been prepared on the accident at Unit 2:

6 the competence of Met 3d, the competence of the Nuclear"

7 Regulatory Cc= mission, and the relative safety of nuclear
.

a power in the United States today.

Given the existing situation at Three Mile9

10 Island, one must be extre.ely skeptical. I am not sure it
,

would be in the best interent of the Nation for it to reopen.gg

I think anyone who has read the recent report of the12

President's Commission on the accident at Three Mile Island13

must have an uneasy feeling about the safety of nuclear i
14

pcwer in the United States today.
15

.

I will not attempt to cite ch pter and verse
15

from the President's Commission's report, but I cm gciag-
37

'

to refer to several of its findings which I find alarming.
18

'

They reaffirs manyof the points I presentad in |39
:

my testimony to the Comniccion last spring. Met Ed was
20

.

basically unable to cope with the incident at Unit 2. IIct
21

Ed did not have the needed tschnical empartico to safely
22'

perate that reactor, and in my judgment Net 3d ic still not
23

g capable of handling the aparation of a nucicer pcuer plant.
,j,

I have called for review of the cenpany's licensa
g

13/9 ?32
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1
to operato nuclear plants. I suppcce that is one of the

reasons you are here today, with an cyc towards revoking2

3 that li;ense.

I also understand the Pennsylvania Public Utility4

Commission has ordered the utility to show causa why ite
5

license should not be revoked.3-

The President's Comission's report is also
7

sharply critical of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, and&

8

I quote: "With its present organisaticn, staff and attitudes,
9

the NRC is unable to fulfill its responsibility.for providing
10

an acceptabla level of safoty for nucicar power plants."
73

That is a rather shocking statement. If the
12

NRC cannot guarantee safety, on whom does the American
13

public rely? Are we now unguarded?
14

* 8 "" " #"" " " 8 "" #
15

u ese cemenda&ns aree anges er nu ear sa ,

16

controversial and will take legislation to implement. It
7,

may be years bafora the recomendaticus are implementod,
18

if at all.*

jg

hat hap p s in the nenntime to ensure that *MI
20

will be safaly cperated?
g j

The President's Cemniscion onphacized the lack

of cmergency precedures in ca:se of an accidont. Met 2d, tha

NRC, and the Stato of Pennsylvania Wera not equipped to

respond in a quich or coordinated manner when the accidsnt

1

13/9 233 ,
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- I happened. It was hcurs -- in fact, days -- before we knew

2 the extent of the accident, and there's still not an approved,
.

g^ 3 coordinated emergency plan for the area around Three Mile

4 Island.

5 How then can we even concider putting Unit 1 back

6 on line in this situation? -.-

7 Finally, I was appalled to read that psychological
.

8 impact of the reopening of Unit 1 is not going to be

9 considered. I believe it is a cerienc mistche to ignora

10 the psychological effects of starting Unit 1. Haven't we

11
learned anything from this incident?

There are lessons that must be heeded. I see
12

the refusal of the NRC to allcw stress en local residentsg3

to be considered as just another example of the narrowy

"public bo damned" mindset that has marked public regulators
15

;g for many years.

This is exactly what the president's ccamission
37,

condemned. The accident at CMI 2 did cccur. The damaged
18

reactor is still there. The NRC does not have to live in*

jg

Middletcwn, Harrisburg, Herchey, or Highspire. Many of my
20

constituents do. I just do not see how you can fail to
21

considor the impact upon their health and well-being frem a
22

psychological point of view in your deliberations.
23

I r alize psychological inpact is difficult
24

to assess. There is no yardstick by which to measurc,
3

i3/9 234
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i However, I've been contacted by thousands since this accident.

2 It is ebvious there is a lingering effect frcm the accident
|

at Thres Mile Island.- 2 ;

I

4 j I must ask you to think: Rcw would you feel if
!

5 you lived next to THI? How would you feel if TMI was
f

6 reopened'without a ccmpetent guardian of the public safety?-

7| Let me conclude by anying that the public is

"

3 not well served by this prematura hearing. The only ones

g who make profits from this premature activity are the

?O stockholders of General Public Otilities, the parent firm

n of Metrcpolitan Edison. They are the ones who stand to

t

12 gain, despite the fact that their negligence and the

13 incompetence of the regulators and the overall apathy of

14 the nuclear industry contributed to or caused the accident

at TMI Unit 2.
15

16 Can we trust Met Ed to operate a reactor cgain?

I think not.3.,,

^ Y **18

(applause.)*
gg

CONGRESSMAN ERTEL: Thank you vary much, and I20

21
would be happy to respond to arr/ questions you might have

of me.y

CHAIPMAN SMITH: Well, Congressman Ertel, I amg

very pleased that ycu have rained tha question of psycholo-24

gical stress, because it is a subject that has receivedg

13/9 ?35
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1
widespread misinformation. I think that this is a good

,

Z' opportunity to clarify it.

One, this Board, this Atomic Safety and Licensing( 3

Board has not decided that psychological stress issues are4

5 outside the scope. In fact, we are in the process now of

receiving and reviewing arguments why those issues should be6-

7 in the scope of the hearing. We have also asked to be advised

as to the nature and availability of evidence,"

8

The Nuclear Regulatory Ccmmission has not decidedg

to eliminaue psychological distress issues. In fact, they
10

have advised us that they wish to censider the feasibilityg;

of psychological distress issues.
12

There has indeed been scme misreporting on that
13

issue, and I am glad that you gave us the opportunity to
14

clarify it.
g3

coMSN nm: I am c e inly glad dat
16

y u clarified that, because I was definitely of the opinion
17.

that they had ruled out the psychological impact. But since
18

it has not, it seems to me that possibly we should have ind- jg

a ruling first, bef re you had these henrings, as to whether
20

r not it would be censiderod, so peopic could develop it
21

in its fullest extent at this hearing, so that you wculd --
7

I am assuming you are tching tsoticony on it, anyway,g

subject to a ruling of the full MRC?g

CHAIIETAN SMITH: We are trying to put into the
g

13/9 ?36
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-

framouork of this proceeding a structure in which, as1

t quickly as the Commission can rule that psychological

3 distrass evidence will be received, assuming they eventually,
,

4 do permit that issue to be heard.

5 CONGRESSMAN ERTEL: Well, I would cartainly hope

5 they would. I guess one can argue whether the cart should
.

7 have been which place, before the horse or behind it, and

a that that's just a question of judgment. But I would have*

g hoped, you know, that they would have made their ruling

La first and then have taken full testimony on it, rather

tg than maybe take the testimony. subject to a ruling

12 subsequent. That would be my preference, but I can under-

3 stand the other position as well.

14 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Further, I would like to point

15 out that acme of the concerns you have raised in your

16 remarks are also concerne of this Board and will in fact be

37 addressed in the hearing. You may be assured of it.
.

18 Thert- is no uso detailing them, but sc:::e of your

19 concerns are remarkably parallel to the issues which this>

20 Board is going to be hearing.

21 CONGRESSMAN 3RTEI.: I appreciate that. Of

22 course the one -- and I kncy it reflects directly upon the

23 Board, because you are certainly part of the antire

24 regulatory scheme -- 13 the real problem as a result of the

President's Commission report, and the basic position that25

13/9 ?37
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I

_ 1 they took in regard to the NRC. It makes it a very
i

2 difficult situation with this hearing, and I can understand I

3 that, base.i upon their conclusion.^

|

4 They filed a finding in their report, and teen |
|

5 subsequently, if you Icok at their legislative recomendations,j
\ |

5 there 'ias no folicwup on that finding. lour being a lawyer, j-

7 | you undarstand the way judges find findings of fact and f
I-

| conclusions of law.
Usually for every finding of fact, youS

would weave that into a conclusien of law.9

go In the Presidential Cc~ ission they had a finding

11
of fact which was never woven in in any way shape or form to

g an intermediato solutica for a legislative recenmondation.

That was the one that I cited here in its entiraty.
13

That gives me a great deal of pause, and I thcughtg

you might be interested in that. Eccausa even though it is !
15

adversa t o the NRC, it is scmething that the public has to |
16 ,

'

i
be concerned about. |g .,,

.

I thank you very much. If you have any other |;g
,

'

questions, I will be glad to respond.gg

CHAIP E SMITH: We apprcciate very much you~3
i
.

attendance here. {g
i

CONGRESSMAN ER':'ZL: Thank ycu, and I appreciata

your courtssy in having me. I
3

(Applauca.) ,, , ,
=,

!

CHAIR >*RI SMIT 3: Dir.nna Well;:, please?
5

I }

!. i3/9 ?38.. .
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g Dianna Wells will be followed by Don Enssler,1
,

2 who will be followed by Susan Shetrcm. If those persons

3; could be prepared, it would be helpful.--

t,

d
4 LIMITED APPEARANCE S"ATEMENT OF DIANNA WELLS,

i

5 LEWISBERRY, PEhESTdv7d1IA.

3 MS. HELLS: Good morning.-

I have come to voice my objections to the
7

.

reopening of TMI No. 1, first of all as a wife who is8

interested in protecting the property that my husband andg

I have worked for for 16 years, second of all cs a mother
10

of three daughters whcc health is of most importanco to me,y;

and their future wellbeing, their future plans to perhaps
12

have a family if they choose, and to be assured of having
13

the same chance of having a normal, healthy child that otherg

women across the country do have; and as a prefossional
15

nurse. I'm concerned with the health of the entirejg

cc:renunity.
g .,.

!

The operation of a nr.clea: power facility is a
18

privilege, a privilege and an avosome responsibility that~

gg

' was granted to the Metropolitan Edison Ccmpany. I feel
20

21 I they failed miserably to meet this responsibility.
o

1 The people who work, livo, and rnico their I
3

families in this nrca live in the shadcw of the cooling
g

towers of TMI. Many pecplo icek out their kitchen vindows~, ;,,

f !

I! overy, corning and see the towers in the backgrocnd. We havo |y
i''

:
!

!

L i3/9 ?39 |
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to know that if those towers are again operating, that
g

#
f

'
thero would be primary concern over public health and j3

;
'

safety.
3

(
What we have already learned is that the company

4

did not have the knowledge to recognize an accident when it
5

urred, or to recognize the scope of the accident. We
6-

know that they did not have the technology to correct the
7

' problem when it was identified, and we know that they didg

not have the concern for public 5m1 fare to inform us of the
g

scope of the accident so that we could make appropriate-

decisions for the wellbeing of ourselves and our families. !

We had to oparato totally in the dark. Thic
,

lack of responsibili y has violated the public trust,.and I

therefore I do not believe that we can again live in the

shadcw of those towers with the knowledga that Metropolitan

II:dison is again operating the plant with its first regard

profit, and as a last consideration the wellbeing of the
:7-

people who must live as neighbors to them.

I am also concerned that wo stust live vf_th the.

19
i

stress today of knowing that there is a . Vast amount of }

radioactivity present in those buildings; that there is no

place in the country that wants our radioactive vascc.

Therefore, for the next five years we anst live as neighbors
,

to that contaminated plant and fear for cur safaty and a
24

possible accident during the cleanup process.
25

1379 ?40.
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Thers was no evacuation plan provided for us
3

!
'

'

2 prior to the accident. The primary reason, many of us feel,

that an evacuation was not called for was because there was3

4 no feasible avacuation plan. There is still today, months

af ter the accid. ant, no feasible evacuation plan.5
I
!What did health professionals learn during the~

6 I

accident? They learned that it would take much more notice
7

.

than they had to evacuate hospitalized patients -- thoseS

who had to be carried by litter, removed by helicopter. I

g

We have not even considered, or do not knowto

today, the number of homebound individuais, bedbcund indi-jg

viduals, who would have to be evacuated if there were
12

another accident.g

This has not been solved. To many it seems an
14

ins Ivable problem. And yet we are considering reopening
15

II No. 1.
16

We do not L,ow what effect on our health low :- g

lenis radadon han, nere are no fads as of yet to
18

support that thara has been any harm frca the radioactivity;.

39

but there are many, many facts relating the correlation of
3

psychological stress to our physical well being.
21

As a nursing instructor, there is no condition,g

no disease state that we talk about within the human body
g

that does not have a correlation to the psycholegical
3

social needs of the individual. So there can be no discussion
g

l3/9 ?41
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1 of Public health and public welfare, public safety, without

2 consideration of the psychological stress that is involved

,- 3 in living near a nuclear plant, one that has had the Nation's
(

4 worst disaster.

5 I thank you.

6 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Thank you, ma'am.-

7 (Applause.)
END JWB91,
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I CHAIRMAN SMITHi Mr. ~sssler.

3 LIMITED APPEARAUCE STAFEMENT OF DON HASSLER.

3 MR. HASSLER: I have a series of three areas,

4 gentlemen, I'd' like to talk about. The first one is just

3 scme personal sidelights, and econd of all I have sone factual ,

i things that perhaps the utility and maybe the NRC Staff may be
.

7 able to answer, and the third thine is I have some questions

3 for the Atomic Safety & Licensing Board.-

9 I live in Middletown,. where I have a home and a

10 family. I live about three miles from Thrae Mile Island, and I

11 think it's fair to say.that prior to 3/28, few people knew or

12 understood the risks of living near a nuclear olant, and on 3/28 ,

''

tl o fcourse, the accident occurred, and on 3/30, I was working

14 about 10 mi:es from home, and just to share a small personal

15 side with you, and I heard on the radio there might be a

16 possible evaIcuation, so I immediately drove -- or I immediately'

,

left where I worked and ran about seven blocks to a place --
,17

.
'

18 to some people that I carpool with, not knowing exactly whre
',

19 'they worked in the building'. I had a terrible time finding
.

20 them, and then had to get home, and finally I drove ibout 70

21 miles to get home, and we got home and said, you know, what

22 are we going to do? The governor's advisory had already ccme
s

23 out to evacuate. Where do we go? What do se take? I went to

24 the bank, got $300, because all I had was a couple of gas

25 credit cards, living from paycheck to paycheck.

I3/9 !43
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You know, we didn't know what to do. It was a
g

very serious situation to us, and one that -- I had a knot2

in my ctorach for just about the whole month of April, and it3
-

continues today with the clean-up of Three Mile Island.4

So moving on to some factual areas which I think
5

perhaps the Board might be interested in, I'd like to know --
6

.

and perhaps the Board might be able to answer this -- I wonder
7

how safe is the stainless steel pipe used in the reactors that
8"

carry water?g

I have read where intergranular stress corrosion
10

occurs frequently because of residual weld stress, and I'mg

w ndering if this could not be a significant factor that
12

should be investigated in terms of all reactors, and if it is
g

a serious problem.

Another technical situation: There is a reservoir

below Three Mile Island. It's called York Haven Dam, which is

75 years old, and recently the newspaper report saying that
. the dam was not in very good condition.

g

Also the newspaper article stated that the pumps
,

which are used to carry water from the river are located on
- --

the top of the river, or very close to the surface, rather

than the deepest channels, and if these dams would give way,

which are 75 years old, I wonder if there would be sufficient

water available to be pumped into the water supply.*

24
Another question: Did the plant No. 2 actually

25

13/9 ?44
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I begin producing electricity before ' serious mechanical ,

2 problens were totally figured out? And I think this relates

3 to technical competence in running a' nuclear generating
_

4 f acilir.y. One that has a psychological impact on the

5 residents in the area.

5 Has Mot Ed fulfilled its recreation plan for the
~

,

7 Three Mile Island area? You talk to some people who are --

'

3 live in the area and do a lot of boating, recreational; you-

'

g may find out that a lot of the things which they promised,

10 they have not done, or done rather poorly.

gg Can the Three Mile Island nuclear plant survive

12 the impact of a large aircraft wing weighing 200,000 pounds?

13 Right now the airport, which is located right by

g4 Three Mile Island, that airport is expanding. Three Mile

'

Island is 10 miles away from the state capitol. I wonder,'

15

you knew, how important it is to put a reactor so close to a'

16

largely expanding airport which has C-5As and Boeing 747s
37

.

coming into the stata capital, only 10 miles away.
23

What is the status of irregularities found in 63jg,

welds at TMI No. 1 as reported in the media on April 17th,
20--

19797
21

Just to show you what the psychological impact has
22

\

done to the .>!ddletown community: The Middletown-Boroughg

Council has passed a resolution which, among other things,
24

says that the only way they will advocate the reopening of
25

i3/9 145
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1 No. 1 is if the nuclear hazard exclusion is removed from all

*

2 insurance policies.

'

3 Another area: GPU, I feel, through the months

,~

4 has demonstrated a definite deficiency in the understanding

5 of humz.n feelines. Once aTain, the psychological thing.

5 Let me give you some examples:
.

7 There is a videotape being shown at the observation

'

8 center six days a week. It premiered in July. Back in July-

g the videotape said the plant is in a cold shutdown. The

10 tap'e relies heavily on a preliminary ad hoc report which

says that the radiation effects were minimal.gg

Anybody who reads that report carefully will soon
'

12

find out that that report is very skeptical and I'm notg

really sure there's a lot backing that up, because it's based
14

on calculations mora than actual monitoring deses.
15

Als the entire videotape fails to talk about the
16

evacuation, the confusion, the terror and the anxiety,.and
97

.

also the clean-up, which must occur. And this videotape, as I
18

understand it, may be circulated to schools. People come fromgg,

all over the U.S. to see this videotape.
20

The second example: Met Ed ran advertisements in
21

the newspapers over the pagt three months, and at the conclusion
22

:

f each advertisement, the advertisements were to conserve
23

energy -- at the conclusion of each advertisement, in quotes,
24

it said, " conserving energy has always made sense, but it's
33 ,

13/9 !46
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1 especially important now, while TMI is temporarily out of

2 service . ''

3 Once again, this works on the psychological

4 effect of the accident on the pecple living in this area.

5 Another example: Met Ed and GPU placed ads in

6 local daily papers regarding a public hearing that the NRC >

.

held in October. The meeting was held on October 17th. The '
7

8 first ad_appearedin the morning and evening editions of the*

g October 17th papers.
,

10 You know, once again, I wonder, you know, what's

going on here.
.

3g

Another example: The acting president of GPUg

has made caveral questionable statements, on October 9th, andg

I have the newspaper report, he says that if citizens vote
14

to close TMI, they should agree to compensate the owners.

une M9, e n e fe said dat H,
16

someone opposes the reopening, they can move.

.

And another most recent quote that I have came on

October 26th, where the president, acting president of Metg,

Ed said the accident also displayed - "The accident alsog
. ..

displayed great ignorance on the part of the public about

nuclear power. There is too much uncertainty. If we are to

'

enjoy the benefits of nuclear, we are going to have to

have better informed public on the problems and hazards."

Another example: The editor, executive editor of

13/9 !47
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1 the Harrisburg Patriot News told the Pennsylvania House

2' Select Committee on September 21st that we were prevented

3 from reporting fully and accurately by Met Ed, which did.

4 everything in its power tc minimize the accident and the.

.

5 aotentials of the accident.

6 And finally, another area which I'think is very-

i-

7 important, is that right after Babcock & Wilcox reactors were

a temporarily shut down several months ago, Met Ed was . kind of.

g walking around and saying, you know, why can't we reopen?

10 I'd like to quote something from Congressman Ertel's
'

11 letter to Mr. Deickamp, the president of GPU back on June lith:

12 "To Mr. Deickamp: I was angry and alarmed by a

{ g recent news story that General Public Utilities plans to reopen
i

| 14 Three Mile Island Unit 1 in August of 1979. On May 23rd,

15 you yourself sat in my offica and told me that Unit 1 would

16 not be reopened until January of 1980, at the earliest."

17 Congressman Ertel goes on to say:
.

gg "In addition, there is one outstanding factor

. 19 that separates TMI from all other reactors and does in fact

20 make those deficiencies particularly acute in cis case.

The people" -- this is in comparing them to other B&W reactors ---

21

g "The people living in the vicinity of those other reactors

33 have not just gone through the most harrowing psychological

devastating experience of their lives. The residents of TMIy

area have."25
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1 I can tell you that it would tax the psychological
'

2 well being far beyond what we can reasonbly ask anyone to enduro

3 for the sake of financially rescuing a utility and providing a
e'

4' psychological boost to the company and' the nuclear industry in
! 5 general.

|
6 I.am shocked that your company would have so little

7 regard for the community surrounding TMI that you would place

.8' . finances before all other considerations in making this decision..

9 So, finally, I would'just like to say that during
,

10 the course.of the hearing next year, you might hear some

i
!! economic and technological things like the operating record

12 of TMI was number one, and that hundreds of new technical .

.

05 people have been added to the staff. But that doesn't really

'

14 matter. I think there is a severe human factor here that

15 must be paid attention to, and the penalty must be something

16 more than a slap on the wrist.

17 I feel the nuclear industry, the NRC and Met Ed
.

18 must be shown that an error like this cannot be allowed to

19 happen again, and as a consequence I feel that the nuclear
.

20 power plant should be shut down as an example to the nuclear-

21 industry and the entire world.

22 The best thing that could happen would be, number

23 one, convert it to coal, and I think then we could all be

24 friends again, as long as they maintain the scrubbers and

25 these kinds of things.

1379 ?49
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1 Finally, in my questions that I had for the
~

f 2 Atomic Safety & Licensing Board, I'd like to know who does

3 the make final _ decision? I assume that you will say yes, it

r
4 can reopen, and then if the NRC Commissioners decide that,

3 they have to t:ake a vote, or how does that work?

j , The second thing, if- the Board should d'ecids to4
* -

1. .

'albw Met Ed to reopen the facility, and it as satisfied-

q short term areas, can they reopen it right away? This is not.

y clear to me. Or must they wait until the NRC Commissioners

'

) make a decision? . . -

33 And then the third -- I have two more -- what effect

g does the modification of the license have? Supposedly Mr.

g Denton was going to modify the license of Three Mile Island

14 regarding, I believe, dumping the materials and thingr5 like

that. What effect does this have on reopening of the plant?15

16 In other words, if the NRC says it can reopen, is

it just a matter of paper work to modfy the license, or what-,7
.

ever?
18

Also, will the hearings be held five days a week
, 3

during Febr'tary, March and April? Or vill they be held a.

20

uple of days a week?
21

And I'd like to advocate that you make it evenings-

g

as much as possible so that you can get attendance by a lotg

of the interested people.g

That's all I have. 13/9 ?50
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I CHAIRMAN SMITH: You had four questions of the
- 2 Board, and I'm not.sure I can recall them all.

3 Number one, the first one is, this Board will issue
'' 4 an initial decision, which may or may not authorize the

5 operating of TMI-1. '

6-

That initial decision will immediately go to the
.

7 Commissioners. It is not until the Commission accepts

8 our decision or rejects it that it becomes the final decision,

9 of the com:nission.

10 Whatever that decision is, is also subject to

!! court review.

12 No. 2, you asked us to accept a hypothesis that

1.1 we have decided that TMI-1 may operate, and thequestion is,

14 does that mean that it would operate immediate?

15 The answer is specifically no. If our decision

16 should be that TMI-1 can operate under certain prescribed

17 circumstances, the Commission will then consider perhaps
~

18 interim reports that those conditions have in fact been met.

19 It will also review the complete adequacy of
,

20 cur record and our decision before it would allow TMI-l to

2t operate. That's two.

22 What was your third one, sir?

(
"

23 MR. HASSLER The modification of the license.

24 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Yes, that's right.

25 The modification that you're referring to, I blit ve,

i3/9 ?S1 ,'
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I are modifications which permit certain activities at TMI-2

2 to go 2crward. The restoration and clean-up activities at

3 TMI-2 have a very definite relationship to our proceeding.
<- .

4 We are required to : view in several directions:
s

5 One is are there those. activities -- would they

6 I interfere with the safe operation of TMI-1, just the fact
'

i.

7 Ehat they are going on.

8 Two, would it strain the management capability.

*

9 of Metropolitan Edison to have to maintain simultaneously g

10 the operation of-ene unit, while it is carrying forth a burden

11 of cleaning up the other. And that also would enter the

'

12 hearing in relation to the financial qualifications. j

13 So I think that the answer to your question is
,

f4 the condition that you referred to has a very definite,

15 indirect cffect upon our hearing, but not a direct one. |
|

16 Does that -- am I reaching your question? j

17 MR. HASSL3R: Yes.
.

18 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Third, you asked -- fourth, you ;

!

, 19 asked about the scheduled hearings, and whether it will be

20 five days or three days, or what.
3

!

21 The overriding concern is a full, accurate and

22 reliable evidentiary record. Normally it is very difficult, f

23 if not impossible, for lawyers and witnesses to function on a |
|

24 five-day schedule, but it has been done; but normally they ,

i

25 need time for preparation. '

13/9 ?57
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1 The Commissicn has indicated that they would

2 indeed like to have some evidentiary sessions in the evenings

3 and on Saturday, and of course our view is that we vould like
_

4 to have the sassions in such'a way that the public can observe

5 them to the full extent possible.

6 How3ver, our major requirement is to be sure that
.

7 the evidentiary record is complete and reliable. Therefore,

8 we have to not only acecmmodate.the public in their opportunity.

9 to observe what is happening, but we have to have a feasible

10 schedule by which witnesses can come in and out and the whole

11 business can proceed.

12 Sut we'certainly hope that we will be able,

13 consistent with those concerns, be able to schedule evening

14 and Saturday sessions for the public to observe.

15 I think I've answered all your questions, haven't I?

16 MR. HASSLER: Could I just rephrase one more statemer t

!

I'7 you made for a comment? !

.

18 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Yes, sir.

,
19 WeIL I have another comment to make, too, that ,

t
20 you have raised many points in your remarks which some are f

i

21 frankly outside the scope of our hearing, but many aren't. !

.

22 And you have made suggestions which the Board feels should |
n ,

23 be pursued, pursued farther, and this is quite helpful, and

24 this is one of the essential purposes of having people appear j

25 here, is to make these recemmendations.

I3/9 ?S3 !
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I Now, would you go ahead.

2 MR. HASSLER: Okay. The interim reporte you were

3 talking about, once the -- I guess the hearings are ever, you
f~ 4 are saying interim reports may be listed -- may be sent to

5 the Commission regarding adequacy?

6 CHAIRMAN SMITH: The Commission's order allows a
.

7 certain amount of flexibility. There are several situations

8 which might prevail. We are going back to your hypothesis,

9 that our final decision is that Three Mile Island may operate.

10 All right. That could be done on two bases:

If One, that all of the short term actions have in

12 fact been completed satisfactorily, and that the long-term

13 actions, there is reasonable progress being made.

14 In that event, there may not be any interim reports.

i3 On the other hand, a decision along that lina

16 could say certain short term actions are necessary, and the

plan by which they are to be accomplished is adequate. But1, i

.
~

18 they are not yet accomplished.

19
.

In that event, the Commission would not permit

20 the operation until they wre satisfied by certification from

21 the Staff that those facts had indeed -- those actions had

22 indeed been accomplished as provided for in the order.

23 MR. EASSLER: So in the final analysis, it's a vote

24 of the five Commissioners? Would it be correct to say that? |

I.

23 ' CHAIRMAN SMITH: Yes, sir. The final decision on ! .

l

l3/9 ?S4 ..
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I whether TMI-l will coerate will be by a vote of the Commissionets,
i

2 the five Commissioners. |'

3 MR. HASSLER: Based on the evidence you have ,

;,

!
4'

uncovend?
1

5 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Based upon the evidence we have

6 uncovered. It may -- it is possible that they could perhaps |
.

7 remand it for further hearinas if they are not satisfied.
-

8 There is a great deal of latitude that they have, but the |.

!
9 final decision is by the Commissioners. |

f
10 I mentioned to you, didn't I, that even a decision

11 of the Nuclear Regulatory Commissioners is subject to considera -

12 tion by the courts as to legal adequacy?
;

i
13 MR. HASSLER: Uh-huh.

14 Mow what about -- will you make a 2-to-1 decision
.

15 here among your Board members, or will it have to be 3-0 to

16 reopen, or how will that be?
. .

17 CHAIRMAN SMITH: It could be a unanimous decision.
.

!8 It could be 2-to-1 in parts. It takes two Board members to j

,

19 decide an issue, and issue a decision. Sometimes the f

decisionsareunanimous,sometimesthereisacompletedissent,f20

21 Sometimes there may be a different opinion on a narrow issue. ,

22 MR. HASSLER: Ckay, then, so when the five -

,

(
I23 Commissioners vote on it, and they agree to reopen it, then

24 our only recourse is to go to the civil courts, then, I

25 suppose, to block it from reopening?

i

i3/9 ?55 :
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I CHAIRMAN SMITH: Yes, I'm afraid to describe what I

9

could be a complicated process in too simple terms, but I
'

,
.

i
3 think that you have made an essentially correct statement.

b 4 Now you should also be aware -- and I don't want !
'

!

S to get into a civics lesson or governmental lesson -- you
6 should also be aware that citi= ens have the right to seek

*

7-

redress in the United States Congress, which could employ
O totally new rules in the whole procedure.

,

' D And, of course, as you know, the United States

10 Congress is carefully watching the development of the nuclear

II industry.

12 But I'm afraid you may be exceeding my competence.
*

T3 I don't know if we can tell you all of the avenues of

to government, all of the things that may impact upon it, but

15 those essentially would be the areas.+

16 Okay.

17 MR. HASSLER: Do you have anything to say about

~

18 intervenor funding also, by any chance?

19 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Intervenor funding has been
,

| 20 requested by Intervenors. We have been requested to certify

2! the question of Intervenor funding to the Commissioners, and

.

in the first motion that was addressed to us, we declined22

\

23 to certify it to the Commissioners because the Commissioners

24 have already considered the issue of intervenor funding in
3

k
25 this case, and have decided that the only area in which they i

!

13/9 ?S6 |
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I would ecnsider intervenor funding in this case is in the

m
2 poss.ible area of psychological stress issues.

,

3 MR. HASSLER: So you have tabled it, then, or -- f

4 CHAIRMAN SMITH: No, we have determined that it

5 is futile for us to certify the matter to the Commissioners,

6 because they have already decided the very matter we are
,

1

!7 asked to certify, and we have received no new arguments.

8 . at least expressed a personal opinion that-

9 certain limited forms of intervenor funding would be, if nothing

to else, a cost saving. But that is a personal opinion which has

11 no weight.

12 The point that I am making here, intervenors and the|

13 public can convince us of anything they wish, but we are bound

14 by the procedures and the rules and_the law as it is in this |

15 proceeding, and the Commissioners have already considered

16 this issue, and they will consider it again when the matter

17 of psychological stress goes before them.
.

18 MR. HASSLER: Thank you very much.'

19 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Thank you, sir.

20 [ Applause.]

21 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Susan Shatrem, please.

I
22 LIMITED APPEARANCE STATEMENT OF SUSAN SHETROM.

(

23 MS. SHETRCH: Good morning.

24 TMI Unit 1 cannot be permitted to operate in

ES nuclear capacity ever again. Not just becase I'm standing here

1379 257.
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1 shaking, or I clench my hands constantly, or my eye twitches, ,

2; but beenuse of the conclusions I and a lot of other people have

3 come to from reading everything we can get our hands on, from
t'

I 4 attending meetings like this, and attending educational seminari .

5 These are some of my conclusions:
-

S First of all, I don't think Unit 1 should be
..

7 allowed to operate again, because Metropolitan Edison is
.

8 incompete.nt..

.

9 The NRC'has cited Metropolitan Edison for over-

10 exposure of workers, lack of security of the heavily

11 contaminated auxiliary building, lack of radiation monitoring

12 equipment, inaccurate environmental samplers. These are just

13 a few of the things they have been cited for.

14 Mr. Deickamp blames the NRC. Bob Arnold blames

15 his employees. The NRC blames the equipment and the operstors.

16 I blame Herman Deickamp, Bob Arnold, and the NRC.

17 Aren't they the ones that are supposed to be in charge?
.

18 My second conclusion is that nuclear power is

,

extremaly expensive. The cost of accidents which the Kemeny19

20 Ccmmissions assures us will occur again cannot be separated

21 from the cost of nuclear power.

22 At a seminar for teachers sponsored by Metropolitan
(

23 Edison and Penn State, Herman Deickamp said that the cost

24 of electric power, because Unit 1 is not operating at the '

25 present time, is approximately $40 more per year for homeowners.

4
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I I would gladiy pay even $400 more per year if it
,

2
s would nean saving my child's life.

3 | tty third conclusion is that nuclear power is not
r l

)safeorclean. I feel much safer and cleaner if I rolled in1 4'

5 canure than I do living three miles from TMI.

6 Metropolitan Edison now wants to vent radioactive
.

7 krypton-85 gas, but not count radiation received in March in

8 its calculations. If nuclear power is so safe, why have the
'
;,
.

9 standards been lowered from 500 millirems to 25 millirema,

10 and why can't we count the radiation we received in March?

11 My fourth conclusion has been that the first
.

12 priority of the nuclear industry is making money, not safe

13 energy. Why else would they choose to use inferior materials?

14 Why don't I want TMI Unit 1 in operation again?

15 A nuclear power plant capable of immense destruction of life

16 and property should not be operated by incompetents. Lives

17 are more valuable to me than money, and I don't want to move
.

10 out of beautiful York County. But I will if Met Ed is

,
19 permitted to reopen Unit 1 or vent radioactive gas.

'
20 Thank you.

21 . [ Applause.]

22 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Thank you.'

\

end 2 23

24
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1rw3-1 1 CHAIRMAN SMIT 3: Thank you.

' A[ Mary Hartnett, please.
L

3| We have a limited amount of time. I would ask

f 4[ people to be prepared to follow tho speaker. Following Ms.

3! Hartnett will be Timothy Lyng, Fran Stein and William Buskirk.

5{ If those speakers will take places in the vicinity of the
'

7 microphone while Ms. Hartnett is speaking, it would allow more

8 time.
.

9 Ms. Hartnett.

10 TIMITED APPEARANCE OF MARY HARTNET'"
l

;t{ MS. HARTNETT: Dear Chairman and commissioners,

;; l attached you will find copies of self-explanatory petitions

n signed by over 1900 persons, the vast majority of whom are of
i

14 voting age.
i

15| These signatures were obtained by several volunteers

16{ during the last few weeks of the summer. From the addresses,

77 you will see that most of the signatories live in the Mechanics-

jg burg area. For your information, Mechanicsburg is a borough-

I
9 located approximately 16 miles wast-northwest of the nuclear

.

20 plant located at Three Mile Island.

21 Realizing that Mechanicsburg is located this consid-

y erable distance, as well as upwind from Three !!ile Island, given
*

3 the normally easterly winds, is a factor we feel is quite sig-

y nificant. Given its location, to get this number of people in a

[ relatively short period of time to sign such a strongly worded.,

P 13/9 MO
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1rw3-2 1 petition should co:1vey to you the tramendous fear the accident

atThreeEkleIslandinstilledandcontinuestoinstillinthe2

3 people of this area, and long weeks and months after the acci- a

f 4 , dent.

5 We imolore and demand that you give these petiticas

6 every consideration in your deliberations concerning the re-
~

7 opening of Three Mile Island Units 1 and 2. Ne, the steering

.

committee, feel our petitions represent the pervasive feelings8

9 of the citizens of this entirs area of Pennsylvania.

10 Furthermore, we will not feel safe, nor will we

11 give up our efforts, until Three Mile Island Units 1 and 2 are

tg closed forever as a nuclear generating facility, or converted

L3 to an alternate form of electrical energy.

14 Our petitions, in addition to this copy being pre-

15 sented to you, are being sent or hand-delivered to various

16 elected representatives at the local, state and federal levels.

17 Most sincerely, the steering committee of the Mech-

'

18 anicsburg Area branch of Three Mile Island Alert.

tg I would like to present this to someone.
.

20 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Could I bother a member of the

23 staff to take the petitions from Ms. Hartnett?

22 MS. HARTNETT: Thank you.

23 (Applause)

24 CHAIRMAN SMITS: Thank you.

25 Next is Mr. Lyng.

1379 261
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1rw3-3 I LIMITED APPEARANCE OF TIMOTIn' LYNG-

2 MR. LYNG: Good morning. I am a resident of Mach-
t

3 anic.1 burg, Pennsylvania. I am a father of two children and a
4 husband and I am a graduate engineer.

5 Since the March 28 accident, I and my family and

6 many of my frf. ends, and those whom I have come in contact with

y sinco then, would like to express to you exactly how the.

3 psychological impact of reopening TMI could affect us.
.

9 The fact that the Net Ed Company acted in a very ir-

10 responsible and incompetent manner during the March 28 acci-

It dent leads us to only believe that they are putting new profits

12 above and beyond the considerations of safety of we, the
x g people. Many of us feel that, through conservation efforts

14 we are willing to undertake, that the plant at Three Mile

15 Island is not necessary and we don't want to be subjected to

16 the possible catastrophic effects of another accident,

f7 I w uld like to ask the NRC staff to suggest to the

- la Commission that they consider the psychological stress, the

y, impacts of this accident and future possible accidents on the

g residents of the entire Harrisburg Metropolitan Arsa as a sig-

21 nificant factor in deciding on whether the. plant at Three Mile

22 Island should ever be opened again.

23 Thank you.s

3 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Thank you, Mr. Lyng.

Fran Stein.g
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1rw3-4 1 LIMITED APPEARANCE OF FRAN STEIN

2 MS. STEIN: I am a citizen of Harrisburg and I had a'
,
,

3 few quastions. Okay?

4 1 wanted to know what, exactly -- what are the

5 dangers of Krypton? Maybe Dr. Lintle could answer that.

s CHAIRMAN SMITH: The question is one that residents
i

.

7 in this area certainly have a right to ask and have an inter-

3 est ilt. However, it is so completely outside the responsibil-
,

9 ities and the authority of this Board that it is inappropriate

10 for us to answer.

11 In the first place, we have made no particular re-

12 search on it because our Board is not considering that aspect

f the case. Our answer would not be reliable.13

14
What I am saying is we simply cannot answer your

question. However, I think that we could use our influence to
15

ask the staff to provide an answer to you outside this process.
16

If you would give your name and address to the staff people, I
97

~

am sure they would address this.
18

MS. STEIN: Okay.19
.

Well, what I'm trying to get at is that you arem

avoiding the issue.
21

CBAIR?RN SMITH: Yes, that's correct.a,,
(

MS. STEIN: Okay, but it's not right to let the23

Krypton into the air.3

You know, if it could happen at Unit 2 -- I realize
3

13/9 !63
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1rw3-5 1 that this is for the reopening of Unit 1, but if these acci-

2 dents can happen in one plant, Unit 2, why couldn't it happen
,

3 at Unit 17

f 4 CHAIRMAN SMITH: In the event that the Krypton issue

5 is brought into our proceeding as it relates to TMI 1, we

6 certainly will consider it, you are exactly right, but we are,

'

as you stated, avoiding the issue now as it relates to what is7

8 going on at TMI 2 right now simply because we are not competent
.

and we are not authorized.g

MS STEIN: Would it be possible for me to ask Met10

g3 Ed a question?

CHAIRMAN SMITH: Yes, it is possible. They may or12

may not answer it now but I'm sure they will give you an answerg

later on if they can't now.
14

MS. STEIN: Okay, I have this newspaper article --
15

this was already quoted earlier but I would like te ask a ques-g

tion about it. It says: "The accident also displayed greatg

ignorance n the part of the public about nucicar power. There-

18

was too much uncertainty. If we are going to enjoy the bene-3,
.

fits of nuclear, we are going to have to have better informed3

public on the problems and hazards."
21

x Now I would like to know, the uncertainty in thisg
'

article -- it is saying that the uncertainty was the public'sg

fault. I mean, Met Ed and whoever were screwing up the facts,y
I

not telling us the truth; how can you say this about tha ;
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'

1rw3-6 1 public?
.

2 !!R. TROUBRIDGE: Ms. Stein, I am counsel for the

3 company; not a spokesman for it in this area. I would like to -

[ 4 have your name and address and a reference to the article you

5 cre talking about, and you will get a letter. Tric is the best

6 I can do. Ms. Ridgway in a minute will come down and get your
.

7 name and av. dress and the article reference.

8 25. STEIN: Okay, but I would just like to make a
.

g comment on that. I mean, it says that the public should be

10 better informed about the problems and hazards. I think that

;g Met Ed should be more aware of the problems and hazards.

12 Letting this Krypton gas out -- also, I read in an

13 article that one of the Met Ed people said that they were

14 thinking about sending employees into the containment building

before it was cleaned up. I would just like to say that I pityg

16 those people if they do. You know, I don't think that's right.

37 I guesa it's a personal choice but, still, you should not put

-

people up to that kind of stuff.gg

.
39 Okay, now I have another question. I was in St..

20 L uis about May 1979 and I heard there were a lot of dead cows

f und in the area. I think it was like 23. I don't know if21

22 this is true, I don't know what happened, but - I don't know,
(

I didn't hear anything else about it. I was wondering if any-23

body knew anything about it.24

c"^In"^" SMIT 8: 25 it in thi$ area Y u ar* *^1xins25
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1rw3 7 I about?

2 MS. STEIN: Yes, in the Three Mile Island area.

O CHAIRMAN SMITH: If anybody knows anything about the

(' 4 reference and would like to comment...I don't know anything

5 about it.

6 MS. STEIN: Okay, there also was a woman -- I think
.

'

7 she ha1 a prise bird collection. She had about 100 birds. She

8 went out ons day and cama home and found all the birds were-

9 dead. I read that she had asked somebcdy -- I don't know, it

10 was probably the NRC, you know, to investigate and she never

got any response. I would like to know why, or if she did get11

12 any response.

13 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Dr. Little, who is our environmental

14 scientist, has V 2 greatest expertise and interest in this

'5 field. She is making a note that she would like to inquire

! into that. If you can give us as much information as you can16

17 on that, it would be helpful. As of now, we don't have any
.

18 information. We are not aware of that.

,
19 MS. STEIN: Okay.

20 Also, Mr. Ertal said that -- in his speech, he said

21 about the Metropolitan Edison employees being retrained and

22 trained further. I was at a Select House Committee meeting on
,
(

23 Three Mile Island -- I think it was in September or October --

24 and Harold Denton was there from the NRC.

25 He stated that the workers were not trained enough anc
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1rw3-8 1 I was just wondering, if they haven't been trained further yet,

I when are they going to be trained?1

,

3 CSAIRMAN SMITH: One of the very definita issues --

f a' there is no question about it; we are not evading this issue,

5 Ma'am -- we have full right to inquire into adequacy of the

6 training of i-Ict Ed people and we intend to. Um have the

.

7 authority to refuse to authorize the operation of that unit

a until we are satisfied with the competence of the operators.
.

9 MS. STEIN: I hope so.

10 CHAIRMAN SMITH: This, incidently, is true of several

31 points made by Congressman Ertel in his remarks. There are

12 several points and there is no question about it; we have

13 authority and we are going to very determinedly inquire into

it.14

MS. STEIN: Okay.15

16 'uso, I don't have these exact datos, I'm sorry, but

'

it was a couple conths ago there was a 4,000 gallon release of77

water from Unit 1 that -- they didn't test it before they re-~

18

yg leased,it and then they went back and tested it, and then they
.

discovered that Unit 1 was contaminated from Unit 2.20

CHAIRMAN SMITH: We want to know about that, abso-
21

22 lutely; we are going to inquire into that.

'
MS. STEIN: They continued to dump it af*ar they23

tested the water. I would like to knew why that is allowed.24

There are thousands of people drinking this watar.
25
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1rw3-9 1 CHAIRMAN SMITH: If what you say is true, we want to

2 know why, too.
i

3 MR. TROWBRIDGE: Wo would be happy to -- I do under-

(' 4 stand chat reference. We would be happy to include a response

5 to that question in our latter to Ms. Stein.

6 CHAIRMAN SMITH: One o.T the issues we are charged

.

7 with is to inquire into the relatiocship between the storage

8 capacity of Unit 1 and Unit 2. That is, the company has to
,

g explain to us that it does not depend -- or if it does, why --

10 upon the storage capability of Unit 1 for its waste from Unit 2 .

?! Is that getting to what your concern is?

12 MS. STEIN: Yes, basically.

13 CHAIRMAN SMITH: This will be explored quite thor-

14 cughly in our hearing.

MS. STEIN: Okay.15

16
The EPICORE system, it doesn't take tritium out of g

the water, and Met Ed was talking about dumping the processedg

water into the river. Now there are standards -- there are
*

18

federal standards for the water but these sh ndards are afterjg

dilution.20

Now they could taka a handful out of the containment
21

building', they could take some water just frca there and dilute22

it enough and let it out. I think the law should be changed.
23

The level should be measured before it is diluted.24

I read in the paper that they are diluting it 3,800
25
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1rw3-10 1 parts of water to one part of this processed water, and I

'
2 think that it should be measured before it is processed -- I(

3 12:an, before it is diluted, because the same amount of tritium

('
t 4 is going into the drinking water, whether it has a lot of

5 water in it or not. You know, Lancaster and places like that

6 are still drinking it.
.

7 CHAIRMAN SMITH: The EPICORE II systen, which, as I

x 8 understand it, is now being used, is the subject of a separate

9 proceeding. As 1 also understand, it is the subject of law

10 suits. It is not related to our proceeding. We will not be

it getting into that except indirectly, and that is the Ccmmission ,

12 in authorizing the EPICORE II system, directed Met Ed to hold

L3 available storage facilities of Unit 1, and then, when we get

14 into our hearing, we will want to know what happened to the

15 storage facilities of Unit 1 in that process.

16 HS. STEIN: Okay.

17 I would just like to say that I think the power plant

f8 should remain closed and I think Het Ed should lose its license

yg because it is incompetent. That's all I have to say.

20 DR. LITTLE: Getting back to the question about the

21 cows and the birds, we are very interested in any evidence

22 relating to effects on livestock as well as on human beings.

23 We would very much appreciate information you could give us

24 either directly or through intervenors who are concerned with

25 these aspecta.
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1rw3-11 1 MS. STEIN: Aren't there any studies going on now as

'
2 to livestock?

s

3 DR. LITTLE: We are trying to find out, ourselves.

( 4 !!S. STEIN: I have the articles at home.

S DR. LITTLE: You could send copies of those articles

6 directly to !!r. Smith. He vill give them to us.
.

7 115. STEIN: Okay, thank you.

8 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Do you know how to write to me?
,

9 HS. STEIN: Not really.

10 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Do you have my name? Ivan Smith,

11 United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission -- USNRC will be

12 enough -- ifash'ington, D.C. 20555.

13 MS. STEIN: Thank you.

14 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Thank you, Ms. Stein.

15 (Applause)

16 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Mr. Buskirk, please.

37 LIMITED APPEARANCE OF WILLIAM BUSKIRK, JR.

MR. BUSKIRK: Good morning. My name is Willian18

.
19 Buskirk, Jr. I am not a local resident. I am from Bath,

20 Pennsylvania, which is generally referred to as the Lehigh

21 Valley Area. Bath is in that area. Bath is located approxi-

22 mately 85 to 90 miles away from TMI.
s

23 The interest that I have in TMI is basically two

24 parts. One is the friands that I have, the acquaintancas that

I havo living in the area. I tend to think there is also a25
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1rw3-12 1 secondary psychological impact. That is, people outside the

2 area, whetaer they be relatives, friends, acquaintances or

3 whaterer,.tiso tend to suffer psychological distress as a re-

(' 4 sult of their concern for people who they know,in the immed-

5 intely affected area.

6 Ity other concern is, obviously -- which I think you

~

7 may ba quite aware of -- is the Brookhaven report of the middle

8 sixtios concerning the extent of impact coming from an accident
.

9 of a large degree. I guess the parameters of the Class 9 acci-

10 dent include the kind of accident which occurred.

gg I think I can't possibly translate or transmit to

12 you my reaction on the day of March 28, when a friend of mine

L3 called me at work and said: "It's actually happening!"

14 My response was something to the effect of: "What

15 do you mean, it's actually happening?"

16 She said: "There's an accident at Three Mile Island. '

I said: "Well, accidants happen every day at power37

gg plants. It's like routine reporting."-

19 She said: "No, this is a real accident."

20 It was sort of like - this was around noontime, I

21 guess, one o' clock or something around that. She just heard it

22 on the radio. I was probably disfunctional for the rest of the

3 day as far as my employment was concerned.

g I subsequently didn't go to work the next day as a

result of just overwhelming concern, trying to keep up on what25
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1rw3-13 1 was going on, whether it was the kind of accident I was aware

2 of, that even 90 miles away I should be considering leaving

3 the area.

4 Heedless to say, my concern, my fear, was not allev-,

.

5 iated in the next coming days. In fact, I found more and more

6 reason to be leaving except for the kind of attachments I

.

7 guess wo kept, attachments which kept other people here in

8 Pennsylvania, the Harrisburg area and whatever.
.

9 There are many conflicting kinds of psychological

10 things that you have to endure. People who are attached to a

13 lifetime of experiences in the land that they grew up in, the

12 farms on which I an a resident of, and I think sometimes what

13 people, in an objective manner, would evaluate as rational

behavior tends to be seen by people directly affected as
14

irrational.15

In other words, when someone is telling you to leave
16

something you became strongly attached to, you tend to want to
37

stay. Therefore, what is irrational to others becomes rational-

18

to you. I think that is the kind of thing you will have to
39 ,

.

deal with if you approve licensing for TMI 1.3

Y u are going to have people who are not going to be
21

making rational, reasonable interpretations according to some-a
one's particular standards, and that, I guess, is the realg

psychological problem that TMI 1 poses,
24

I think the people here, probably the people who
3
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1rw3-14 1 testified on previous days, have said pretty much of the con-

2 cerns and details that I have attempted. I know for certain

3 this morning Mr. Hostler and Representative Ertel have spoken

( 4 specifically of concerns that I have raised, that I have been

5 concerned about.

6 I just can't fathom how you could even conceive of

*

7 approving the operation of TMI 1. It is only a hypothesis

8 about when TMI 2 will be resolved. It has gone over the months
.

g from next year to two years, three years, four years. Really,

10 it's all hypothetical.

gj It amazes me, to say the least, that it could even

12 be taken seriously that you want to license TMI 1 in that

situation. Well, I think -- I guess, probably, if it'sL3

34 licensed, it will be representative of the kind of government

15 that can't handle a human situation, that can only operata in

16 ' objective, rational, numerical abstractions" and, therefore,

37 can justify the operation of certain things at the expense of

18 ther certain things because you haven't reached a threshhold-

f t lerance or intolerance.19
.

20 I guess that's the problem I have, wondering if it

21 really matters whether we talk to you or not. Obviously, we

g will be talking in tarms that you have no authority to deal

with.23 You will be talking and making decisions on bases that

have no rational basis as far as we are concerned.24

I think, probably, in a general sense, what I25
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1rw3-15 1 consider from my point of view in a very particular sense,

2 that concludes what I came to say. Again, in the efforts of

3 saving time, particular details which were raised by the

( 4 previous speakers I certainly endorse.

S There is one comment I wanted to add. That is, a

a 6 persoramamed Jane Lee, which I assume you should be familiar

"

7 with, has been making testimony or presenting things to the

8 Board, to the NRC, concerning tha animal abnormalities that
.

g have been occurring in the area of TMI. It is sort of a kind

10 of concern from somebody in the audience that you don't seem to

11 be aware of these things. How can that be wnen someone is

12 telling you about it? It sort of makes me wonder --

33 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Just a moment. Let's address that

14 point.

15 DR. LITTLE: Not just Mrs. Lee but several people

16 have brought up the issue with animals. That's why we asked

37 we get evidence relating to that any any evidence that anybody

18 has, we would like to see it come out somewhere in these-

gg proceedings.
,

.

20 MR. BUSKIRK: Okay, I don't want to get into a

21 question-responsa kind of debate or anything, but I was wonder-

22 ing -- I know the story of about 19 cows this past spring.

t

23 How do you get evidence once the cows have been buried? No

24 one presumes it has anything to do with this abnormal occurrencet.

CHAIRMAN SMITH: I don't know, sir. If you have25
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1rw3-16 1 infernatior., you give it to us and we will follow. We cannot,

2 un the basis of you standing at that microphone saying 19 cows,

~

3 died this spring, go from there to the conclusion that TMI 1

r
4 should not be operated. There has to be a bridging process'

5 somewi.ere. If you have information, give it to us. Write us

6 a letter. Tell us about it.
.

7 ER. BUSKIRK: The question I am asking is: What is
_

8 the validity of information after the fact? In other words,
,

9 what I am reciting is a thing where, in the si:t weeks period

x 30 of time, I am aware of 19 cows, and apparently there have

. 31 been others that I haven't heard of that died, and the State

12 Department -- the animal veterinarian from the state was making

13 some kind of judgments, apparently, and they didn't do any

14 Particular study on the results.

15 Therefore, somebody finally decided to call some-

16 body's attention that there wasn't enough evidence to justify

,7 any kind of conclusion so it is forgotten. What is the nature

'

gg of the evidence that would be required?

.
19 CHAIRMAN SMITH: We won't know until we know what the

20 evidence is. How can we predict in advance when we don't know

21 what the evidence is, the nature of the evidence which will be

22 required? You are asking us, number one, to make an assumption
*

>

23 that animals and birds and livestock are dying because of the

24 accident at TMI 2 and then tell you what kind of evidence you

.
require to prove it to us. Until we know what the boundaries25

I
!
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1rw3-17 I are, the allegations and the information which is already

2 available, we can't toll you. You have alraady indi=ated the

infornatiott you had is not available.-

4 MR. BUSKIRK: So we are at some kind of absurd game

5 that we are playing.

CHAIRMAN SMITH: You are making the assumption that6
.

the only evidence available is from you standing on that floor.7

I hope, when we get into the hearing, that the state agencies8.

and esterybody who does have information on this subject will
9

bring it forward.!0

MR. BUSKIRK: I hope so, too.;y

CHAIRMAN SMITH: To the extent we will be able to -

g

identify that as relating to TMI 1 and we are aware of it,g

reliable evidence on that subject, we will insist it be broughtg

forward.

* *

16

CHAIRMAN SMITH: Mr. Buskirk, before you leave us,

how did you learn about this proceeding this morning? I am'

interested in the adequacy of the notice to the public. .I
.

g

notice you came here from some distance. How did you learng

about it?
21

MR. BUSKIRK: I am a member of an organization which

c

has been keeping track of these things in our area. I have

also become a recipient of -- what is it called -- the NRC

press Relaase, a weekly mailing kind of thing.
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Irw3-18 1 ~MR, SMITH: Okay, thank you, sir.

Ei. 1 2 iApplause)

3
*

-

4

5

5
.

8
'
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CHAIR!! Mi SMITH: Mr. Buckirk, did that licit |I

7. interiaro 'iith y.3nr presentation? t

3 ;MR. BUCI IRK: Not with my presentation, juc :
<~

4
v. tith w/ dillegue *:ith you. I

i

5 CUAIR*tiU SMITH: Thank you. j

0
-

.

Mr. Si.auart, please.
|

7
| LIMIT.m AEPEARANCE STATDfENT OF j

i +

8 | MICHE*21: SIEWERT, ETTER, PINNS'ILVANIA. !.

I i

9 MS. SISTERT: That's Michelle Siewert, and u

.0 live two miles fron TMI in Etter, Pennsylvania. After months
h

il .3f sitting back ar.d letting others voice their epinion for '

' !

;2
| .sy welfwee, I havo decided that my turn has cc:ns. I

.

i3 Like :ountless others who shara my views, I too

4 have triad to forgot the cccurrences of March 28th a.nd'

'5 theraaftar. After attending township meetings, I beca.ne

.6 .nore frightened. It seemed, the less you knew, the
'

'etter3

17 off you were. J
;.

'8 I acquired a so-called "TMI blindness," where

i
. IS newspaper articles on the sublect no longer attract <.d .ny |

t
20 attantion. It wasn't lack of concern, please underutand,

21 but rather evasion and denial. A simple built-in def:nse

T2 mechanism to help cope with the situation that even n:w is

23 most stressful.

I
24 cannot even begin to express how thiS GVE nt |

~

!
.

25 changed our lives. Ecme was always a place of refure anc
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1 an1 comfort to me. Now I live in fear and uncertainty.

2 There la a faeling of helplessness that other people vith

3 capitalistic motives contr'o1 the environment to which I am
,-

4 rigntft.11y eneitled to.

5 I don't like living here anymore, but there is

6 nowhere else to go. As a result of TMI, I have lost friends
.

j who let the utility company run them out of their homos. I

6 may as well have been a criminal, for I became a prisoner
.

5 la my cwn hcse.

It
I clung to false reassurances that the thin

11
aluminem aiding and walls of my home would also protcut me

from the invisible contamination that the air outside held.12

I always theught it would be so easy to plan a family, butg

now I as toe afraid to get pregnant.g

With Met Ed's hopes of venting radioactive gcses
33

a womar., especially in her first trimester of pregnancy,
16

would 1.e taking a great risk. There are many nights uhen Ig
'

rock my son to sleep, and instead of feeling the peaceful --gg

instead of feeling peaceful and relaxed by the small body ing

my arms, I was consumed with a feeling of worry and desertion,
2C

worry f what the future would bring to this child I co
21

desperately wanted to protect and couldn't.y

Now with the issue of possible relicensing, the
.,

horror of the past months surface again. Everyone states
24

that we are safe now. I am standing here looking at ycu ing
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g a perff.ctly healthy body, but in a few years I could be a

2 statistic, or my con could be, and I resent being one of your

te st ari:r:1r. Yat, I have no choice; the damage was Jone3 ,

r
.: menths age.

3 I ow low is " low level radiation"? And hcra safe

6 is " lor g-t e2 m e:cposure"?
.

7 ile are usually given the answers, "I don't know."

8 Well, frar k:.y, "I don't know" isn t good enough anymore. I.

g want my life to go along as it was before, but it will never

be the sere. As long as we're here, those towers willgo

haunt me. A system the bigshots say was foolproof turnedg

out to be the proof of fools.g

It is my opinion that Met Ed should have itsg

license revcked based upon the shameful history it createdg

this past year. It was incompetence and plain greed that
15

s m aster. % demated intendonal16

disregard fer the lot and welfare of human life. They have

~

proved they can't be trusted.
18

an a place lho Ms M WW to invade
. 19

our privacy and make a mockery out of the basic values ofg

democracy that our country was founded upon? Is tha people's

voice only a whisper now? I hope the blunders of 1979 will

not repeat themselves again. If the proposed proceduresg

that are planned for early 1980 are as safe v as they say,

than let Mr. Robert Arnold and John Collins straddla over
25
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1 their roactors in a hot air balloon while all this

2 takes place.

E ilow far are you going to let it'go? Most people
-

4 feel that 1: only happens to the other guy, but maybe some

gi day the t.dvarse effects of this might touch home with one

s of you. " hen you'll know what ws've been through.
.

7 Take a good look at these people and myself,

s because m are the "other people," and it's scmething wa
.

g never wan: .o live through again. Justice will rightfully

go be served only if TMI never operates as a nuclear pouer

gg facility again. That is the least we could be given.

gy, Tc allow the restart-up of TMI would be to

13 , condone sacrecy, corruption, and coverup. It would :uin the

34 pride and faith in loc al government and business that is

already at an all-time low. It would allow the almighty15

16 dollar to control decisions, rather than honest values and

morality. It would create more hate and resentment to a97

' company that controls a monopoly and thinks they can do18

gg whatever they please.
.

20 It would invade the privacy of our homes, our

21 property, our bodies, by not listening to the people's

choice. But most important, it would give Met Ed a glorified22
s

y license to legally jeopardize our health and, in a sense,

24 murder and debilitate people.

25 If our purpose on earth is indeed to improve the
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g quality of human life, then your annver should be simple.

2 When it w as right down to it, the people of Newberrytown

3 are really fighting for their personal survival, and it's

c

4 going to be a big fight, because we're not going to let

5 this open again.

TMI has been a living hell for all of us, and
6

.

that place, that eyesore, that concrete monster doesn't
7

belong on what once was the good earth of central8,

Pennsylvania.
9

(Applause.)
10

CHAIRMAN SMITE: Jeffrey Palmer, please,
gg

LIMITED APPEARANCE STATEMENT OF JEFFREY PAIMER,g

SCENECKSVILLE, P'.2ESYLVANIA.g

MR. PALMER: I'm a college student, and Ig

ans se aa ea st, ad for Gese
15

reas ns I must speak out in favor of opening TMI Unit 1.
16

I too am concerned about psychological distress.

~ I feel however that this psychological distress is caused notg

by the nature of nuclear energy, but by all the informationg,
,

in the media and by s 4 3 given to inciting stata= ants,

made by various scuroes.
21

I think that Met Ed's restraint when making
g

statements about the e=*ident provee to be accurate when

they suggested that a large-scale evacuation would not be

necessary, or that ^h would not be a meltdown.

I(11nk that hindsight shows that scme of the
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1 scurces that did suggest that these possibilities were more

m
I than just possibilities were somewhat off the wall.

3 I am also concerned about Mat 'Sd's customers.
'

c

4 ! I'm afraid. that the people likely to show up at a hearing
i
'

! like this are not those interested merely in general vell-
'

6 being, but that it's those that have a apecial interont
.

7 and art. politically motivated or for some other reasons have

6 a particu2ar interest.
,

p I've heard from sources such as the American

10 Medical Aratciation that the effects of nuclear enorny are

ft as much ac 600 to 1000 times more' serious than the effects

12 of other energy granerating sources.

For these reason ~is -- that the psychologicalg3- --. , ,,

~

14 distress is caused by excluing informational sources, and

gg that the coct to the silent majority, the custemers, is

16 ; greater from the alternatives to nuclear energy -- I must

jj again stress what I believe, that 'D4I Unit 1 should be

18 reopened.

99 Thank you.
.

20 (Boos and hisses.)

CHAIRMAN SMITH: Thank you, Mr. Palmer.21

22 Barbara Helvly?

Ms. Heivly will be followed by Andrea Chosman23

y and then by Ray Hearne.

i3/9 ?832s
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1 LIMITED APPEARANCE STATEMENT OF BARBARA

2 HEIVLY, MIDDLETOWN, PENNSYLVANIA.1

3 MS. HEIVLY: Mr. Smith, Committee Members, my
r

4 name in Etrbara Heivly. I live three miles from TMI. As a

5 citizen vt.o has been personally affected and disrupted by

6 the Marcl. 20th accident, I come today, as some might put it,
.

7 to bara nr coul to you.

8 :: ask that you not only listen, but hear what I
,

s usy, becanso it is an emotional and personal message. I

10 am employed as an elementary counselor in a school dist--ict,

it and I am trained to tune in to human feelings, reactions,

12 and upon occasion to see children and their families in

13 difficult, atressful situations.

14 I was taught to be objective, calm, and skilled

15 in certain techniques that help deal with various everyday

16 living problems. However, my training has been severely

17 tested since the accident in two respects:

'

One, personally I now find it difficult to remainte

.
19 calm and unemotional living near a nuclear plant, and as of

20 yet have not mustered up enough "tecniques" to relieve my

21 own tension.

22 And two, I have found it difficult and frustrating
\

23 in relating to my family and frienda because I am unablec

y to help relieve them of their fears and concerns.

25 My basic message is this: As aware as I am of
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stress-producing events in our lives, I have been psycholo--

:. gically affected by the accident, and so have many other

residents in the community surrounding Three Mile Island.:,
-

feel that the NRC acknowledges the fact thata. *:

citizoas ita te suffered psychologically, but they have the
3

calousnesa itad insensitivity to not seriously consider thise
.

7 phenomena aJ part of the reopening hearing process.

ao you know why we're upset? Do you know why we-p
,

get angry waen cur fears aren't recognized? I want to share
g

with you what I went through in March so that you may become1t;

m e awara of my feelings.
t '. ,

on March 28th, the local newspapers reported that
93

Mot Ed had vented some radiated steam, and that the problemg
|

was under control. Not being an alarmist, and assuming the'

9,4

reporting was factual, I did not become concerned. Even on
15

Thursday, the 29th, I continued my daily activities asg

though there was no eminent danger.g
' Thursday evening a relative who worked at Peach

gg

Bottom Plant called to say that he was worried. He did not
gg

.

like what the newspapers were saying, and felt that at
3

best maybe we should go away for the weekend, just as a
2f

precaution.g

As it turned cut, I decided to take off work on
g

Friday the 30th to pack for a weekend trip. Friday morning
24

around 10:00 o' clock was when I first reacted to the

!3/9 ?85
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accident.-

n A TV program was interrupted to ask that

a rasidenta please close dieir windows, turn off air condi-

'
'

e. tieners, at cetera, and remain indoors because of a radio-

y active release.

t: My heart still beats fast when I think of that

~

; m:mient. I knew that there was serious danger when the

U 2roadcitsts kept continuing on the TV and the radio. I
~

.

g thought cf.sy husband who had gone to work moments before,

go and I wondered how many radioactive particles he may have

gg inhaled,

gt j I wondered how to reach him, since the phone

lines wers busy. I was afraid he hadn't heard the warningg

g and he might ,,go outside again. I wondered if closing all

tae windows would keep the harmful release from coming into
15

the house,
16

I was afraid to go outside. I was afraid weg

would be trapped in the house for a long time. It might-

gg

sound at this point that I may not have been behaving in agg
.

m rational manner, perhaps becoming a little hysterical.

Well, I did not scream. I did not cry. I did
21

not g running out to pack up the car. But I was deeply,22
<

deeply frightened and at a loss as to what to do.23

To condense the story a bit, my husband and I3

decided to leave that afternoon around 3:00 p.m. At thatg
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1 point we ad packed our clothes, made arrangements where to

2 ctay, nai. sure my husband's sister and kids had transpcirta-

; tion, loc. ed up our valuables, and left Middletown.
7_

4 I don't want to make this process sound simp *.e,

y fcr none cf this activity went on without considerable vorry

E and straf1 Some say we wouldn't have had to do all
.

7 that, Ett it was psychologically healthier for us to leave

i: a potentially harmful area than to stay and remain upsel:
,

end in tt:,.mcil. And in their own way, each and every otherg

citizen who left the area needed that escape from tfie'3p

11
cnknown danger that radiatica they couldn't see.

._

That is how they coped. That is how they'dec1tgg

with that release: To leave one's home under duress, aag

undesirable as it was for many and a hardship as well,
'

14

it was better than staying.gg

Of course on Friday, Saturday, and Sunday, theg

hydrogen bubble reports prevailed and my husband and I
,7

~

cculd do nothing but think of the potential loss of ourgg

home, and wondered when if at all - of course when the
39

reports were so nminous -- that we would be able to return.g

If we were n t hearing or reading- about the
21

bubble, we were thinking of it silently. It never ever left
22

out minds, and we even had difficulty sleeping at night.g

TMI has left an impact on us. It is so difficult
3

for me to express in a few minutes, in the limit that youg

13/9 ?87
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3 have placed upon our testimony, the flood of feelings that

i ~ have esperienced since March 29th.

3 Almost 8 months ago, hundrods of residents who

(
4 left their homes have returned, but they have not regained

5 a sense of normalcy. Their jumpy when sirens go off.

6 They a::e apprehensive when they see those towers. They are

7 distressful of the cleanup process. And I have seen people

8 atill choke up, as you probably have seen in the hearu.gs,
.

9 atill after all these months when they talk about the

10 accident.

gg Whatever you do, don't deny us our feelings.

12 Don't think that we have forgotten our frightful experiences.

g And don't underestimate the upsurge of panic that will

14 result if TMI goes back on line. We need to feel safe

again. We want to live in a community that will not harm
15

us. Our psychological health and mental well-being is
16

contingent upon the reopening of that plant.
37

I don't think it's worth it.
-

18

CHAIRMAN SMITH: Thank you, Ms. Helvly.
_

gg

(Applause.)-

3

MS. HEIVLY: May I ask one question?
21

CHAIRMAN SMITH: Yes, please.g

MS. HEIVLYr Unfartunately I have a little3

trouble relating to the members of your Board, and also the3

five Ccemissioners upon whose ultimate decision of reopening
3
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1 TMI 1 rests. I guess where I'm frustrated is, I wonder how

2 cbjective the members will be? I am highly distrustful,

3 I suppose of course of the way things were handled by Met Ed,
|

,-

4 and I suppose I'm distrustful of the nuclear industry, and

5 I feel that you are tied into that industry.

6 How objective are your members going to be? And
.

7 how can ycu assure us of that?

g CHAIRMAN SMI3: Of course objectivity is
,

something that I can't give you in numbers; I can't sayg

we're going to be "25 objective," or anything like that, butg

I would like to point out a few things.3;

One is, Dr. Jordan has worked through a very long
12

and illustrous career in the field devoted to nuclear safety.g

He has labored many, many years in that area. He has made
14

a greater contribution to nuclear safety than anybody who
15

has ever come close to this hearingr. He has come from a
16

comfortable and well-earned retirement because he wishes to
37

bring his talents and objectivity and make them available.'

gg

He was requested to do it and the person who could be the
_

39

~

most informed and objective on the issue of nuclear safety.g

Dr. Little has, again, devoted much of her
21

life to a hesithy environment in this country. She has
22

responsibilities back at the university and in her own
23

business. It is not fun sitting hero and looking at
24

People look at un with hostility and distrust. We don't
25
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3 enjoy it.

2 None of my two collaagues have to be here. As

3 .'or mysel:!, my job will not be affected one way or the
~

'

4 other. I don't care if that plant operates or not as far as

5 ny job la concerned. The only thing I can tell you is,

6 : subjectively, each of us are comitted to do the best job

7 Aat wo ::an do and be objective.

g, MS. HEIVLY: I certainly hope so.
.

9 (Applause.)

10 LIMITED APPEARANCE STATEMENT OF ANDREA CHESMAN,
s

11
HARRISBURG, PENNSYLVANIA.

;
.

MS. CHESMAN: My name is Andrea Chesman and I'm!12

g here to urge the NRC to consider the psychological stress as

g a relevant issue in the reopening of TMI.

It's true thct it's difficult to measureg

Psychological stress, and it's also true that psychological
16

stress hso been shown to have very serious health conse-
17

quences. So we cannot ignore the problem of psychological-

,,

strees because it won't go away that way.
99

What kind of stress am I talking about? I think.~

20

I'm ta ning about as seress eat brings a n of us one here2,

t day, because none of us, or few of us at least, hava22

ever d ne this before in our lives.23

I'm talking about the fact that 144,000 peopleg

felt it necessary to evacuate their homes during ths TMI 2g
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1 a.ccident. Because maybe no one on the Licensing Board has

2 over b an an evacuee yourselves, perhaps no one on the Board,

3 Ims eve.r J eft their home or their jobs or their friends.
_.

4 and th:.ustt maybe they'd never go back to them again, perhaps

5 psople on the Licensing Board have imaginations too limited

6 to know ttat it means, but you've been listening to u.3, so
_

? I'll jr.s. add that it means continuing anxiety and continuing

g nightmnror:.
,

g As the evidence of the accident comes out -- and

it is only ust now ccming out -- which is again anotherj10

11 reason to delay reopening of TMI 1 -- we have more reasons

g, to worry.

g Me have become convinced by the Presidential

g Ccamission that Met Ed is incompetent; that evacuation

plans are inadequate; and that the NRC cannot adequat31y15

police an industry that is convinced it wants cheap but not
16

cafe power.
37

Under these conditions, we must also worry attut
~

jg

the cleanup of Unit 2. We must worry about the release of19
..

radioactive krypton 85. We do not feel that we can add to.. 20

ur yearly radiation limit by a potential accident from
21

Unit 1 because we've already got Unit 2 in our backyards.22

And most certainly we cannot live with the23

additional anxiety that putting Unit 1 on line would produce.24

Becaus the Kemeny report has admitted that nuclear power
25
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1 cannot be made safe, and that it is up to the citizens to

'

1 2 declare that the acceptable limits are, this citizen ture

3 is saying that the limits are: We only want nuclear pouar

.r
4 if it ear. be. made 100 percent safe. And since M know that

5 it canrot be made 100 percent safe, we don't want it.

6 Thank you.
.

7 (Applause.)

8 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Mr. Hearne?,

g LIMITED APPEARANCE OF PAY C. HEARNE,

10
YORK, PENNVAYLANIA.

MS. HEARNE: "Ms."gy

CHAIRMAN SMITH: I'm sorry, Ms. Hearne.
12.

MS. HEARNE: Chairman, Committee M+J)ers, my
33

14
name is Ray Hearne. I own an old stone house 25 miles

south of TMI Island, and about 8 miles northwest of Peach-
93 ,

i
Bottom Nuclear Power Plant.

16 |
,

I am Assistant Director of Historic York, !
37

!
~

Inc rp rated, a nonprofit organization dedicated to i
18

historic preservation in York County. .g

Last March 28th and 29th when the Three Mile- - ~

20

Island ac ident occurred, or began, I blocked from my
21

consciousness what the consequences of such an event might-

g

be. Since Friday, March 30th, my life has < hanged.g

My relationship to a 1798 stone house which liesg

in the enehandr4ngly lovely village of Muddy Creek Forks,

1379 ?92
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I

1 the hoIso that I have devoted my money, hard work, and

p. artistic endeavors to over the last nine years has changet..
|

3 My relationship to York County where I have

#
4 scrked for the preservation of a built environment, that

nixtursofman'sarchitectural.andagriculturalendeavornt.

( with tee ratural landscape has changed.
I

~

My relationship to Pennsylvania, the State of r:y-

b birth, ths. Keg 2 tone State, this land callet "Penns Woods"
.

t, ' has changsd.

jc My house is for sale, and as I drive down the

long steep hill into Muddy Creek Forks, througa the woods
39

and past the old creamery, the mill buildings ani theg

general store that are living parts of the 2-1/2 c oturiosg

of white settlement, I no longer feel that I am coming hrx c.g

My office is in another house, another old
15

house, the Willis House built by the Quaker William Willin
16

in 1762 or. a piece of ground the Willis Family and the3.,

Quaker Rice family received from William Penn.-

10

Behind this handsome Georgian brick building
39

I
with its seven fireplaces lies what we once laughingly'

~~

g

referred to as Met Ed's playground, the pole training
21 ;

area off Pennsylvania Avenue, just beyond the York Cityg

Limits.g

And below us, where we are today, the Three Mileg

Island is a nuclear plant where Met Ed and perhaps too theg
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|
1

! IIuclear ''ogtilatory Commission cut their teeth on, perhaps
!

2 a bettor eng:ression is " trifled with" a situation is still

2 ongoir.g - th releases to the environment of radioactive

/'
4 gtses.i

5 1; ore they trifled with - trifled with -- and

|

6 asked ne:minsion to continue to trifle with the public's

.

7 health a A well being. Here they played with the public's

a dependen o upon them for accurate reporting. Here they
.

g debatax1, along with the Governor of this state, whether

1C to eva.<:uaue the immediata area, while the instruments that

11 neasure radiation .at the vents of the plant became so

n saturated with radioactivity that they went off the scales.

13 And today you are considering Met Ed's request

14 to reopea Three Mile Island 1.

15 on Friday, March 30th, I was to look at a church

16 building near Goldsboro. The church's building committee

was sock'ng advice of Historic York, Incorporated, on the37 .

~ restoration of their building.gg

19 As I got ready to leave, the announcement was

20 made that another heavy release of radioactive gases had- -'

21 occurred, and that all people within 5 miles were to

remain indoors.22

I got into my car. I drove to the bank where I23

withdrew some of my savings, and hurriedly - almostg

dangerously -- I drove to my house in Muddy Creek Porks,25
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1 packed a daw clothes, picked up a friend who lived nearty,

2 and drcve to my parents' farm in North Carolina.

3 I cannot relate to you the sickness I felt as I

4 k left Y:rl Ccunty. In North Carolina, I paced the 'nountair.-

3 side as I heard reports of the hydrogen bubble. I wept

6 that I htd tot brought my cats, my childhood treasures, my

.

I 6ared not think of those who stayed in York.7 plants.

8 I debated with my parents as to whether I
,

care Inttrn to pick up some belongingo, and to plead trithg

10 ray frinne_c to leave. My fries 1, whose Scotch-Irish ancestors

had rece:.ved the patent for the land from the Penn's., waag;

12 mute and withdrawn.

We returned, as did the thousands who had
33

evacuateu, but the estrangmant remains. The psychologicalta

15 scars sem permanent.

on the Island called Three Mile Island where Met
16

Ed built its reactors once lived Indians who fished in c.he
97

Susquehanna and grew crops on the fertile alluvial earth.*

18

Stone tools and fragments remain as testimony to theirjg
.

existence.- - -

20

In the middle 1700s, the first white settlers
21

antered York County by way of Hossie's Ferry near Goldsboro,22
i

They were peace-loving Quakers who established their farm-23

steds. Later, Germans migrated across the river and
24

shttled. Scotch-Irish established. communities near25
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1
'

1 }!iddletoten. Each ethnic group, the English, Quakers, ths
i

2 Germaru, and the Scotch-Irish poured all they had into their
i

i farms or touses, farms and outbuildings, which reflect |
'

_

4 architec"rirally their origins.

5 "his landscape, this mixture of the natural

6 formation of the land with the buildings of six or more
.

generacious of people who have lived here is what gives this-

a part of ?ennsylvania the sense of place that is irreplaceable.
,

?riends, I would like to read to you an explanatien
9

.

of the meaning of " Dwelling," by Heidegar (phonetic) , for10 .,

this la uhat I, as a historic preservationist, feel most3;

g intansa17:

"But in what does the nature of dwelling consist */g

Let us listan once more to what language says to us, the
14

Old Saxon 'wuon,' the Gothic 'wunian,' like the Old World
15

h en, maan to m ain, to stay in a place. Bu* ''e Gothic
16

an says more EsthMy hw eis maMn, _a
17,

experienced. 'Wunian' maana to be a peace, to be brougl.t~

18

to peace, to rammin in peace. The word for peace, 'Frieda'
3

'the free,' 'das Frye,' and 'Frye* means ' preservemanna-- g

from harm and danger.' ' Preserve from something,' to
21

| safeguard. To free really means to spare. The sparingg

itself consists not only in the fact that we do not harmg

the one we spare, real sparing is something positive andg

takes place when we leave something behind in its owng
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1 nature and ue return it specifically to its being ari. :re
!

'
! 2 free it in the real sense of the world into a prescrm cf

3 peace. To dwell, to be cet at peaco means to remain t.t ;

, - . ,

( pecce within the free but procerved, the free sphere that4
i

5 safeguards each thing in its nature. The fundamental i
i

6 character of ' dwelling' is a sparing and preserving."
.

7 I would cay to you, that Mo. Ed has taken frem

g those of us who live within the psychological realm cf,

Three !Ille Island the inutterably precious right to calebrate,g

to find peaca, and pleasure, and freedcm in our lander ope
10

and the right to pass on to another generation a life-giving,
11

a life-enhancing preserve.g

Months ago a Met Ed official told the publi.cg

that those who don't like living here can leave. I in.uld
14

y a en nued Wed fra he Mna Iu?.ad
15

a a a ave w e r ng cuse
16

and in m'a county has resulted in my putting my house up forg
.

Gale.

Metropolitan Edison has shaken the fabric of
9g,

society, has jeopardized the very roots of hundreds ofg

thousands of people.g

Mr. Chairman and cccmissioners, I ask t; hat you

t
consider the psychological impact of restarting Unit .!..

The water, the air, the land, and the unique-built lu:.6-

scape all contribute to the safety and wellbeing cf
,
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1 the inhabitants of this area.

2 This safety and well being should no lengen be-

3 threatened by the nuclear power industry.
r

4 Thank you,

end JWBf4 5 CH,UmiAN SMITH: Thank you, Ms. Hearne.
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1 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Mr. Gormley, please.

2 LIMITED APPEARANCE STATEMENT OF JIM GORMLEY, ;

'

E MIDDLETOWN, PENNSYLVANIA.

r
CHAIRMAN SMITH: Mr. Gormley will be followed by..

~

E Terry Roth, and then Toni and Nick Brink.
t

6 MR. GORMLEY: Thank you for the opportunity to i

-

'
7 speak about the proposed reopening of TMI-1.

i

t My name is Jim Gormley, and I live two mil.2s from |,

5

fs THI, on a small farm in Londonderry Township. I work dor an

to electrical equipment vendor and plan to earn a living as a i

n

11 mechanical engineer.

12 I want to express my opposition to the reopening

13 of TMI in this context. It's not clear to me why this licenne

14 was ever issued in the first place.
I

33 Prior to the renewed interest in reactor safety i

|

15 consequent to the Class 9 loss-of-coolant accident that we i
!

17 were assured wculd never happen, there was great cencrern i

!.

18 over the legacy of spent fuel. Today this situation is un-

gg changed. .
,

20 However, we now know that there is no disposal,
4

.

21 only waste management and guardianship requirements and

n expenses that will be borne by our children for the next

millenium.g

y Prior to tha accident contemplated by WASH-1s00,

there was increasing concern that exposure standards to plant25
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I' workers and the neighboring population were too liberal by a

~

~

E factor somewhere between 2 and 10.
i

3 Today the situation remains unchanged. Ecwever, !

,_ i
'I the store of curies is daily growing, and growing numbers of j

5! people are educating themselves on the hazard operating plants !

C routinely pose. f

7 It would appear the hist.rical trend that watched
'

8 dial paintars, radiologists, weapons tests participants and.

3 others established with the sacrifice of their lives will

to continue.

11 All of this leads me to conclude that there is no

12 safe nuclear power plant, either light water reactor, heavy

13 water, gas, carbon, or any other variation this industry can

14 concoct to extract money from the ratepayers in general.

'

15 I have this opinion because it seems to be wrong

16 to place people's lives in jeopardy in the absence of their
,

17 freely given, informed consent.

i 18 The performance of the nuclear industry and Met

19 Ed in particular evidences the deception, -- the -deceptive
,

20 and coercive foundation of the perverted social contract that
-

21 permits anyone to operate a nuclear power plant or any

22 purpose. -

(
23 Met Ed lies. They say no one was injured due to

24 the continuing TMI-2 accident. They show a film atterting to

25 this in a building at THI'they choose to call an infermation

i3/9 500
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1 can'ir. They use their wealth to publish in the local paper
,

2 such tripe as " nuclear power is cheap, clean and economical,"

3 and then proceed +:o substantiate economical by only c;.:ing

4 che fuel cests of nuclear coal and oil. j

5 '

Met Ed and the nuclear industry coerced peopic by

6 structuring the choices avniinh!v to people to their benefit, |
!

-

7 and by manipulating the regulatory structure 2 and the licensing !
!

O process to their benefit. I-

,

9 I understand the ASLB has never denied an operating

10 license; not to Vepco's North Anna plant, Detroit Edison's
!
I11 Fermi 1, Browns Ferry, Diablo Canyon, or Humboldt.

12 What type of demonstration of hazard does an ASLB

13 require to deny a license to such a loathsome, vile, ugly
5

14 and unnecessary facility?

15 Thank you.

16 [ Applause.]

17 If you have any questions, I'd be happy to answer

i

18 them. j
.

!19 [ Applause.],

20 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I have no questions. 1

21 Thank you, sir. i
;

I
22 MR. GORMLEY: Thank you. ;,

'
i

23 LIMITED APPEARANCE STATEMENT OF TERRY RCTH, i

2,1 i CAMP HILL, PENNSYLVANIA.

25 MS. ROTH: Good morning, ladies and gentlemen.

1379 501.
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My name is Terry Roth. I live three miles from Three Mile*

2.

Island, and I practice law ten miles from Three Mile is:.and.
,

3 As an attorney, I would like to stand before you

4 itoday and have all the technological facts at my disposal,
!

5 because I think that this is perhaps the most importar.t case

6 I will over argue,
i

7 Dut I don't have those facts at my dispcsal. In j
i |

8 fact, there are a lot of things that I don't know, and those-

,

!

9 are the things that I want to talk to you about today. j
.

10 I don't know how much my clients, the clients that |
t

11 I serve, suffered as a result of the week that I spen: away j
i

12 from HarriEburg, or as a result of my agitation, fear and f
I

.!3 distraction when I returned to Harrisburg. '

4

74 I don't knew if the diarrhea that I experienced :

i
15 for almo e a month after the accident was caused by my stress

'

.

16 or was in fact caused by the low level radiation in the area.
.

17 Similarly, I don't kncu if the peculiarities in ;

.

18' ' 'my menstrual cycle, or those of three of the women that I '

i
'

19 work with, were caused by psychological stress or by the.
,

!
20 effects of the radiation. |

21 I do not know if the burning feeling that I {
i
r

22 experienced on my face on the evening of March the 28th !, '
\

23 was some weird peculiarity -- of course, at the tima I had |

24 no idea what I had to be- afraid of, or if it was in fLet i

25 an effect of the massive dosage of radiatien that we received
.

'
13/9 502-
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:I 'that night.
~

^ to
:i When fter the accident, when I started henring i

"
i

i3*

about iodine and so forth, I thought about the fact that I have ;
4 I-

a thryoid conditien. I'm hypothyroid, and I take medication

5 to correct that condition.

6
,

I was concerned about whether there was sone
7 steps that I should take, some change in my medication, or what

1B ever, to correct what addition'al effects the iodine may have had-

9 on me, and having no understanding of that sort of thing, I
i10 called a doctor in the area who said that he was sure that I '

.

I
If had no cause for concern, and the public was unduly alarmed I

12 about the whole thing.

!13 So I called a relative of mine who is in Pittsburgh,'

14 he practices medicine, and I asked him his opinion. And his

15 opinion, ladies and gentlemen, was that I should, and I quote,

16 ''get the hell out of here as fast as I could."

17 I don't know what he based that opinion on, I
.

18 don't know if he was right or wrong.

19 I also do not know if my fear of having children,

20 is warranted. I do not know if there is any validity to

21 claims of chromosome damage, of the potential of genetic

22 defects in a child that I might have.

23 I do not know that. But I know that I am afraid.

24 Let me conclude with two things that I do know:

25 I know that Three Mile Island must not, it cannot

:
.
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1 he opened. There are too many things that I do not know, that
~

you do not know, and I am convinced that if we did know these
-

3 things, Three Hib Island would never reopen, f
4

And finally, I know, although I will probably never

5 be able to prove it in a court of law, that if in 15 years

!6 I get cancer or if I bear a child that has some genetic defect,

7 or if any of the other beautiful people in this room do, I

B will know that it is because of Three Mile Island.
9 I do not envy yea, ladies and gontlemen, having

10 to bear that sort of responsibility.

11 Thank you.

Ii2 [ Applause ]

13 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Thank.you, counselor.

f4 Toni Brink.

15 LIMITED APPEARANCE STATEMENT OF TCNI BRINK, i

!6 COBURN, PENNSYLVANIA.

17 MS, BRINK: I am a registered dietician, and I am !
'

18 a school bus driver, and I am here to oppose the reopening of

19 TMI-1.
.

20 I'm mainly here, though, as stepmother and mother

21 of five children, and also a hemoowner. We live 60 miles away

22 from TMI-1, and still we don't feel safe.

23 During the accident last spring at TMI-2, the

24 wind was in fact blowing our way, but we had no way to know

25 that because the radio stations waren't broadcasting wind

'
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I directions for three days, but aftarvsrds we found out that it
i

.

2 was coming our way.

3
The reopening of TMI-1 would affect me adversely !

.

'~ 4 in many ways, including psychologically, emotionally,
5 economically, and healthwise.

6
.

For years I thought nuclear power could produce
7 dangerous radiation pollution, and could have a potentiali

\ *

8 for grave accidents. But aside frcn receiving some newsletters,

3 from the Union of Concerned Scientists, I was never very
to involved in the controversy until the accident at Three Mile
11 Island last spring.

12 When I' read in the newspapers then of a possible
!13 meltdown, I knew enough to be frightened. We have five childrer'

1'4 who are the most important focus of my life, and I was worried
t

I15 about the effects on them. I was worried for myself, and I was
i

16 weerried for everyone.

17 All our. children's other parents were also very
'

18 concerned, and we were busy phoning each other, and we came

19 to an immediate agreement that we would like to get the childrer.
.

20 out of the area. It bothered me somewhat that it seemed like
:

21 we were possibly able to do that, when many of our friends i

!

22 wouldn't have that choice. I

|-

23 The only relatives we could count on as caretakers

24 for the children for an unlimited, indefinite amount of time

25 lived in California. We arranged for a plane flight to the
,

!

l3/9 505
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I West Coast for our five children. It took about two days to

2 actually get them on the plane, because the planes are, of

3 course, very busy, and there wasn't room. It took me a full

4 day to drive them to Pittsburgh, to buy their tickets, and'they

S left late in the middle of the night.

6 It was the first time that any had flown without
.

7 an adult, and it was the first time that some cf them had flosm

8 at all. They had a real fine trip, but saying goodbye to them

S was very frightening for me.

10 We parents chose not to leave for various reasons.

11 One was a public health nurse, one was a school bus driver,

12 my husband works at a state hospital. Me had dairy goats, and

13 it didn't seem like the right time to impose on a friend to

14 t'ake care of our small herd while we left and they stayed

15 for an emergency, so the goats, if we would have all left,

16 would have just died.

17 My husband was needed at the hospital, and I
.

18 thought he needed my support, but it was difficult to choose

i, 19 whether to stay with him or to go with the children, and it ,

20 was hard, too, to choose between perhaps life and death.

21 The plane tickets for the children cost $1200,

22 which we had to borrow. We didn't have any savings. Luckily,
,

23 we were able to get credit right away, or quite quickly. It

24 took us many months for us to repay this coney, and that'

25 didn't include the huge phone bills it took to call

i.

13/9 506
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1 California and try to arrange with all the different rr'atives
9 ,

2 where the kids were going to be at different times. It didn't

3 include any of the expenses that all our relatives covered
t'
' 4 while they were out there to take care of them.

5 So, if only for economic reasons, I figured I'd

6
-

better learn a lot more about nuclear power and invest time

7 and money into trying to prevent a similar situation.

8 The decision-making during the time of the accident-

9 was very stressful, weighing the money and the loan against

to the possible nuclear accident results. Taking the children

11 out of school for an indefinite amount of time, and trying

12 to account to the school officials ' Hoping the plane wouldn't

13 crash. Realizing that the plane ride is also a source of

'14 elevated radiation and exposure.

15 Worrying about the children's reactions and feelings.

16 Being concerned about grandparents and relatives that aren't

17 used to caring for five active children. Being powerless
,

18 to supervise the plane switch at 2:00 o' clock in the morning

19 in Chicago for a six, seven, eight, 10 and 12 year old.-
.

20 Wondering if I should go, too. Being torn between being

21 with my children or at my husband's cide. Realizing that

22 my husband might be far away at work at the time of a meltdewn.

23 Imagining what could happen and knowing if the

24 worst did happen, that evacuation would be impossible in a

25 short amount of time.

i3/9 507
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I Wondering what radiation sickness is like.
,

4 Nondering if everyone would be too sick to care for each other.|
|E Wondering if I would see my children again, and how it would
|

/~ t
#- affect then to lose all of their parents. |

l
'

Since than, I wonder, too, we have a very small

C goatherd -- I wonder why two of our goats who one of the
|,

' 7 finest vetorinarians in the whole world, actually, he lives I
l

8 near State College -- he confirmed to us that our goats were |.

1

9 pregnant when he was out at our house, and neither one of them |
-

10 ever kidded. Some had udder enlargement, but nothing over .

11 happened with those two goats, and~one of our -- our only
I

12 purebred goat that was born had an undescended testicle. f

L3 Now I have no idea what this was from. But I'll aikays

14 wonder if it wasn't Three Mile Island.

15 And our children, who are normally very healthy,
,

16 between May and August of last year, after the accident, two

17 of our children, came down with asthma attacks, and what has
.

18 come of that is, of course, I mop their room every day

19 and, of course, bought a new vacuum cleaner and all this sort,

20 of thing, and have to take all sorts of precautions, being

21 able to give adrenalin, and so forth. And whether this had

22 anything to do with Three Mile Island, I don't know, and I'll
r

23 always wonder why quits a few things seemed to happen all at

24 cnce.

25 The opening of THI-l would threaten us Ocnstantly
!
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. with a posait _ity of having to go through these same

.

circumstances again with the sane sort of situation, or:t

a perhaps a different accident.

(' 4 It would be worse now, though, because since then

I hava put a lot of energy into studying about nuclear power!:

as well as I can, and I am finding out that ionizingt

~

radiation can do to the body much more than I really thoughtr,

, c before, and that people that are at risk st'and a much worse
e chance of being damaged. Older people and younger people, and

1c people that already have health problems,

Worst of all, to me, is the possibility of15

32 genetic danace. It might affect our children, and it might

just pollute the gene pool, so that when our children grow upis

p,
. and get married, we have no idea what their husband'. hava |

been exposed to, or what the grandchildren or the children I15
j

thereafter might have in disabilit:its, and there will be no way !
=

16

37 to trace. But I think it could mean a decrease in the quality

of our lives and economic burdeu and much suffering, i

- ja,

-

39 I realize that life is full of risks, and that,

.

throughout the history of man, man has lived with risks.20
Howa vect,

I resent the risks th.st are manmade, sad the risks which21

jeonardize the human race and our ecosystem, while fattening22
'

23 the pockets of industry and those who own certain stocks.

34 I resent that I have no choice in making some of

these decisions, and at home we have Icwored our electricity25

13/9 509
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I consumotion. We have increased the amount of work that we do
N with our own muscles. We changed our diet. We grow much of

3 our own food. We burn wood. We use wood cookstoves. We

4 have done many things, but we can change even more, ar.d we

U want to. But we would rather not have nuclear powor. Our

6 life __
.

7 CHAIPRAN SMITH: Ms. Brink, could you give me some

O
, idea of how long your statement is going to continue?

' D MS. BRINK: Not much longer.

TC CHAIRMAN SMITH: Thank you.

11 MS. BRINK: Okay.

12 I feel our life has improved since we made these

13 changes. The quality of our life has improved. We dc fine

i
14 without a TV, we do fine without using the clothes dryer.

I

15 But we can't get away from the pollution others aru producing |
i

16 for a quick profit, and no concern for the larger population i

17 and future generations.

*

18 I feel deceived because much of the infomation i

19 about the dangers of nuclear power have been concealed, and
.

20 scientific studies which reveal adverse effects have been
'

21 discouraged. Yet we know x-rays and even background radiation

22 is not harmless.

! !
23 I doubt that children even as bright as ours are

24 will be able tc deal with the radioactive waste that we're,

.

25 dumping in their lap.

13/9 510 ;
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f So the reopening of TMI-1 will show me once more

2 that our society, which, should know better, will sacrifice

3 its very life and the hope of the health for the future

.enerations for shortsighted reasons.4 g

5 This will demoralize me, but it will increase the

6 amount of time and money that I will invest in stopping

7 the nuclear proliferation.

8 The opening of TMI-1 will be evidence of the lack
.

9 of respect for the environment which sustains us, and lack of

10 respect for our own bodies. In these ways tha reopening of

1g THI-l will hurt me economically and psychologically, snd may

12 well affect the health of myself and of my offspring, and I

13 greatly oppose the reopening.

14 Thank you.

15 IApplausa.]

16 CHAILAN SMITH: Thank you, Ms. Brink.

'Now,''for the first time during these sessions., I
37

'

18 have bec.:sse concerned that we may not be able to hear 'everybody

'

gg today who has indicated a. request to speak.
.-

m We have not had to limit anybody yet in their
.

21 presentations. Everybody has been able to take all the time
.

they required, with one exception.g

But now I am concerned. So may I recommend thatg

you give consideration to two approaches:
'

24

One is that if you have a written statement,
3

i
,

'

13/9 511
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1 summarize it within no more than a five-minute period, and

E submit the written statement. And I assure you that the

3 written st1Ltement will receive the same attention from this
#' board as your oral statement. Moreover, it will even have a

U broader dissemination in the various reading rooms.

6 Secondly, some of the points are being made
.

7 repeatedly. For example, the concern about genetic damage.

8
, I think that we can more profitably and efficiently use this

9 time if the speakers will try to build on ideas previcusly

10 submitted and give us some new information, and particularly

11 the recommendations that have practical use in the hearing

12 are especially valuable.

13 So may I ask that an effort be made to go along

14 that line, and to keep Your presentations within a five-minute

15 period, and that way I think there is a fair shot that we can

16 get to everybody who wants to speak today.

17 Mr. Brink.

*
I8 LIMITED APPEARANCE STATEMENT OF NICHOLAS

19 BRINK, COBURN, PENNSYLVANIA.
.

20 MR. BRINK: Thank you.

21 I had timed this before I came, and it took four

22 and a half minutes, so. . .

23 I'm Nicholas Brink. I'm a licensed psychologist

24 in Pennsylvania. I got my Ph.D. in 1970 from the University

25 of California, Los Angeles.
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I For what I have to say to make sense, I feel I

2 need to first give you three of my beliafs:
.

3 I feel I have the evidence and facts to back up
_

4 those beliefs, but that is not the point of this testimony.

5 First, radiation, even in very small doses, is

6 dangerous to health and life.
,

7 Radiation is cumulative and synergistic.

8 It causes cancer, birth defects, and predispositbns.

9 to many other diseases.

10 Second, nuclear power plants are extremely dangerous,

11 and the absolute safety of a plant is impossible. In the

12 case of TMI-2, more radiation and much higher levels than

2 acknowledged by the various agencies involved has and continues

14 to be given off, endangering the life and health of the

15 people in much larger area around TMI than has been reported

1G by these agencies.

17 This damage to health will be seen in years to
.

18 come; especially dangerous is the transportation and storage

, 19 of radioactive wastes. -

20 Third, renewable alternatives do exist and are

21 practical.

I
22 Now, I live in Penns Valley, about 60 miles to the

4

23 northwest of '1HI. I began to buy our family seven acres in
|

24 this beautiful rural valley about six years ago. To do this,
|

25 I took a job at Danville State Hospital. I commute to this

1379 513
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I hospital approximately 50 miles one way each day. I have

2 done this because I feel a family needs roots, a famil'r needs

f a safe and secure place to live and grow, a place towardsD

4 which children can lock to as a home, even after thay grew up.

5 A.'ter graduating from UCLA in California in 1970,

6 I took a position at Penn State. While in Pennsylvania I met
.

I another uprooted Californian who is now my wife. We falt

6 it was very important for our family to stablish a rcoted-

9 homestead, a security that is necessary and allows a family

10 to beccoe a family.

11 I feel that with our transient society as it is,

12 we all see much unhappiness, divorce and crime as a result

13 of uprooting.

14 Much of this uprooting is voluntary, but sven so,

if it has been traumatic to our society. TMI has caused an

IG involuntary uprooting, as I will describe in a minuts.

17 Working in a mental hospital and having experience
.

18 uith nursing homes, I have frequently soon individuals dia

19 simply because they were forced to nove, at Danville, from,

20 ene ward to another, frequently for adminictrative roasenc.

21 In nursing homes, new residents, after having lived |
'

22 in a community and possibly one house all their lives, with
x

23 their lifo, rcots, family, cccurity tied to that cerm: unity,

24 these now residents, when moved to a nursing home, frequently i

25 , give up living and dia.
1

|
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l
1 How is TMI-2 and the possibility of TMI-1 '

2, caused this traumatic and involuntary uprooting?
!

'

i

3 First, out of our fear, my wife and I sent our
n s

i

4|
five children to California for two weeks during the TMI

5 accident. She has just told you about that trip.

G I told you about our seven acres in penns Valley.
i

-

7| We see it as.a hemestead. We live a simple life there. We

e love the land and earth around us. We are looking towards >
,

-

i
g the day when I will have the mortgage paid off, and I believe j

.

to this will be this next year. Now we believe that this could
|

1; j become a wastoland. If the mortgage were paid off, I could |
I !

12 | quit at Danville State Hospital and not have to travel over i

13 100 miles per day, when we could have lived simply off this
!

!'
14 land. |

15 Having come from the city of Los Angeles, we've
i
'

1G had much to learn about rural living over the last six years.
!

17 . We have become more and more skilled in gardening, and we i

18 have grown most of our food, including milk and cheese from

gg our goats, eggs from our chickens, and honey from cur bees. ,

20 I had hoped to become more of a full-time beekeeper

21 when I quit my job. Now these beginnings of roots seem much

22 less grounded.
~

23 With TMI-2, my wife has, with my support, spent

24 the majority of her time writing letters and organizing

campaigss to stop nuclear power. My wife has speni. much25

i
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I less time in the garden, less time canning, less time with

2 the activities with the family, because of the life

3 of our family and for the safety of our family, we must
_

4 stop nuc. lear power.

5 Life can never be secure, life can never be simple,

6 lie can never be doing things together as a family, our roots
.

7 cannot grow, and our garden will continue to be weedier until

8
,

nuclear power is stopped.

9 Roots are very important to our family. Roots

'

10 won't grow when we faar we may have to pick up and move, when

It we are never certain that we will see our garden again.

12 We lose interest in the garden and we fear the fact that

13 the chance of our getting cancer has greatly increased,

f4 when the health of our family, goats, bees and gardens

!'J have decreased.

16 TMI has created a great uprooting change in our

17 family. Life can never be as rooted or safe as long as there

'

18 is nuclear power.

19 I do believe that nuclear scientists and other
.

20 various nuclear agencies involved are honest people. I believe

21 they believe in what they are saying, but I feel that their

22 roots ato planted in the nuclear industry. Their life has

s

23 been camnitted to nuc. ~ science,

24 I feel they feel the sano fears I feel in being

25 uprooted or giving up their security and profession.
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I
I also believe that people such as those from

2 the Union of Concerned Scientists generally de not have their
3 roots so deeply planted in the nuclear industry, and are thus

.-

I more objective of the problems of nuclear power.
|

J f

I feel that because of the roots of the nuclear ;

6 scientists that the picture they present of nuclear power is
.

"

distorted.

O I feel that those of us that fear nuclear power,

9 distrust the nuclear scientists because of this distortion.
10 I feel that the various nucle.ar agencies and local and
11' national leaders eum honest in their feelings of panic if
12 evacuation should be called.

'

12 That panic would result if the honest facts

14 about TMI were presented. This has added to our distiust
15 of the nuclear industry and our national leaders.

16 This distrust in our' national leaders has caused
17 an i erooting in the faith of our democracy.

*

10 Yes, people with their roots in t>a . stear industry

19 are frighte M , too, ot meing uprooted, but their roots are
.

20 in cancer, destruction, and death. T!sse roots are a threat to
21 our security and safety. They must be uprooted. We must

22 stop the nuclear industry.
1

23 Thank you.

i3/9 31724 IApplause.]
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LRWl6-1 1 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Robert Donnelly, please. Robert

2 Donnelly will be followed by Ron Dawes -- that could be Davis.

3 LIMITED APPEARANCE OF ROBERT DONNELLY
.

4 MR. DONNELLY: Thank you. I have just a little,

5 letter I would like to hand in after this.

6 There is uncertainty as to dealing with the cleanup

7 of Unit 2, so why are you considering starting up Unit 17
-

8 Haven't we in the THI area been through enough anxious days
.

'

9 since March 287 Now you want to add to this anxiety by start-

10 ing up Unit 1.

II Tell me what happens if, after Unit 1 is back on line,

12 an accident again happens while cleanup of Unit 2 is taking

13 place.

14 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Who are you addressing your remarks

15

MR. DONNELLY: I'll hand this in.16

CHAIRMAN SMITH: In the first place, we need help.37

Repetition of misconceptions doesn't help us. We are not18
*

jg eager to start up TMI 1. We are here to receive evidence as to
'

20 whether or not it should be started up.

MR. DONNELLY: I'm trying to address that. This is21

3 my concern. You're talking about stress. I'm stressing,

s CHAIRMMI SMITH: All right.3

MR. DONNELLY: You know better than us that theg

cleanup of Unit 2 is laden with unforeseen dangers. What

13/9 $18
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1rw6-2 1 happens when the core is uncovered or the radiation in the

2 containment building? It is common sense just to wait and see

3 what goes on in Unit 2 before even thinking of starting up
'

Unit 1.4

5 To add to what I state here, in this morning's paper

6 ! in Lancaster, Governor Thornburgh asked that question to Bob
I.

7 Arnold yesterday and he said the worst possible accident would

.
8 have to be to abandon the island. That's exactly what is said

9 here.

10 Thank you.

gj (Applause)

12 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Do you want to give un that letter?

13 Thank you.

14 Mr. Daws -- or is it Davis?

15 MR. DAVIS: It's Davis,

16 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Thank you.

LIMITED APPEARANCE OF RON DAVIS97

*
MR. DAVIS: My name is Ron Davis. I live near18

Lancaster. I am a mathematician and computer scientist and39
.

a professor at Millersville State College.20

I w uld just like to take a moment to relate to you2!

my personal experience with the TMI accident. On the first22
'

several days of the accident, we were aware there were radia-
23

tion releases. We stayed indoors.g

On Friday morning, I went to work. The first thing I25
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1rw6-3 1 heard upon arriving there was that there were uncontrolled re-

a leases of radiation coming from the plant. I immediately went

3 home. My wife, my two year old son and I put our few valuable

r'
4 possessions together and got in the automobile and left as

5 quickly as we could. There was no way that I was going to take

6 any chance with my young son's life.
.

7 As we left Lancaster and drove out through the Amish

8 country, out beyond the windmills and the simple people, I knew
.

g what it felt lika to be a refugee. I had this feeling in my

to mind that people have probably felt down through time as they

11 were forced to flee from their homes.

12 The emotions I felt were very overwhelming. One of

g3 , the things that I resolved was that this was never going to

14 happen to me again. I was never going to be chased from my

15 | home by a nuclear plant accident again. I spent all the time I

16 could find aside from my professional life since the accident

17 doing what I can, working with citizens in the Lancaster area,

gg to see that Three Mile Island never reopens again.*

gg Now I would like to address specifically and give
.

20 you some information bout why I think Three Mile Island should

21 not reopen. The Kemeny Commission and tens of thousands of

22 citizens in this area agree that Met Ed is incompetent to

23 operate a nuclear plant. They are also deceinful.

24 They were aware of the seriousness of the accident

very early on and did not report this. While children were out25

i379 520
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1rw6-4 1 waiting for the school busses and radiation was being released

2 from the plant, they were telling us there was nothing to worry

3 about.

4 Secondly, I agroo with Congressman Ertel: Ohis is

g extremely premature, to say the least, that we would cenuider

G reopening Unit I while the cleanup of this accident at Unit 2

~

7 still has such unresolved consequences and so much work to be

6 t'.one with the water in the containment building, water in the

9 auxilliary building, the Krypton in the containment building,

10 the core that has to be removed. To think of that other

nuclear reactor operating while we are still living uith this
11

ongoing accident is absurd to me.
II

I would like to address the question of evacuation
13

plans. I think this is true about any nuclear plant operating34

in this country at this time but I will restrict it to Three
15

Mile Island. If that plant is to go back on line, and if there
16

is an accident, I feel that evacuation plans are a cruel joke.
37

It would be impossible to evacunta everyone from the-

gg

danger area should a serious accident occur. I want you to jusu
39

.

ask yourself: Suppose there is a nuclear accident at TMI Unit3

1 some night in January at 2:00 A.M. when the temperature is
21

down around zero and there is a snowstorm going on? What dog

you think the chances are of getting people .>ut of this area?g

For that matter, if the weather conditions are ideal, I amg

confident there is no way an evacuation could take place.

.
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1rw6-5 1 Also, we have a lot of dairy farmers in thin region.

2 I have talked to them. Evon if they and their families can get
i

E out, their animals are going to dio and they will be wiped out

/

4 financially. Of course, the Prico-Anderson Act will make sure

5 that they will not be compensated for that.

E I would like to talk about civil unrest, also. If
.

7 that particular plant comes back on line, the fear is going to

,

start all oversgain in this area. There is the risk that some8

9 individual or individuals will experience such n degree of fear

10 that they se willing to use violence against either the physica:

11 structure of the plant or the employees or officers and employ-

12 ees of Met Ed. You may or may not be aware that there have

13 already been threats made against the plant.

l.4 Now, I, of course, as any rational person, abhor the

15 thought of violence, but I think it is a possibility. Those

16 of us in the anti-nuclear movement are committed to non-violence .

17 I am certain, if that plant is to reopen, a call will go out

'

18 from this area for every anti-nuclear activist in the United

19 States to come to Three Mile Island and help the people close
.

20 that plant, themselves.

21 The cost of this will be armed National Guardsman in

22 o'ar area. It is going to require thousands of troops and

23 police here. I am aura there will be tens of thousands of

24 peCPle who will come to Three Mile Island. You have seen what

25 happened to Seabrook and nothing is even operating at Seabrook.
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1rw6-6 1 There has not been an accident at Seabrook.

2 Three Mile Island is the focus of just what is wrong
,

s with nuclear power in this country. The civil unrest that will

''

4 be precipitated by the reopening of this plant in 2ennsylvania

5 just frightens me to think about it. This is one of the hidden

6 costs of nuclear power. You will rip the social fabric here so

7 that that plant can go back on line and bail out Metropolitan
"

g Edison.
.

9 Now I would like to also address the question of

gc psychological strass. I felt the stress. My family felt the

stress. All of my friends felt the stress at the tima of the
33

accident. I think I was more frightened at that time then Igg

have ever been at any time in my life.g

I know about the dangers of a serious nuclear acci-
14

dent. I know what the consequences are. I knew about them at
15

that time. I was aware that one was in progress right up the
16

river. I and everyone I know experienced that psychological
37

stress and we still do..
18

I happen to have a fire siren a few doors up thegg

.

street n top of the service station. In the weeks after that20

accident, and even nov, when that fire siren goes off in the
21

middle of the night and I wake up, the first thing that
22

flashes into my mind often is: I wonder if it's the nuclear
23

plant. Then I say: No, it has to be a fire. And I count. I
24

know, after eight blows on the siren, if it's shut off, everyth'.ng
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1rw6-1 1 is okay in the sense that you know it is not a disaster; it's
i

2 just a fire.

3 This personal experience of mine is shared by tens of

r
4 thousands of people across South Central Pennsylvania. The

3 Feople that live in Middletown and Goldsboro and Harricburg,

6 I'm sure their fear is compounded by their proximity to the !

|-

7 plant, j

.
e Now I have another thing that is a fear of ours that

g is not felt by the people close to the plant. It is felt by

ic the people down the river. Our family is among the over 100,004

11 people who get their drinking water from the Susquehanna River.

12 We have been subjected to psychological fear that our drinking

13 water is being poiconed. I did not know, prior to the accident

that nuclear plants discharged low level radiation into the14

river as a matter of courso even when they are not in an acci-
15

dont mode. This was going on for years.16

During the days of the accident, it is my understand-
37

ing there were dumps to the river of untasted water in the tur-*

33

moil of the accident. I have no idea how much of that I drank.jg
.

I am a plaintiff in a lawsuit to prevent the discharge --20

CHAIRMAN SMITH: How long vill your presentation be?
21

MR. DAVIS: I am almost finished.22

I am a plaintiff in a lawsuit to prevent the dumping
23

water int the river. Our citizens group spent over
24

$30,000, which we have raised from churches and citizens, to
3
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1rw6-8 1 protect our drinking water. I swear to you that it is a very

2 stressful situation for me when I'm aware that my family has to

3 drink tapwater which in all probability is containing radio-

C active contaminat3an from the Three Mile Island plant.4

5 Then there is the Krypton release. We have haard

6 for months -- and it is in the newspapers now, it is in the
- . . . , _

7, , D ad.linas.in the Lancaster newspaper -- Met Ed wants to vent-

g the Krypton. We don't want that vented. It causes fear,

.

psychological fear for us. We don't know how much radiationg

we have been exposed to and we don't want any more.10

Finally -- and I'm not alone in this, believe me --
3;

if that plant opens, in all probability, I'm going to sell my
12

home and leave this area. I'm sure this will not happen
13

immediately because, as I say, I have told you what the con-g

seg en es f pening the plant are. There will be a tremendous
15

x #"" ** * * P"" "9 " E "" *
16

I don't believe that any rations 1 person is going to,

in the end, when all the judgments are made, I cannot believe
g,

that you are going to recommend the reopening of that plant,g
*

but if it ever does co.ne about, it is going to come only after
20

an incredible cost in dollars and human toll and -- I don't

know, I don't usually lose my train of thought --

CHAIRMAN SMITH: I think it is time to summarize.,

There are others who have concerns who are waiting to be heard.
,

MR. DAVIS: Okay.

i379 52s
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lwr 6-9 i What I would like to sumarize, then, is that the

E Three Mile Island accident has destroyed the qualit/ of life

L in South Central Pennsylvania for tens of thousands of people
__

i; and I think you have got to look at the psychological conse-

r quences of this accident and the psychological consequences of

( letting Met Ed reopen that plant.

'

Thank you very much.-

8 (Applause)
-

9 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Thank you,

to The next. speaker is Jill Buzan. She will be

>

g3 ,,,followed by Bernard August, who will be followed by William

Stevens.12

g Again, I have very'much concern about others who I
, , _,

14 see that are very close to the plant who we certafnly must hear

from and our time -- I am concerned about running out.g

LIMITED APPEARANCE OF JILL BUZAN16

MS. BUZAN: Good morning. I am 20 years old and Ij7

live eight miles south of Three Mile Island..

18

CHAIRMAN SMITH: Would you stand a bit closer to the99
.

microphone and start again, please?20

MS. BUZAN: I live eight miles south of Three Mile
21

Island and I an attempting to live a life of self-sufficiency.g

CHAIRMAN SMITH: How old are you?g

MS. BUZAN: 20 years old.g

CHAIRMAN SMITH: You did say that, didn't you?

13/9 526
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Irw6-10 1 MS. BUZAN: Right.

2 It is kind of ironic trying to grow organic food and

t have healthy animals living in an area which may be highly
r

4 contaminated. It is very difficult to pursue goals and avoid

g. feeling a sense of futility when living under constant threat

6 of nuclear chemical annihilation.

~

7 Beyond shock, anger and disbelief at the lack of

e morality and sense in Met Ed and the NRC, who are people and
-

g who are basically no different than me, I feel deep sadness

10 and. grief that'my future is so questionable and that I have to
,

11 be afraid that I might not be able to have healthy children.

12 I would like to read to you a speech written by my

young friend, Jeremy Crooke, who is five years old and is here13

now with some other children. He represents a growing genera-14

tion who unfortunately doesn't seem to get much considerationg

in all
16 f these selfish, greedy tunnel vision pursuits of money,

and power that you call maintaining high standards of living.g

Jerer/ represents the real future which must have the careful-

18

maintenance of life on the earth.
99

.

" Don't ever open nuclear power plants again. Don'tg

ever kill any animal or people again. Don't ever make them

again because they hurt people and animals and they kill

animals and people. Use sun, water, wind. We want God tog

fight against nukes and we want the President to fight against
a.4
,,

nukes and more and mora judges to fight."
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1rw6-10,k I think that, when making your decision on whether
1

2 to open Three Mile Island, you should take your power and -

3 authority and start asking questions to yourself. If you are

,.

4 not already a species too mechanized to be humano, the truth

x 5' may still be in you?somewhere. If it is not, ultimately,

nature will let the' truth be known because nature is much more6
.

powerful than we are.
7

Thank you.
. 8

' (Applaus's)g

CHAIRMAN SMITH: Thank you, Ma'am.
10

Bernard August.g

LIMITED APPEARANCE OF BERNARD AUGUSTg

MR. AUGUST: Good evening. My name is Bernard August .

13

I live in Wilmington, Delaware and I am here to represent theg

people of Wilmington, Delaware that do not like nuclear power.

We live, ourselves, in the shadow of a couple of

white elephants, Salem 1 and 2, who are constantly plaguing

*
* * *'* * ** * Y"

18

thrown us from our homes,
g

I have some particular questions to ask the Commis-
g

sion today about the status of this plant up here. It direct.'.y

affects us in Wilmington since often, after the accident, we

were downwind from this plant and we have received large

amounts of the iodine and noble gasses that came down for two

weeks after since we were downwind.

13/9 528
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f b1rw6-11 6 ' 1 People in Wilmington were suffering great, great

2 colds and just a lot of physical difficulties. A lot of them

g unanswered and we don't know, it just seems to be coincidental.
,

4 What I would like to ask first, though: What effect will this

limited appearanee testimony have in the decision-makingx :

g process?
.

CHAIRMAN SMITH: The limited appearance statements-

g. are not evidence. We cannot make a decision based directly,

t upon what you tell us, or anyone else.

tc. The limited appearance statement serves several other

g3 purposes, however, one of which is you can recommend areas of

12 evidence that you think should be developed during the hearing,

g You can ask questions of the NRC staff and the licensee that

g you may have about the facility, and normally their practice

15 is to either provide private or public answers.

gg You can ask questions of us about the nature of the

proceeding. We cannot, of cource, you under.3tand, discuss the17
*

jg merits of the issues because we have to judge those issues upon

gg the evidenciary record. Does that help you?
,

MR. AUGUST: Yes, but, actually, what all is happen-20

21 ing here today is that this - say the psychological distress

22 issue and the great doubt about the competency of Met Ed

23 because of -- it might be the emotional issue will not have any

bearing whatsoever on the decision?3

CHAIRMAN SMITH: What time did you arrive?g

13/9 $29,
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1rw6-12]' 1 MR. AUGUST: I would say I was here around 44n or so.

2 CHAIRMAN SMITH: You missed, of course, an explana-

3 tion. The issues -- what was your first one, the management
-

A capability?
'

5 MR. AUGUST: Yes.

6 CHAIRMAN SMITH: We will address that thoroughly.

.

7 We explained that earlier. We will address that quita thor-

e oughly.
.

. .. .
- Psychological distress issues will or ill not beg

addressed, depending upon our gathering now of evidence, pre-
10

liminary ovidence and arguments and submitting these to the
jj

Commissioners, who will then make the determination.
12

MR. A M ST: h y.
13

Now will we citizens be able to find out how theg

Commission will vote on these issues, and what person votedg

for Or against it?

CHAIRMAN SMITH: Yes.

MR. AUGUST: By what means will we be able to find'

g

~ out?
19.

CHAIRMAN SMITH: Their decision will b'e printedg

and the Conmissioners who participate in the decision, the

decision will indicate who participated in the decision. If

there is any dissent from the decision, those will also be

printed with the decision and disseminated. It will ba a very

'

public document, you may be assured.
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1rw6-13 1 MR AUGUST: So I can take it that even the pre-

2. hearing transcripts will be available for the intervenors to

2: use?
.-

4 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Do you understand we are not

5 Commissioners?

6 MR. AUGUST: I must be -- I understand. I'm just....
.

7 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Yes, and the same is true of our

8 decision. Our decision will be public, and if any of us
.

s dissant from the decision, that fact will be known and we will

to individually sign the decisions.

;1 The transcripts of this session, for exampla, and

12 the session of the pre-hearing conferences, in which the inter-

13 venors and the state agencies have debated issues, are also

14 available for exatnination.

g y, MR. AUGUST: Okay.

16 I have some questions I wish to ask. It is in rela-

ti n to TMI Unit 1.17
'

18 CHAIRMAN SMITH: You are reading from a document I

jg think I recogni:se. Would you read the title of it?
,

20 MR. AUGUST: Yes. The document is NUREG 0600. It is

"The investigation into the March 28, 1979 Three Mile Island -21

Accident by the Offics of Inspection and Enforcement." Report22

No. 50-320-7910, Office of Inspection USNRC.23

CHAIRMAN SMITH: Tht's fine. We each have thatg

document and are familiar with it, and so are tho otharg
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1rw6-1p5 f participants in the proceeding.

2 MR. AUGUST: Thank you,

r, I had scantily gone over this. I will try and ask

r
A my questions directly. I have a question -- you have the

5 schematic here from the President's Commission in front of us.

6 I notice it says " vent stack" on it. Now do both units run
.

7 off of this one vent stack or does each unit have one of these

E vent stacks hooked to the rad wasta lines?
.

t CHAIRMAN SMITH: Can you answer, staff? It was my

Ic impression that the schematic here is duplicative of both

it units. I am not looking at --

12 MR. AUGUST: Yes, I can see that, but I wanted to kne a

13 whether both units operate off of one rad waste system or are

y they separate independent systems?

15 MR. PATON: We may be able to. I will need a

minute. There is nomeone sitting in the audience who may be16

g7 able to respond to that.

' CHAIRMAN SMITH: Okay.gg

39 The slowness in answering these questions, many
.

20 people may have the answer but we want to be careful the

21 answer is correct.

22 MR. AUGUST: I'm a patient person.-

23 CHAIRMAN SMITH: We will go to the next one and come

back to that.a

HR. AUGUST: It was stated that the stack monitors25
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1rw6-16 1 were off scale. I would really like to know what stack

2 monitors were. It is not quite clear in this to me, and in

3 the Kemeny Commission report, in the testimony and the trans-

''
4 cripts of the -- Commissioners Ahearn and Gilinsky, they

f questioned a Mr. Gibson. They talked about the stack and the

6 duct but didn't really specify what stack or duct it was. So
.

7 could you --

0 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I want to also explain a problem
.

p you may be presenting in your questions. Some of the statement s

10 contained in that document are the view of the person who wrote

it the document but may not be agreed to by everyone involved.

12 We may very well have to decide whether some of those

13 statements are, in fact, correct or not correct and some of you r

14 questions may not be answered because of that very reason:

15 that they are in dispute and decision hasn't been made on them

16 yet.

g7 However, some of the answers can be prasanted as to

*-
18 what the staff believes the case to be.

gg MR. PATON: May I respond, Mr. Chairman? We would
.

20 rather answer these questions, if we can, either in writing

21 directly to this gentleman or later in our opening statement.

22 I think he apparently is coming up with a series of fairly

23 technical questions which we would rather not respond to off-

hand. We will write to him if he would lika er answer theseg

in our opening statement.3
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i
Irw6-17 1 MR. AUGUST: Well, I would like the answar to at j

!

2 least a couple of these quections. A lot of people o'It here

; cre tech 141cally involved in nuclear power --
i

''
s CHAIRMAN SMITH: Do you understand that this is'

I exactly sihy we are here? To determino the accurac7 o ' any of

( those otatements. You are asking for some people to answer

.

7 questions before the accuracy has been determined in :his

6 proceeding. That is one of your basic problems.
.

9 MR. AUGUST: I see.

gc VOICE: You don't even know how the rad waste is

g) hooked up?

g2 CHAIRMAN SMITH: It seems that could be answered.

MR. AUGUST: I would like an answer. It is .s -- dog3

9; both units hook up to one stack or not?

CHAIRMAN SMITH: You will get that answer .la coon asjg

we have it. You are not going to get it from us, bu: from the16

staff.j7

MR. PATON: Could we have a delay here a miante or'

gg

gg two and I'll talk to the gentleman?
.

CHAIRMAN SMITH: Can't we proceed with the20

questions while --
21

MR. AUGUST: This has something to do --g ,

VOICE: Tell him you don't know; that's good enough.23

CHAIRMAN SMITH: You will have your opportuaity,g

sir, t c mment. You are not being helpful. Wo need help25
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1rw6-18 here, sir.

:: VOICE: Can I answer? Can I say one thing? I'm

a sorry if I made an outburst, but what you did, in my judgnent,
f' a was you told a person who asked a very fair and straightforward

g end hcnest question that it was his problem. I got a.1gry.

g; Maybe I was wrong, maybe I was out of placa, but I th!.nk you
.

uere out cf place in putting him on the spot liko that,v

a CHAIRMAN SMITH: You misunderstood me entirely. Thie
.

,; is an anonymous voice back there; I can't see him. Yoc mis-

10 understood entirely. No fair reading of my otstement 7culd be

g, interpreted to say that he has a problem, that it's his problem

17, in relation to these questions.

33 The point is the problem with his questians is that

gg the answer may not yet be known. I'm sorry if I misiud you.

15 Would you proceed if you have any more?
X

16 MR. AUGUST: Yes. I also would like to ask about the

introduction of the Class 9. There was a contention uhat was,_

18 submitted by Mrs. Berryhill in the prehearing.-

jg CHAIRMAN SMITH: Yes. We had several Class 9 con-
.

3 tantions submitted and we are still considering thoso. We have

g not yet had an opportunity to ceafer at the special prehearing

g conference on the admissibility of those contentions.
('

MR. AUGUST: I would like to say that -- can I ask-23

24 what is the particular problem on the acceptance of the Class 9"

D I " h"#* ~~

25
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6-19 7 CHAIRMAN SMITH: We have debated that. We _leve
1

E beard debates on the acceptability on limited Clacs 3 s,

O narrow class 9s, by the hour, and it is not as single r.s you

4 would have it be.

5 MR. AUGUST: Yes.

(- CIAIRMAN SMITH: There ara many, many typo.a of Class
.

7 9s. This is one of the things we are debating.

8 MR. AUGUST: But the Class 9 rating of the 2 nit next.

s to TMI 1 does not have any bearing on that, then, apparentlyr

10 the licinsing of that reactor.

ji CHAIRMAN SMITH: You can't mako that acetmption. You

12 are trying to simplify a difficult problem.

13 To the contary, the events at TMI 2 have a direct

94 hearing on TMI 1, which overybody concedes.

MR. AUGUST: That ic sort of centrary to w at I was15

16 told by one of your staff mambers.

CHAIRPRI SMITH: Then I would s:tpect you ves'.d gotj, .

.

jg your information about this prcceeding from a more relt.able

10 source. You cra trying to simplify difficult problems.
.

29 MR. AUGUST: I don't mean to co -- I thcught the NRC

staff was a reliablo source.21

(APplaus;e)22

CHAIRMAN SMITH: I am not ecmenting abcut the23

reliability of the NRC staff.y

MR. AUGUST: I an.3
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Irw6-20 1 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I think we may have a probism here.

- 2 I thought we were making _ excellent progress. If you are going

3 to beccme argumentative --

#
4 MR. AUGUST: I --

5 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Would you let me complets this?

6 -- then we will simply waste cur time. Ne have a
"

7 serious responsibility here. We need information. Wo don't
,

t
D need jokes. This is a serious matter.

.

O MR. AUGUST: Yes, sir, I'm well aware of it.
;

10 |
There was a previous limited appearance person here

gg who stated about the public's right to info::mation. Th a

12 Gemony Commission reported stated various chings about the

inf rmation release. .and the competency of the inforention
13

' ~ '~~

release.g

What I would like to ask is what bearing w2.11 this
15

have on the licensing of TMI unit 1, whether in any type of -

16

non-accident situation our access to information -- will itg

*

18 be the same as it always has been or will it be as cluttered

jg 'and evasive as it was during the accident?
-

CHAIRMAN SMITH: I'm sorry, you will have to artic-20

21 late your quest. ion.

MR. AUGUST: Is the quality of information going to22

remain as inecmpetent as it has been? I know from my own
23

parconal experiences in getting records and files en the planty

in the library, the local library courses, it has not been up3

i3/9 337.
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1 CHAIRMAN SMITH: The reliability of information

( 2 and the flow of information, and the information dissemina-

3 tion to the public is a part of our emergency preparedness
1

4 issue which we are requirsd to hear.

5 MR. AUGUST: Do you have the answer to my cther

6 question?
,

7 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Do you have that answe~ yet?

8 MR. PATON: The gentlam n I asked will be back in*

9 a few minutes, and we'll give him his answer.

10 MR. AUGUST: Well, what I was getting at is that

11 there are varione monitors in the TMI Unit 1 in NUREG-0600 j

12 that'are not operable, and I wanted to ask specifics z. bout

a the monitors. Whether you can put back on line, o:: if
.

14 anything has been done about them. They were mentionc.d in

15 this report, and if I could just --

16 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Well --

MR. AUGUST: Here it is. Okay, I have it. I'm
17

.

18 sorry -

CHAIRMAN SMITH: Now your questions are going to-
39.

have various corrections been made? Is that it?20

MR. AUGUST: som.
21

CHAIRMAN SMITH: The ansvar is going to be: For
22

the purposes'of this proceeding, we don't know. We'ro going
23

to find out. That's why we're here. So it is not going to
24

help you to go through these. It's premature. We do:2't
25

13/9 $39
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1 know. We will find out. We are required by law to find

[~ out whether these vnrious ccrrections have been made.2

3 And we will do it when the evidence is available.

4 I am very much concerned that we have peop.Le here f

5 who haven't had a chance to talk fron very, very closa,

6 within a few miles of the facility. Why don't you o:.ganize ;
'

'

I

7 yourself, present your questions in writing, and just get

- E, organized and accurate ansvers to your questions. You're

g entitled to these answers, but you're entitled to accurate,

10 not hastily produced questions, and the pocple giving the

39 answers are entitled to reflect upon them before they give

them.12

g In the meantime, we have to proceed wita hearing

g4 from the people who live in this region and have concerns

about this, and we want to know what they are.15

16 _

Thank you very much.MR. AUGUST:

DR. LITTLE: I will tell you that one of theg
.

I'8
specific charges to us is to ensure that the licensee does

upgrade - and I'll read directly frca the Memorandum andy,,

order - " upgrade of monitoring capability."3_ , ,

MR. AUGUST But will this monitoring capability21

work? Because apparently there is a gross inequity in thisg

capability of this utility to do a sort of -g

CHAIRMAN SMITH: This_is what we have to dacide,g

sir. Don't you understand? We are here to determine theseg

1 3 />9 .s 4 0

i
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1 things. And the hearing is months and months away.

~

2 MR. AUGUST: Well, I have nothing further to say.

3 (Applause.)

b 4 CHAIRMAN SMITH: William Stevens, please.

'

5 LIMITED APPEARANCE STATEMENT OF WILLIAM STEVENS,

6 YORK, PENNSYLVANIA.
.

7 MR. STEVENS: An impact' expressed and displayed

8 at the school I was attending at the time of the accident-

was au follows: A showcase display being a 3.4 populationg

10 of Harrisburg, and one and two are small, wiry matal

11 sculp':ures, three was a dead rubber frogg, four and .4 was

12 a rotten apple with one melted plastic eye.

13
Don't laugh. Some day this could be reality.

g I also would like to read something I fourd

yesterday that I believe is very relative to all of us.15

16 Someone suggested to me that I do something to explore my

powers. Power can be a tool or a weapon or a lot of other
97

.

It can be leaping tall buildings in a single bound,
18

or saying 'no' to someone you love. Everyone's got lots ofy,,

it, but most keep it shoved down inside them so deep that20

their face looks all tight, and their eyes seem tuicted,
21

If we would forget fear for just long enough tog
'

lat power flow through and rise, then we would have it'tog

help us live free.g

I'm sure it's some haart and acme painful, but

13/9 341
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1 there is no limit. Start humble and small and watch yourself

,' 2 grow.

3 Personally, I dig seeing everybody stand up and
C

4 be. If you've done it already, then help someone who hasn't.

5 Thank you.

6 (Applause.)
.

7 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Thank you very nuch, nir.

6 Daniel Greenberg from Philadelphia..

9 LIMITED APPEARANCE STATEMENT OF DANIEL GREENBERG

10 (AGE 9) , PHILADELPHIA, PENNSTLVANIA.

MASTER GREENBERG: Hello, I'm Danny Greenherg9y

12 and as you know I'm fr a Philadelphia. I know someone who's

g just got mugged, and I know it's real dangerous there, but

I'd rather live in danger than in poison.14

I live 8 miles from Three Mile Island, and I
15

feel it's not safe where I am, even though I like where I
16

am. I'd rather live in the place where I've been all myg
'

life and wMre I've -,,

CHAIRMAN SMITH: Is that your brother (indicating99

child putting hand over Danny Greenberg's mouth)?g
- --

-

MASTER GREENBERG: No, it's not.
21

CHAIRMAN SMITH: Is it that you used to live here-

and new you live in Philadelphia?
'

g

MASTER GREENBERG Na, I used to live ing

Philadelphic. and now I live here.

13/9 $42
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1 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Oh, all right, where do you live?

~

2 MASTER GREENDERG York, Hallum. Enllum, PA,

3 York, PA.

CHAIRMAN SMITH: Okay.4
,

5 MASTER GREENBERG: And I fdel it's much safer

6 in Philadelphia, even though somecine just about got his
.

y thumb cut off and his arm is in a cast.

8 And I'd rather live in a place like that than-

g a place like poisoned. And I live so close to it and I

10 Complained to my father. and I'm just not happy the way I

11 live, even though I like it.

12 Thank you.

13 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Thank you, Danny.

34 (Applause.)

CHAIRMAN SMITH: Pat and Jenny Street have15

signed together here, and they'll be followed by Philip16

Nestar and then Ms. Georgianna Nyce.g

OF PAT E M M18

STREET, LONDONDERRY, TOWNSHIP, PENNSYLVANIA.y,,

MRS. STREET: This is my daughter. She's 7 years3

old. She has just a little bit to say.
21

MISS STREET: My name is Jennifer Street. I22

live less than a mile free TMI. I want TMI to be closed.g

I want it to be closed so I can live till I'm 90.3

(Applausa.).

13/9 $43
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1 MRS. STREET: My name is Pat Street. Somehow it '

- 2 would seem appropriate to stand up here and either bawl forr
,

3 five minutes or scream.

C 4 I've had to listen to comments made by my children

3 since March the 28th. I'd like to share them with you.

6 on the 28th cf MErch my children were Baptized.
.

7 ApProximately three months after the accident, my dr.nghter

8 said, "I'll always remember the 28th of March; not because
,

3 I got Baptized and that was a happy time,'but because that
,

't
10 was the day we almost lost everything." ;

|
ft We took our family to Maryland to my mother-in- j

12 law's. We were discussing on Saturday evening whether to go

g3 back and pick up some clothes, and how long we would stay |

|
g,; away.

15 My son said, " Wait until they say it's okay,

16 then valt a little bit longer, Because they don't kr.ow

what they're doing."
37

'

We listened to my son before we brought the18

children back. It saved them some iodine. We have a garden.gg
.

3 My children's <esreants about the garden: "Are those from
-

21 the garden? I don't want to eat them: they're radioactive."

22 . My son Michael said, "The only good thing about

3 our tomatoes is you can pick them in the dark; they glow

red."y

2s 13/9 544
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i CHAIRMAN SMITH: Is that literally truen, ma'am?

^

2 MRS. STREET: No. We have a sense of humor. We

3 have to have a sense of humor, or else we would c- y.

4 Michael is very interested in animals. Michael

s said, "There aren't as many animals around here. I ^.hink

6 they're a lot smarter than we are. They left." He said,
.

7 "The animals are important, because if the animals are

e gone, we're next."
,

g We saw a little clip on the news, chad Green

10 died. He had leukemia. We saw another clip on the news of

11 children in Cambodia starving. My childran realised then

12 that children could die. "Am I going to die?" How do you

g3 answer that? I don't know the answer. I wouldn't want to

14 lie to them, yet on the other hanti I don't want to upset

them.33

16 I'm not going to talk much longer, because I'm

getting ready to cry, but -
97

^

CHAIRMAN SMITH: If you would like to take an18

gg opportunity to compose your thoughts and come bach later, we
,

20 will assure you of time and an opportunity for that. We---.

would very muc' like to hear about your experiences and21

g your ~ reflections. Would you like to do that?

'
- MRS. STRHETr I think I can conclude shortly3

and send you a written tesH many, but I think the mainy

thing I want to tell you is why I'm here.25

13/9 545
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1 I moved to my home four years ago. My daughter
'

1 2 was three. She went to bed at night. For several nights

3 she woke up screaming, "The steams! The steams are going to
r

4 get me, mramy!"
"

5 I don't know if the steams have harmed her -

6 that's her term for the towers. I don't want to wait and
.

havethemreopensothaycanhaveanotherchance,ift$ ley7

8 haven't, because I . told her at that time that they only-

9 gave her electricity. They only give you lighL. And I

10 lied to her,

gg I tried to thinir of a good way to conclude this

12 statement, and I was at a teacher's conference yesterday to

13 find out how my children were doing in school. I sat and

ja looked at a poster across the hall that seemed very

15 appropriate.

16 It said that their future depends on your love.

37 Thank you very much.
.

(Appinuse.)
18

jg CHAIRMAN SMITH: Philip Nester, please..

20 LIMITED APPEARANCE STATEMENT OF PHILIP NESTER,

ZIGLERSVILLE, PENNSYLVANIA.
21

MR. NESTER: Thank you for the opportunity to22
~

be here. I have a bit of a cold, and I'm sorry if I23

can't speak too clearly, but I have here a 16tter fromy

Phillis Zitzer, which she wanted to be here today but sheg

13/9 546
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1 couldn't make it, because she couldn't got off of her work.

i 2 I have here another letter from Mrs. Eleanor

3 Inouye, I-n-o-u-y-e. She also couldn't make it today. The
,n

4 reason she couldn't make it was because she was not notified

5 of the hearings today. She requested written information,

6 and the same goes with Phillia Zitzer.
.

7 In the first paragraph of her letter she says:

8 "My name is Phillis Zitzer and I strongly oppose.

g plans to reopen Unit 1 at Three Mile Island. I su outraged

to that many of us who had requested to make limited appearance

it
statements and asked to be notified when the hearings would

12 I take place in order to make a public statement were ignored

g3 by the ERC. It's as though our lives were not considered

g4 to be important or affected by anything happening at Three

Mile Island.15

16 "I therefore request to make an additional

17 statement during the TMI 1 proceedings when the restart
.

18 evidentiary hearings resume this spring. I am angered by

gg the fact that the NRC allowed the startup of STI Unit 2
,

~

20 despite serious unrosolved safety and environmental

21 issues raised in the licensing proceedings. Radon emission

22 from the uranium fuel cycle and a heavier--than-design-base
*

s ~
plane crash into the reactor. It is appalling that theg

NRC would aven consider allowing Het Ed to ever againy

2s
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I eperate any nuclear reactor, after witnessing its blatent

2 disregard for the lives and safety of members of the public.

3 aThe absence of a 'serkable evacuation plan for
n

4 the TMI area almost ffte years after TMI Unit 1 was first

5 licensed to operate confirms the intent of the NP4 to

6 blindly approve any and all reactor applications, regardless
.

7 of the consequences. This 'public be damned' attitude

8 ignores the basic question of whether evacuation is even-

9 possible under realistic accident conditions."

to I'll skip over the main body of the letter and

11 go directly to the last paragraph, and try to save some

12 time. I will leave all of this with you.

13 Tho last paragraph says:

14 " Arguments relating to supposed economic benefita

15 from the reopening of TMI Unit 1 should be disregarded in

16 favor of protecting the already immeasurably damaged public

17 fresi further unnecessary exposures. Life-threatening
.

18 experimentation on citizens without their consent and

19 willful causing of disease, death, and deformity withir. a-

.__

20 large number of people are crimes against humanity being

21 conducted by the nuclear power industry and the U.S.

22 Government. The principles of individual responsibility
(

23 established by the Nurenberg principle must apply to

24 those allowing random, premeditated murder to take place

25 in the planning and execution of the nuclear power program.

U/9 $48
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1 No more blatant disregard for bnman life has been displayed

2 than those promoting reopening of TMI Unit 1." And it's

3 signed Phillis Sitzer.

4 Now a small statement of my own. When I came

5 through the doorway into this building, I noticed that we

s are all in a fall-out shelter. Whsn I was a child in
,

7 school, I remember the teacher used to flick the lights

g and we would all dive under the desk. That was an air raid-

9 drill for a nuclear war, a cold war. I never expected to

10 have to do such a thing because of Metropolitan Edison.

It
Thank you.

12 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Thank you, sir.

g (Applause.)

(Handing letters to the Chairman.)14

CHAIRMAN SMITH: You made a reference -- I'm
.15

sorry, we made a reference to Ms. Inouye and Ms. Zitzer
16

requesting to be advised. Ms. Inouye stated that she
97

.

understands the times have been set for the hearing. She
18

wanted to know when "she" oculd be heard, and there simplyg,.

~~ was no way that we oculd tell when she could be heard, becauseg

wa didn't know when she was available to be heard, and we
21

could only cme up with a first-come/first-signup method asa
one that we thought was workable and fair.y

Both the records freut the Secretary's office3

indicate that there was a ecycerunication to them, to each ofg

I 2 9 549
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1 them frem the Secretary, but I don't know what the nature

2 of that cormunication was.

3 Yes, ma'am?

b 4 LIMITED APPEARANCE STATEMENT OF GEORGIAN!!A

3 NYCB, HARRISBURG, PENTSYLVANIA.

G MS. NYCE: I'm Georginnna Nyce. My husband and
.

7 I and tuo children reside about 10 miles from TMI in

a Paxtang Burrough.
.

Unit 1 at TMI should be ' closed permanently as ag

10 nuolear facility for the generation of electricity. With '

gg the accident at Three Mile Island, we saw that the proba-

12 bility figures given for core-melt accidents were incorrect,

and need to be revised substantially.
13

There is no longer just a " remote possibility"g4

f a cor n elt accident. h d a total meltdan a
15

with possible containment failure, many people could be
16

killod and others seriously injured due to the release of
97

hish levels of radiation, as you knott.-

18

The task of promptly evacuaning our area out
99

- ' far enough to prohibit all death and itjury would be3

m numental. There are schools, hospitals, rest homes,
21

prisons, and other institutions which would need specialy ,

evacuation procedures.g

I believe the scope of such an evacuationg

within a rostricted time frame would be well beyond the
3

13/9 350
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i

1 espabilities of our emergency preparedness people.
.

2 . Alsc, should a severe accident occur during the,

i
3 { winter months, as has been pointed out by someone else, it

! would be next to impossible to get out of here.4
i!

5 I believe it is unjust for citizens of the'

6 United States to have to live under these warlike conditions
.

y having to be ready for posEftle evacuation at any time when

the siren sounds.6.

Having gone through the accident at 'IMI, I9

emphatically refuse to accept the situation as a normal risk10

of everyday living, as some proponents of nuclear power havegg

suggested.
12

I fear for my children's lives, and resent theg

fact @ah Federal herment has seen fit to promote such
14

a situation which endangers the lives of its citizens to
15

s a h t.
16

The NRC representatives who have worked and spoken
17

'
in this area appear, for the most part, to believe that they

,,

have the right to set the risks of life and death for theg

rest of us living here.g. _ _ .

On occasion, they have been nearly ruthless ing

their attempt to keep an industry going at all costs, andg

have failed to consider the severe emotional trauma whichg

many people of this area exper4=acM as a result of the
3

accident on March 28th. The mental health of the-

13/9 $51
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1 people livirg hora needs to be considered with respect to

2 the restart of Unit 1.

3 Many people aro still under stress frcm the
y

4 uncertainty of events regarding the prolonged cleanup at

5 Unit 2 and the added stress from any startup of 1, with all

6 its ramifications of possible inadvsrtant radioactive
.

7 releases and accidents would be damaging to the mental

8 health of the people.-

In turn, continuous stress would eventually, or9

to could eventually result in physical problems. Me te Wlitan

Edison does not appear to be placing safety first, even
11

after a serious accident.12

At a recent technical meeting approximately ag

month ago, I don't have the exact date of this on thee14

restart of Unit 1, which I attended, the HRC requestod the
15

use of safeW-grade W pent in see ins h ees. h cmpany
16

replied that !.t had purchased equipment they felt would dog

the job, but it did not have the proper pedigre.
18

There were no manufacturers, papers, or specifica-
,,,

tions accompanying this equipment. They said the waitingg

period was too long for safety-grade equipment.
21

As I recall, some of this equipment involvedg
'

flow sensing devices that would indicats emergency feedwaterg

flow. In addition, in response to a statament from the NRCg

requiring the company to review a chronology of the TMI-2g

13/9 $52
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1 accident go that an understanding of the events would

2 2nsure against another occurrence at Unit 1, the company's

3 answer was, "Not applicable."
r

4 On the matter of radiation exposure, Metropolitan

5 Zdison dcas nr.;t seem to realize that the limits act for

6 radiation exposure to the public are, as I understand it,
1

7 not a green light for ccmpanies to constantly release

8 .cadiation, so long as it is just below the upper levels.
.

9 It is well known that radiation is potentially |
I

to harmful, and no unnecessary exposure should be permitted.

It
The company in their statements constantly demonstrate a

12 lack of understanding of this principle.

In connection with radiation, this area ofg

Pennsylvania hcuses a large dairy industry and rich agri-
14

cultural land which could suffer substantial and perhaps
15

permanent economic harm as a result of further releases of
16

radioactivity from Units 1 or 2.
37

*

Radioactive iodine ace-="latas in milk products
18

following an accident, and as more people beceme aware ofjg
,

exactly what is happening, the economic damage will occur.-

20

Also, we know that fresh fruits and vegetal 1es321

grown in the area can be paths of ingestion.22,

(
In conclusion, knowing what we do now regarding

23

the greatly increased possibility of a core melt, the
24

restarting of Unit 1 wculd represent a grave threat to theg

1379 553
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1 citizens of this area.

2 In a democracy such as ours, and as long as other

3 sources exist with which to generate electricity, as they
e

4 do at present, there can be no justification for further

5 endangering of lives and property through the use of nuclear

6 technology at the Three Mile Island site.
.

'7 Thank you.

8 (Applause.)
.

g CHAIRMAN SMITS: Thank you, ma'am.

10 We are coing to take r ,ery short racess, and

gg we will be back in 5 or 10 minuu .

and JWBf7 12 (Recess.)

"R 68 foisg
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1 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Ladias and gentlemen, we are

,' 2 ready to resume our limited appearance statements.

2 Is Bernard August, is Mr. August here?
g

' '

4 All r.ight, Mr. Augush, a member of the URC Staff

5 now has an answer to your question concerning the atack.

6 MR. PATON: Mr. August, there are separate vant
F

7 stacks for Unit 1 and 2.

8 MR. AUGUST: Thank you very much..

9 MR. PATON: Yes, sir. I'm sorry it took a few

10 minutes,

yy CHAIRMAN SMITH: Ladies and gesntlemen, we have

12 sufficient time. This session will be adjourned at 3:00

13 o' clock, or before, depending upon the request fer appearances,

g4 but no later than 3:00.

15 This gives us sufficient time to hear everyone

9e who has signed up providing there is a rough appro::imation of

a five-minute limit.
17

'

We will try to hear people who signed up lateryg

who are not here yet, but if they can't make it, they will
39,

be given a later opportunity.20

S we will have time for everyone who is present
21

and has signed up to make a statement, if we average somewhere22
(

near five minutec.g

y| Our next ' speaker is Robert Pittman, who will be

f 11 wed by David Creasey, and Frank Thompson.25
1
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I LIMITED APPEARANCE STATEMENT OF ROBERT

2 PITTMNT.'

3 MR. PITTMAN: Good afternoon, committee members,
r

4 I might b~e able to offer some information from

5 my own experience. I live approximately three miles from

6 the island, and- I was employed for about six years by United
,

7 Engineers, the contractor involved with the construction for

8 both Unit 1 and Unit 2..

9 And my main concerns are with the attitude of

10 Metropolitan Edison, and inasfar as the safety of its

11 employees during the construction of that plant.

12 As I said, I worked down there for apprcximately

13 six years, and never, to my knowledge, during that aix

14 years, was there ever conducted an actual drill,of radiation

15 drill or evacuation drill.

16 There were plans, vague plans, that my fellow

17 employees had about what to do in case of a problem, but
.

18 they were never actually practiced.

19 As a matter of fact, thre were weekly drills of.

20 the alert systems and sirens, but there were also at the same

21 time many -- and I would go so far as to say at least biweekly,

22 there were unannounced alarms that were never preceded or
s

23 followed by any statements saying whether or not they were

24 an actual alert or not.
.

25 We got to the point -- by "we," I mean my fellow

e
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I workers, tradesmen, where we would ignore them ,and shr~; our
2 shoulders, and not really pay any attention, because nobody

3 else seemed to worry about them. And looking over some of
c.

# thepast records, after the March 28th incident, the accident

5 on the 28th brought out a lot of the past records, and I

6 assumed that we were exposed to radiation levels, to minor,

7 accidents compared to the 28th accident, and we were never

8I inforne2 of it.-

9 Now this is the same company who dealt with the

10 28th incident through misinformation, through playing down

11 the accident, and in general, simply trying to cover up the

12 entire incident, and make it seem as if it were nothing.

13 Exactly as they did to us who worked there.

14 Now the consideration of reopening a plant to give

15 this people -- these people, with this prevalent attitude of

16 just making a buck and having no other concerns whatsoaver,

17 and I truly believe that in my heart, that they are not
.

18 concerned with our safety. I was never given a choice as to

19 whther the radiation levels were too high or not. We were*
.

20 simply not informed.

21 On the same token, we were given a very slight

22 amount of information after Unit 2 was fueled up -- or Unit No.
.

'

23 1 was fueled up. We received about two hours of classroom

24 information which was very, very lax.

25 As a matter of fact, we had a little test afterwards,
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I and the instructor left and the test was so lax that the men
!

2' passed around notes and copied answers, and it really didn't

2 i make any difference.

' 4 The only thing Met Ed was interested in, from my- -

5 particular point of view, was that the man had received instruc-
t

6 tions and had passed'some insignificant test, and that the
,

7|1 burden of responsibility was no longer Met Ed's. It was lying

8|1 with the workmen themselves..

9 I think that w$1at we are discussing here is not so

10 , much the safety of nuclear power as it is the integrity of

11 thepeople operating the plant. -

12 Certainly an automobile by itself is not a dangerous

13 instrument, but given the hands of an incompetent er a drunk,

14 it becomes a lethc1 device which can snuff out a life in a

15 second's notice.

16 Now we are not talking about an automobile a:1d
.

17 one or two people, we are talking about possibly tens of
.

18 thousands of lives here and -future generations that va are

19 dealing with, anr' to allow a ecmpany that has demonstrated.

20 gross neglige.sce to continue, even though they make some

21 token safety adjustments, it still doesn't alter the deep- },

i

22 rooted feelings they have of what is top priority as far
.

23 as the generating station goes.

24 And I think that mostly you will find this kind

25 of information is harder to ccme by because a. lot cf the

: 4/9 558
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I people who work there, you have to understand, their livelihood
,

2 comes from that very plant and, of course, they try to ignore,

3 as I have tried to ignore, the dangers that are involved.
.c,

4'
You try to shrug it off and live with it as it is, but it's

5 too high a price for me to have my children pay for my own

O mistakes, and I hope that we can learn from this accident,

7 and reali::e that in the case of a possible meltdown, taat

8 so many pecple would be affected, it would be a nightmare to.

*D even try and imagine it.

10 And in touching on the economics -- and I realize

11 the amount of money spent to build the place, I worked there,

12 I understand how much it cost, but I think all of the money

13 saved in generating by nuclear power would be wasted in a

14 moment, in a half hour, through a meltdown, if five, ten or

15 perhaps 20 miles around the plant were to become uninhab'tabIe .

,

16 Our economic savings would be shot in one accident. So that

17 argument holds no weight as far as I'm concerned. i

"

18 Well, rather than be repetitious, I think I will

'. 19 just conclude by saying that I am thankful that we have had

I 20 time here to voice our own opinions, and I hope that these

} 21 words doa't fall on deaf ears.

it
' 22 Thank you, gentlemen.

]\
t. 23 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Thank you, Mr. Pittman.
.

24 {Applauce.)
;

'

| 25 CHAIRMAN S!1ITH: During our five-minute recess, I
I

.
- i3/9 559
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1' was out in the foyer, and I had a very brief conversation

2 with two gentlemen from State College, who were making some

2' points that I was very interested in, and I think nre an

r
' ' aopropriate subject matter to be covered at this session.

5 I'm sorry I had to turn you off, because of two-

6 I didn't have time, and secondly, it is notreasons:
,

7 appropriate for me to engage in conversations of that nature

- 6 alone with persons advocating a particular point of view.

E So may I suggest that one of you, or both of you,

10 sign up or at least be available after we have heard from those

11 uho have signed up? We would like to hear what you have to

12 i say. You've been here, and I think you can make a cortribution

|
08 Are you till here? I can't see out there. Are you still here,

f4 , gentlemen?

i -

15 I I'm sorry, I can't see you. If you are here, I

16 would like to have you develop your remarks, in turn. Can

17 you wait until those who have signed up have done it?
.

18 VOICE: I'm sorry, I was talking to someone else,

19 I didn't hear what you were saying..

'
20 CHAIRMAN SMITH: During the intermission, we were

21 having a conversation in the foyer. I cut you off, for two

22 zasons:

23 One, I don't have time, and the other is it's

24 not appropriate for me to discuss in detail these ideas, but
'

25 I think the point you were making, are the type of things that

IIS /9 % 0
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1 we should be hearing about, about the reactions and about
'

2 the compa2fmentalization of responsibility, and those points,

3 and I am inviting you to develop your points more dully when
.g

4 we have exhausted this present list of speakers, if you'd -

5 like to.

6 It should be something that I think is in the public
.

7 record.

E Mr. Creasey.-

9 LIMITED APPEARANCE STATEMENT OF DAVID CREASET.

10 MR. CREASEY: Good afternoon. My name is David

11 Creasey. I live in Berwick, Pennsylvania, where Pennsylvania

12 Power & Light Company is currently constructing the Susquehanna

13 Nuclear Power Generating Plant, approximately 70 miles upstream

14 from TMI.

15 I come here today to voice my opposition to the

16 restart of TMI Unit 1. To say damage was negligible during

17 and after the March 28th accident could not be further from
.

18 the truth.

19 The irreparable mental damage incurred by the people
,

20 coupled with the restart of Unit I will be, I fear, catastrophic .

21 The mere knowledge that the reactor is operating, plus all

22 the unknowns associated with operation, will create an air

23 of tension and hostility towards Het Ed, the NRC, and the

24 government.

25 But most poignant is the fact that Unit 2 lives on
~

4380 101
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I
as a threat to the health and well being of the people in the

,

2^

area and downstream. There are still many unsolved problems

3 in leaks which will continue to build the arsenal of contaminants
[ 4 which accumulates on the island.

5 In the event of an accident in Unit 1, the loss

of adequate back-up such as storsgo for cont'.minated liquids |
6

,

|
7 and also low level wastes, will hamper efforts to keep our |
8 environment safe from radiation and its unequal damages..

9 I believe the risk of any accident happening with

10 Unit 1 jeopardized by the fact that Unit 2 lies crippled,

11 overshadows any need for operation of this unit.

12 And what of the Susquehanna and Chesapeake Bay?

13 Will we continue to pollute them with discharges considered

14 to be " emergencies," and within federal standards? Many

15
,

people derive their livelihood from the products of these

16 waters. Many more people ingest these products, completing

17 a vicious pathway from human error to human decay.
.

18 I do not believe Het Ed can be entrusted with the

19 operation of TMI. They were blatant liars throughout the,

20 accident, and I feel they would not hesitate to cover their

21 tracks once more.

22 Public safety is not the primary concern of the

23 corporate utility. The protection cf the stockholder is the

24 primary concern. ,

25 In this light, the restart of Unit 1 is nothing more

1380 102 .
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I than Met Ed trying to pull out financially.
I

2C PP&L, the utility from my area, in cooperation

3 with the Pennsylvania, New Jersey, and Maryland power group,
I4

( has been selling electricity to Met Ed at cost plus 10

5 percent. This seems to me to be a much more safe means of
0 supplying electricity to this area with no drawba'ks whatsoever.c

.

' 7 It seems worth it to me for all the peace

8 of mind of the people of the area would have if this avenue.

,

i
9 were to be continued. '

10 To summarize, I feel the mental anguish is not

11 worth the restart of Unit 1, and I do recommend that the

12 psychological distress be taken as primary concern in these
'

13 proceedings. The threat of Unit 2 looming over any accident

14 which might occur, is not worth restarting it. The extra

15 pollutants which will be introduced either into the river or

16 the lands for disposal is not worth the restart.

17 The inability of Met Ed to manage and operate Unit
.

18 1 is another factor in my opposition to the restart. But the

19 most important overview is the denial of our rights to life,,

20 liberty, and pursuit of happiness which the operation of TMI-l

21 will surely eliminate.

22 Thank you.

's
23 [ Applause.]

24 CHAIRMAN SMITHr Mr. Thompson, please.

25 (No response.]
1380 003
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1 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Pat Sgrignali, please.
i

( 2 Who will be followed by Louise Flack.
.

2' LIMITED APPEARANCE STATEMENT OF PAT SGRIGNALI.
r

4
i MS. SGRIGNALI: My name is D t Sgrignali, and I

i -

5- am a resident of York County, and I'm a mother, and a customer ,

| !

of Met Ed and these all, I think, are really significant |6'
,

7 things here.

0 Now I was in Middletown en March 28th with my baby j-

i
9 and husband, and I live fairly close to the plant, and every-

|

10 body else brought up a lot of good points. They're repetitious

11 to you, but they're good points to me about what we wen-

12 through in evacuation, with time and money, and you know,

13 nobody reimbursed me. 'I was within five miles and my babyI
+

14 was four months old, and we spent seven days in motel rooms.

I 2

3

15 | These all are very dramatic things, but I think the important

16 thing here is that I'm a customer of Met Ed, and so it's

17 my utility, my business, I consider it to be such, and like |
. I

18 we're usually real nice people that live around here, and

19 good natured and everything, and we thank you for coming here.

20 and everything, but we have trouble standing in front of you

21 ' people talking, because you are the people that we relied
,

22 on and just listened to and relied on for the safety and
s

23 operation of these power plants.

24 And the fact is that we don't trust you any more, !

! !
1 I

25 t and in my opinion, neither Met Ed nor you -- meaning the NRC - I
.

1380 004
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1

|1 deserved my trust.

2 And on that basis alone, I think that it should be
i

3 shut down, and 19rmanantly shut down, and never recpened again.
c.
I 4 Evorything else aside, with these little facts

5 like I and a lot of my friends, like another woman had, for

A some reason stopped or had irregular menses, you know,
,

4

7 nobody's ever going to ask me -- I lived out of the five-mile ,

area, but I think the important thing is I pay Met Ed, and it's !8-

l

9 my company, and I don't want it, and I'll do anything -- |

10 anything, cost or otherwise, to see it shut down. You just

11 tell me what to do, and I'll do it.

12 (Applause.]

CHAIRMAN SMITH: Ms. Flack.u

LIMITED APPEARANCE STATEMENT OF LOUISE FLECK.14

MS. FLECK- My name is Fleck, Louise Fleck, ud ;
15

i

I am a former administrativa ansistant with the Department ~ l

16
i

of Justice --17
.

CHAIRMAN SMITH: F-1-e-c --
18

MS. FLECK: Right.
79

,
.

CHAIRMAN SMITH: -- k?
20

MS. FLECK: And with the governor's office. I
21

resigned my job. Luckily I was there long enough to be
22

able to retire, which made me luckier than most of the
23

people in this area who were forced to stay when they were24

afraid enough to go, as we wero.
25,

1380 105
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I Our family has been gone now since March, coming
e 2,

! i back mporar#?",. I have a brother who is sick now, and I

3 didn't really r.aow these hearings were scheduled, but when I
c.

4 found out, I just had to come here.

5 My speech, therefore, will be rather disjointed,
6 but I do want to speak because it's on my heart that this,

7 needs to be done.

8- I know our home has been broken up. Both of us

9 worked out whole lives and we had two daughters that we put
10 our whole life into seeing them educated. One is now a lawyer
11 and one a doctor, and we are very proud of them. * hey

12 graduated this spring, and when we should hsva been able to

13 have some kind of a homecoming for them and to show our friends

14 how proud we were, the thing in March stopped that, because

15 the graduation was in May.

16 So that was one price, but that's little compared

17 to the other things that have happened.
.

'

18 When we knew we were leaving, we listened to Dr.

19 George Wald, who is a Nobel prize winner, and Dr. Caldicott,.

20 Dr. Gothman, and Barry Commoner.' We didn't really knew much

21 about nuclear energy before, and we trusted Met ED and the

22 government, and we found out, too, that they are liars.
\

23 I hate to say it, *.t they are.

24 And I had a personal experience of calling Met

25 Ed and asking them the week that they dumped the 4000

1380 106 :
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I gallona of water and, you know, pretended they weren't going

(~ 2 to do it, and then did it - I called them on Wednesday and

3 was assured that it would not happen, arid on Friday, the
c

4'

man called back from there and still assured me that it would

5 not happen, and on Monday I read in the paper it happenad on

6 Thursday. Se I know they are liars from my personal experience),

/ Bu : aside from all that, this, to try to show

8 you the psycnological stress that a family could go through-

9 here, when we knew we were leavincy, we love our family very
.

10 dearly, we gathered up our children and'we went to North

11 Carolina, because we understood that if this meltdown occurred,

12 it could mean the whole Eastern Seaboard.

13 When the imminent meltdown was announced, we took

14 off from here, but before going, we went around to each of

15 our families and called friends, and asked them to ccme with

16 us. Even if we didn't have the funds, we'd try to live

17 together in what we called a long house, the way the Indians
-.

'

18 used to live, just to be together and be safe.

- 19 But as I said in the beginning, they weren't all as

20 lucky as we were to be able to go, since we were retired.'

'

21 I wasn't ready to leave my job. I had premised

22 my children I'd help them with their college expenses, but
\

23 as I said, I was able to retire, so I had to do.that. But

24 we went to each of the family and we asked my brother -- he

2'i just signed up for a new home the week before, had that

1380 107
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4

1 obligation he couldn't run away fren. Besides which, he is a i

,

steelworker, and has four or five : core years to go before
-

3 his pension will be available, and he's got young boys that
e i

he wants to send to college, so he can't see starting over '

5 in some other place at his age. I

O But also when .;e went there that day, my sister-in-lat's'
,

'

1

7 mother was lying on a couch, hooked up to a kidney machine, i
:

8 and we were saying, "Please come with us," but they couldn't-

9 come, and we understood why, and with aching hearts we left

to this area.

11 But going is rea.2.ly no solution to the problam,

12 either, we found, b=1w not only have they lied to us here,

IS they have lied to people all over this country, and wherever |

14 ' we went, in California, the Montana, the misdles --

!
15 California, the weapons, and the waste storage piles, there

'

16 is no place to hide people, and it has to be solved hera.

17 I want to come home with my family and friends I

I.

fe and, believe me, as the man from Lancaster said, if this !

19 opens up, there will be a call go out that will be bigger.

20 than the one at Washington or Wall Street, and you better

21 believe I'm going to be here. I don't believe in violence,

22 but violence brings violence. So if you ask for it, and you

23 get it, it will be that you asked for it.
,

24 Last night I was 'thihking about Hodding Carter

25 on TV, telling about the hostages, the American hostages being .

!

1380 108 1
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1 held in Iran, and that's terrible, very, very bad. But at

2 least.they are hostages of a foreign country under fear of

3 death.

4 We here in this area are hostages of our own

5 government, and a governmental aJency, and a private company

6 that thinks profits are more important than people.
,

7 Wher Mr. Palmer spoke earlier, he said that those

8 of us who speak up for the closing of TMI are speaking-

9 because we have some special interest, he was dead right.

10 I have a special interest in my family, in my extended family,

11 in my friends, and in my home, and I want to come back.
,

12 [ Applause.]

r4 8 13

"
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i nt9-1 1 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Mr. Russell Myers, please.

f~' 2 Mr. Russell Myers will be followed by Mr. Brcoks,

I I wou'ld appreciate it if|3i Mr. Prelesnik and then by Mr. Arnold.

c
( 4j the speakers tsuld come forward so that you would be ready to !

.

,

5 speak as soon as the preceding speaker concludes.

*6 Yes, sir.
,

7 LIMITED APPEARANCE OF RUSSEL MYERS |

8 HR. MYERS: I wish to thank you for this opportunity-

9 to speak to you.

10 I work here for the City of Harrisburg as the Public

11 Works Director. I am u retired Navy commander, having com-

12 pleted 26 years last July.

13 This is my second occasion to meet with th:'.s
,

14 committee. I met with you about 17 years ago, as the program

15 manager for placing the FM3A reactor in Antartica.

16 I would like to say that our program successfully

37 operated nucicar power plants at Fort Greeley, Alaska, Fort
.

18 Belvoir, Virginia, Sundance, Wyoming, Camp Century on 1he

. jg Greenland Ice Cap, as well as at McMartle Sound, Antartica, and

20 I would like to say that our safety record was a good one.
!

21 I have visited and studied the atomic museum at

22 Nagisaki. I have been a strong supporter of the peaceful use
i

23 of the atom as started by President Eisenhower from Gettysburg

g and I will continue to support this program.

25 I supported it and worked in the program for five
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1

3m9-2 1 years, both at Fort Belvoir, Virginia and at the AEC he.ad-

C 2 quarters in Germantown. I served Gen. Ludekin and Dr. Pitkin. ,
I3 I have visited the TMI plant, including the control ,

t

rooms of Units 1 and 2, the steam generating rooms, the turbine |.
A,

4

5 rooms, and I have been inside the cooling towers. I hrve a
, ,

e couple of comments I would like to make at this time.
.

7 Number one, the Kamony report stated that the acci-

- 8 dent was inevitable, and I would like to say that it is an

g indictment truly of our technology in the United States. I am

to talking now about the light water technology.

11 tic have had many hazards analyses prepared on each !

12 plant which the NRC and your com:ni'ttee studied befcre these

13 plants are approved to perato, and yet the Kemeny report states

14 the accident was inevitable. I cannot agree with that report

15 and that conclusion. There are too many professional people

16 working in the Atcmic Fcrum and the industry to have tc take I

that indictment.g7

18 I would like to give you just one littis piece of

19 why I feel this is a strong statament.. In the Atomic Encrgy
.

20 Commission, I worked for a gentleman, a former Army officer,

21 named Dr. Joseph LeFleur. Perhaps come of you know him. Dr.

22 LeFleur did his experiment and thesis on work of a nuclear

( !

23 Power plant when a pressuri=er valve would stick cpen.

g The reactor experimer.t was performed under my direc-

tion at Fort Belvoir and it has been available now since, I25

1380 111 !
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1rw9-3 1 belle.ve, 1959. Dr. I.ePleur has also testified thr.t then was

-

2 a Westinghouse reactor in Switzerland which had a similar

3 happening about two years prior to TMI.

# 4 If this type information had been transmitted

5 throughout the field, TMI should not have occurred. I am not

6 goine to judge whether or not this is true. This is your busi-
.

y ness a.nd I am not going to second-judge your evaluations. But

8 I would say a primary problem with starting up TMI 1 and the
.

9 recovery of TMI 2 is communications with the public.

10 I have heard many of the testimony today and I know,

gg deep in their hearts, they feel very strongly about not start-

12 ing up this plant. I would like to tell you how TMI 1, I

think, should be started, but before that, I would like to go
13

14 over briefly how I was affected by TMI 2.

I w rk for the Navy here_at Mechanicsburg, Pennsyl-
15

vania, just outside the ten mile circle. My view, based upon
16

what I was able to gather in the newspepers, on televidon and
37

any way I could, was that there was no hazard to the general
18

public. Approximately 50% of my employees in the Public Works
39,

3 Division did not agree with me. They left the area because

they lived in Goldsboro, Middletown and inmediately surrounding
21

areas. They did not trust the news that was being released.22
'

I, quite frankly, trusted the news as long as I
23

could gather all the news and put the pieces together myself.y

I became concerned singly when I learned that Dr. Denton was
3
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1rw9-4 1 going to be the sole spokesman. This is where the communica-
~

2 tions breakdown occurs. I, as an individual, felt I was

3 enough educated thet I could sort out the bits and pieces and

f 4 I could keep the puzzle put together. When Dr. Denton became

5 the sole speaker, I said to myself: What does he know that he

6 doesn't tell?
.

7 Now you may say: Isn't that adequate? I have strong

8 feelings about government censureship of news. I feel it
_

g should be censured during wartime, during national emergencies

10 and other things, but I did not feel this was a particular

11 moment when it had to be censured.

12 Also, unknown to Dr. Denton, the news was getting out

g3 and there were many ways of finding out. There was a back

'

14 channel available, as we call it in military communications.

15 Let me describe to you gentlemen how it happens, how it occurs.

16 As I understand it, the TMI plant operates a teletype

17 system which goes out to other plants. They make hourly

'

18 reports on what is occurring at TMI. It happened that one of

y, my neighbors had a brother who worked in chicago at a nuclear
,

20 power plant and he called her and he told her -- he said: "Now
u

21 quite frankly, there are two things you should know. Number

22 one, the news media is reporting approximately 12 hours to 18

23 hours behind tiie events that are occurring. Number two, the

y situation may be much more severe than what is being released

over the news media."25
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Irw9-5 1 This person was advised to pack bags and prepare to

p 2 leave the area for three or four days, anC this gentleman would,

3 call her at least 12 hours in advance before it was cppropriate

b 4 to leave.

5{ Now you may wonder why is this important, and I

6 think it is important because, bitsed upon the number of people
?-

7 living in this area -- not 17. the evacuation area announced by '

a the Governor but in the area who woulf want to evacuats -- I .
.

9 think you would find that probably it would take 24 to 36 hours

10 for that number of vehicles to transit the routes designated

11 by the disaster oonetittee.

12 I am talking about unloading on the highways of

13 approximately 900 vehicles per lane par hour, which is about

14 the mav4=1m loading you could get under this event.

15 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Do your responsibilities include

16 the maintenance of the Harrisburg, Pennsylvania road system?

17
- MR. MYERS: It involves those road systems within

.

18 the limits of Harrisburg but not the super-highways, which

jg were going to be used for evacuation routes.
,

20 As I understand it, going west they were goir3 to

21 open up the turnpike, all four lanes going west. They were

22 going to open up Route 81, all lanes going west. And al other

(
23 roads wot.1d be closed to the general public.

y Now my information may not be correct but this is

what I understand the evacuation route was to be going west,
25
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i

1 -6 1 which, in fact, was tha sector I was living in. Anyway, to

( dg continue, my wife and I did not pack our bags at this time .

i
'

a because, again, having a background in nuclear power, :: did :

!n
.; f not fcol, with the containment, we had anything to ba concerned'i

5 about.

6 We attended a function on Saturday night at IIershey,
'

i

y Pennsylvania. It was a credit union dinner. About 9:30, we '

f- a heard many people being called to the telephone. We did not

g get called to the phone, ourselves, and we were not concerned.

!O However, when we got home shortly after midnight, we {

tt ran into cui laughter. My daughter was a senior in high

gg school. We found that our groceries had all been pa=kod in j

i
g,3 the kitchen in brown bags ready to go. Our clothes had all

,
i

g g, been packed in suitcases. And she had done this because at {

,g approximetely 9:30 there had been a television trailer put oa |
?

tG announcing the evacuation. ',

37 Again, the announcement was erroneous. The.next
. ,

gg day, this daughter could not hardly speak to us. It took us

19 about six hours to get her to the point where she would speak
.

g to us,

gg So what I would like to continue to say is, number

n one, we have several things that I think should be looked at i

(
g very carefully. Number one, we know the plants are contained i

|

24 and I personally feel that the containment is airtight and it

will seal the materials in there.g,
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1rw9-7 1 However, thero are questions being raised about the

('' 2 Krypton gas and about the tritium in the water. I think these

3 can be solved and I think they should be solved. I think the

| 4 communications with the public still need to be improved, as

3 evidenced by~this hearing today.

6 A third item that I fael strongly about: In reading
.

7 my insurance policies, I find my insuranca does not cover j

|
. 8 nuclear accidents. There is discussion going on uhether this

3 is a No. 9 incident, No. 8, No. 2. My view is that if you
!

10 plan -- and I think you should plan to start this plant up ,

11 again -- I think you should insure the people have insurance
I

12 coverage. ;

i

13 CHAIRMAN SMITH: You have been about 15 minutes and i

i

14 that is just simply outside of any conceivable idea of our

15 scope of authority.

16 MR. MYERS: I will just wrap it up very shortly.

17 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Please.
.

'
. .

18 MR. MYHRS: Okay. I have about four items and I i

19 will quickly go over them. '
,

.

20 CHAIRMAN SMITH: We simply aren't going to be able

21 to hear everybody if you continue at this pace. I found your

22 remarks to be quite instructive. However, we have other

(
23 people who also have contributions to make.

.

24 MR. MYERS: Yes, I will finish in less than thirty

25 seconds.
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Irw9-8 1 Medical coverage in case of an incident is inadequate .

['
2 I am basing this on the fact that about 80% of the medical

3 people in the surrounding area were the first ones to

f 4 evacuate. Yc 2 can determine those statistics for yourself.

5 The last point I would like to say is the eletrical

G rates reflect the increased cost due to this plant not operat-
.

7 ing, which reflects back upon the people that buy the electricity.

'
3 I feel the decision should be made to either operate the plant ;

:

orthefederalgovernmentshouldacceptthecostofnotoperat-j9
!

to ing it. :

I
gy VOICE: Thirty seconds! |

12 CHAIRMAN SMlTH: Have you concluded ~/

MR. M*lERS: I think it is best that I conclude, yes,,13
!

81#*14
i

CHAIRMAN SMITH: Thank you very much. If you weref5

16 not able to complete your remarks, you understand ycu can aug-

ment them with a written statement. Did you understand that? t37

All right. '*

gg
,

19 The next speaker is Stephen Brcoks. Ar.3 you Mr.
.

Brooks?20

LIMITED APPEARANCE OF STEPHEN BROOKS21

HR. BROCKS: Yes.22
(

CHAIRMAN SMITH: Wait a minute. How are we going tog

transcribe the music you are about to play into a writteny

em p u s ng a song?
25
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1rw9-9 1 MR. BROOKS: The words are written down. T:1ey will

2 be delivered to the Board.,

3 CHAIRMAti SMITH: Okay, thank you.

O
! 4 MR. BROOKS: (Mr. Brooks, with guitar in hand, sang

5 aa follows:)
l

5| In the spring of this year
.

7 Grace came somehow violent

S To each man here,
,

9; Downwind of Three F.ilo Island.

10 Some years back

j; We put up four white towers

12 As scrubbed and shiny as teeth,
!

13 And they gave un power, j

14 And the man in the streat,

1S Not close to the heat,

16 Thinks it's tidy and neat,

Sees no need to retreat. i97

~ And there's lead in his feetgg

jg And his head and his heart,
.

And his old commonsense20

Will sesa fall apart,
21

They say this reactorg

Is a stable factor,
23

And a fact is a factg

And we are too far ahead to go back,
25
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1rw9-10 1 For our nation's secu; city

2 Depends on having energy

3 To spin wheels in factories

i

! 4 And lift the poor from poverty.

S tou can't see it,

6 But they say tant it's clean,
.

7 And the potential problems have all been foreseen.

8 The particles breed like rats in a tomb,
.

9 Like a bush that burns but is not consumed.

10 And you're

11 Three miles from Heaven and it's falling fast,

12 And you wonder if the coming hour will be your last.

13 You made some bad mistakes in the past,

14 And there's no alibi-in,

f5 So get your ass far away from that tight little ,

|
16 island.

In the dark before dawn17

-

18 When not too many folks were awake,

19 Two hundred bells sounded
.

20 And fifty knees began to shake. ,

21 In the depths of tha concreta

22 Somehow a valve was stuck open,

23 Though no one knows how,

24 The circle abruptly was broken.

And the men at the panels25
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Irw9-11 1 Are taken aback,

2 Cause the dials they are reading

3 Are far from exact

( 4 And the back-ups to back-ups are suddenly slack

5 As the core starts steaming
,

6 And the seals crack.
t

.

7 They say it's contained, then they i

i
'

a Say that it's leaked,
.

g While the company spokesman
;

10 Plays hide-and-go-seek, ,

it While the truth is refracted

12 And periodically retracted,

13 And scatters like the stanm,

14 So heavily radio-acted.

T5 You can't see it,

16 But you know that it's thero, i

!
Like the strange taste of n:etal in the morning air j17

!

-

ja And the sorriest thing is to sit and wait
!

19 For you know when it blows you will be too late. )

.

Since that time :20

21 The exparts aren't so optimistic.

22 They speak to us now

(
Of acceptable risks and highway statistics23

They will upgradey

The safety with the lessons learned,25
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1rw9-12 1
And children will play with matches

i

2 Until they get burned.
f

'

3 Who's got the power? We've got it. |
\

t 4 We've got the power, but most of it's counterfeit. '

!

'
We don't have the power for genesis,5 ,

.

But we do have the power to cease to exist.3
.

We use the pwer7

But it isn't really in our hands.
8

.

The things we cannot see
9

We don't really understand
10

An atom is as dull as stone !

99

And twice as hard to crack, i

12
'

But once you let the fire out ;
3

You cannot put it back. |14
'

Though atoms, germs and angels
15

Are things too wee to see,
16

There's nothing that we're blinder to
97

Than what .has yet to be,-

gg

You can't see it,
99

.

And you never will see
20

But our hearts have been heated to a thousand
21

degreesg.
( And if you don't take the chance to make history'

g

A new kind of power will be set free.
g

And you're
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1rwS-13 1 Three miles from heaven and it's falling :!act, i

2 And you wonder if the coming hour will be your last,i

0 You made some bad mistakenin the past,
,

f' 4 And there's no alibi-in
;

5 So get your ass far away from that tight little

6 island.

7 (Applause) '

8 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Warren Prelesnik.
.

,

9 LIMITED APPEARANCE OF WARREN L. PRELESNIK |
.

10 MR. PRELESNIK: Good afternoon. Thank you for the |

gg opportunity to speak to you.

12 My name is Warren Prelesnik. I live in Hershey, jusc.

g3 five and a half air miles from Three Mile Island. I have a

14 Bachelor's degree from the University of Michigan it Industrial

15 Engineering, with the first two and a half years concentrated

16 in Engineering Physics. I have a Master's degree also from

g7 the University of Michigan and have worked in the hespital

18 administration field since 1966.-

gg I am the Executive Vice President at Harrisburg
.

20 Hospital and have written several hospital disaster plans and

21 served on hospital, county and USAF disaster plarming

22 cnemittees in the past. What I have to say today, however,

23 represents.my thoughts. I am not speaking on behalf of the

24 hospital.

25 The issues of health and safety, in my vind, are

ones that the old AEC, the NRC, the nuclear industry in general,
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Irw9-14 1 and Metropolitan Edison and GUP, in particular, hz.ve attempted,'

L with some success, to conceal the truth from the public. It, ,

3 is my content!O;. that theco two issues of health rnd aafety,

(~' i

( 4 both interrelated, must be the only factors in deciding what

5 is to be done with Unit 1 or Unit 2, both units being .:losely

6 interrelated in numerous ways.
i.

7 In the health related area:

'
,

8 1. I contend that there is in existence estasive,

9 scientific evidence that low radiation levels -- low leavel

to radiation is harmful at any level, no matter how low. T'. a

11 accident with TMI Unit 2 subjected the population to a high

12 level of gamma and other radiation. '

13 The first day, according to the HRC, emissions were

14 over 1,000 millirems per hour or more. This is a topend

15 measurement that probably will never be verified bocac.se the

16 monitors went off scale. The " normal" IcVels of radiation
.

17 released from a "noramily" operating plant also cubj set the

~

Population to continuous exposure to low level radiation.18

19 These " normal" releases continus to not only expose
,

20 us to cumulative does of radiation on a continuing basis, but

21 also slowly increases the " normal" background radr.ation levels

22 , that the industry is so fond of quoting.

(
23 These levels or standards are continuously cited to

24 justify the utilities' compliance with NRC standards of " safe

3 levels of radiation," " unharmful," and"no ha=ard to tha public.*
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Irw9-15 1 For this reason, I believe that Central Pennsylvanians .ve

-

2' suffered enough and have been subjected to more than their

3 "cou:mitted dose" of radiation for the life of both plants.

F 4 In its initial operating license, Met Ed assured
I

5 the public that only 0.01 curies of iodine 131 would be .

5 released during a year of normal operation. In suorn testi-

.

mony before the U. S. House Subcomittee on Energy and thei
7

Environment on June 2, 1979, Thomas Gerusky, Direetcr of the8
.

Pennsylvania Bureau of Radiation Protection, stated that about'g

to ! 15 curies were released. That is 1,500 times that for one
,

year of normal operation and 50 times more than tia plant wasgg ,

t

expected to release over its 30 year life cycle.12

Even in normal operations, TMI 1 would add to these ,g

releases that are far above those committed to and promised'

34

by the industry. Similar considerations should also apply to ,g
'

ther radioactive isotopes. Units 1 and 2 must naver restart
16

in order to protect our health and safety and adhare to the
7

- "comitted dose" limitation of their license.gg
,

2. According to NUREG 0578, page A-37, "less than
g

.

20% of operating plants have monitors that would have stayed
20

i

on scale under conditions of the TMI accident....None of theg

effluent monitors now in service at any operating plant would

i remain on scale." I believe that Metropolitan Edison, the ig

Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Resources, and the

NRC were and still are negligent in conducting adequate and
g
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1rw9-16 1 accurate monitoring. Health obviously was not the concern;

(~ 2 clearly, profits were.

END#9 3
c.

( 4
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t The public's fear of this plant being ope: Ited by
I

t. 2 a utility with profit-oriented motives and charged. by the

3 Kemeny Cor. mission with mismanagement and incompetency
n
( 4 and regulated and supervised by the NRC, also charged by

5 the Kmeny Comission with numerous and severs incdegancies,

6 has left the people of Central Pennsylvania with en istensely
. .

7 high leve'. of stress. Met Ed, NRC, and W I Units 1 2nd 2 .

I

:

g cannot centinue to be allowed to keep aeding to this
|

.

9 already high stress level.

10 Three, in a news release on November 14th, ~979,1 1

gg Robe'et Arnold, Vice President, Metropolitan Edison, 3httad

32 that the company wants to " release the krypten gas f:on the

13 accident of Unit 2 into the at:nosphere over the next !

g three-month period beginning in January."
;

15 This is a further example of the company's

16 inability to deal with, or the disregard for the public's |
!

health and safety. There are three other options in dealing97
.

gg with that gas, but they are more expansive and tire-

10 consuming. We again see Metropolitan Edison putting ptofits
,

"'

ahead of health issues. Fcr this reason, Units 1 and :! at20

m I must not be restarted.21
~

g Four, during the process of cleanup of Unit 2
,

there will continue to be releases of radiation into theg ,

environment -- relaases that are intentional, accidectal, ;y,

and perhaps " normal." Tha public does not need that thraat25
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1 of added releases from Unit 1 on top of what will happen

i 2 during the cleanup of Unit 2.

3 Five, the probability exists, due to the sxtan-

4 sive damcga to the core, and possible inability to rerove

5 it, that this high-leviisl waste from the cleanup of Unit 2

3 muy Te% r be removed from the TMI facility. Because other
.

7 states refuse to accept radioactive waste of that high

g intenc * ty, ve in effect may have high-level radiatict Sump
,

g 10 miles from Harrisburg. This is a health danger and a

10 atress that does not need to be added to by restar<:irr 'Jnit 1.

Six, overall, the health effects measured in terms
11

of the cancers or deaths will not be visible for another 533

to 30 years. Childhood leukemias may begin to sho.i tp withing
i

5 yean , but adults probably not for many more years to j14

cone.
15

The health effects radiation in relatien to |
16

lowered resistance, susceptability, and mirad of o:.ht:-
37

'

minor symptoms are already here. .

7g

The psychological effects ste:ning from the -jg
,

-- - above, as wen as numercus relaW . traumatic happoni2.gs
20

1.

since the accident, the frustrations in dealing wi m !!et
2!

Ed, the NRC, and our government, are many indeed.-
22

t
People are extremely concerned and irate about

23

what happened at TMI and what is happening here now and-

g

in the future. The people do not trust Metropolitan Edison, j25
1

'
i
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i the NEC or local, state, and Federal Government to protectr

: 2 the public health and safety.

~

3 Many are talking of leaving the area if TMI Units

I
4| 1 and 2 reopen. This fear, anxiety, - fear and anxiety

3 cannot be dismissed during these hearings. The pnychological |
|

e issueu are real, they exist, and they will be healed. ;
.

7 In the area of safety, I would like to make the

. 8 following comments: i

|

9 One, the winterisation of n e piping which is not j

go protected and subject to freezing at the Unit 2 still has

I

g not boen accomplished, according to Bob Arnold of the '

Metropolitan Edison Company. This is a potential hazard and ;I,,,
-

g

danget if we have a very severe winter this year. ~

g

g Water continues to saturata the honeycombed
,

cement containment building, perhaps up to 10 to 12 inchesg

' * * * * *# **7*# "" I "" """ "9 *16
I

cement that might be present this vinter. I
17

!
* !

s n an es % app m eh dese
|18

issues in an unplanned manner with ever-present cost /banefitg

analysis. A cost / benefit analysis that pi.ts the cost to the i

company of doing the right thing versus the benefit or lackg

of benefit to the public.
.

'

Clearly the public is the loser.
|23

Two, if there is a problem with the emergoney
.

core cooling systsu of Unit 2 during the cleanup, an6 since2s ,
,

1380 128
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1 Unit 2 is still not in cold shutdown due to the extensive

-( 2 damage to the core preventing necessary circulation to the

'
3 center of the core, Unit 1 must remain in a backup status

n
( 4 to receive possible waste storage or to help with water

5 circulation if necessary.
I

6 CHAIPRAN SMITH: How long do you have to go?
.

7 MR. PRE W NIK I have about two more ninut:33.

g CHAIRMAN SMITH: Okay, I suspect that your rate
-

9 of delivery is going to be awfully fast for the reportar

i

to to pick up. Would you make available what you're reading

11 from? '

,

gg MR. PRELESNIK: Everything I say will be given

13 to you in typed form at a later dato.

y CHAIRMAN SMITH: All right. Thank you.
,

MR. PRELESNIK: Three, where r.an is involved, the33

16 " perfectly safe" reactor will never be built. Infallibility

is impossible. The dangers are too great, the ricks too97

gg many. All risk analysis has had to be reassessed and

gg updated in light of the TMI Unit 2 accident.
.

20 You have already noted that the NRC itrelf has--

call 60 t*to Unit 2 accident a Class 9 accident. The Rasmussen21

assumptions must be reassessed, as well as all cther risk -

22 ,

(
factor assessment studies. Unit I has the same basic design23

with all of the same inherent problems as Unit 2. Unit 1 is3

an accident viaiting to happen.3
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g Four, I believe that extrerae danger o:tist:5 in
_

( 2 regard. to the dams across the Susquehanna River ,}ust solow I

3 Thrsa Mile Island,

b These dams aro named the Yorkhaven Hydred.u, and |4
5

5 t'2e Erst Cannel Dam. The Yorkhaven Dam is a very old one. I

6 It is cracked in several places, and the cement is crunbling
,

away at several other spots. This dam will probably not
7|

.

-

g withstaud another major ficod.,
,

I
If that dam continues to weaken and avtatnily |e

|
breaks, the cooling inlet pipes for TMI 1 and 2 willje

possibly be above the water level and unable to draw =coling
99

i

water from the rivar. Therefera, a LOCA will protably occur. j12
i

This risk is qaresent even now for Unit 2. We do not needg ,

t
to add to it with Unit 1. I

14
l

|What is currently *oeing done to prevent this
15

!

fN appe d g7
16

I don't expect an answer at this point, but Ig
.

would like a written reply latsr on to the questiens thatg

are raised here.g,

Five, I believe that a true danger exis,ts in3

regard to the highly radioactive water in the contains nt
21

building. That is: When the concreto beccmes wat, she.n itg

* ' " * * ' #* * *" * * "#* "
23 e

dissociation" of the water to hydrogen and oxygen, which

would actually create an explosive mixture, turning the
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,

1

1 reactor into a bomb. .

i 2 What is being done to ensure that this will not

3 happen at TMI Unit 27
|

b Six, lastly, the public must be told the truth
'

4
:

5 about the need for and probability of an evacuatica around i

!

6 a nuclear power plant in the avant of a moltdown. I. offect,
,

. .

we the people surrounding these plants would ba writtst off. |
7|
g We would become a " nonentity."

,

A nuclear meltdown is not a natural dirast.x . i9
!

10 Each nuclear disaster is unique and unpredictable. No
;i

natter how good the plana are, or how e.any disastor extecisesg

are held, evacuation in a metropolitan aren is impossible.
12 ,

our officials have grossly underestimated theg

chaos, panic, and general disruption that would be cauuedg

by a me mshamn. !
15

May I quote Dr. William Weidner, Chief of
gg

Radiology, of the Hershoy Medical Center in an articla that j
17

,

'

* * * # " *E * " "
18

May 1st, 1979:
19.

"... radioactivity poses a psychologier.1 threat jg

not present in otiher disasters. Nursen areg

dedicated and trained to helping the sick, but manyg
( i

of our nurces were caught between conflictingg

drives -- wanting to help their patients byg

staying at the hopsital and vanting to help |
,
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1 their fam!. lies by evacuating. When we had the

( 2 floods at Wilkes-Barre and Johnstown a few years

3 ago, the American Red Cross put out a call for

b voluntsers and was swamped -- 400 in one cay. I'm4 .

5' told that when it put out a call for volur.twrs to

6 fight radioactivity, it came up trith caly
.

four."--

I would also like t.3 quote Dr. William DeMuth, Jr., alJo of3,

?

g. Hershey Medical Center

CHAIRMAN SMITH: Could you givs me again another
IC.

astimato of how long it's toing to take, since you'ven

gg already exceeded your earlier estimate?

MR. PRELESNIK: About one minute and I'll bsg

done.14

M : Ohy, M ym.
15

MR. PRELESNIK: I'd also like to quote '

16

Dr. William DeMuth, Hershey Medical Center:
{g

'

"The danger may be co 4 - se that. battlefield
33

decision nm1rimJ will be required. And if we haveg,
,

Imassivo amounts of radiation, the effects of
3

which are often irreversible, we may have to :

3 !
.,

decide whom we try to sava and whom we let die." f.,2
( i

,

As stated in WASH-740 regarding the wo st ;g
i

*

possible accident and the problem of evacuation -- being theg ,

necessity to rapidly evacuate a 92-squaro-mile area ntretching
3
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f

1 to a point as far as 100 rniles downwind, and a slower

i 2 evacuation required up to 320 miles dotmwind. ;6cccrding '

3 to this statement, your present evacuation plans are grossly |
:

( 4 unacceptable and inadequate on dealing with a 5- to 20-mile
,
.

3 radius. j
t

6 I was directly involved in the planning fer the
.

7 possible evacuation of the bcapitals in the Harrisburg

a area. Thero were 18 ambulances available to evacuate over
,

9 300 patients in the hospitals in this ceramunity. It would

to have required help of some sort.

11
Those patients needed medical support systs:ns of -

12 various types in order to prevent jacpardizing their health |

and lives. Our hospital alone would have required a minimum13

of 48 hours under " ideal" conditions to safely evne=ata j14
i

those 200 type of patients that we had in our hospital at '
15 ,

:

that time.
16

In summary, I would lik a to leave you with ::hisg
~

thought:,g

I was taught as an engineer and a businessman
39 ,

_

to be very pragmatio, logical, and objective in apprcaching .g

problems. I have approached the TMI problem in the same way.
21

'

In my judgment, when looking at TMI in that light,g ,

(
I still come to the conclusion that nuclear energy i= wrong,g

considering the areas of ethics, economics, health, and ig
!

safety.g
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1 My family evacuated for 10 days te Pittsburgh,
'

2 but I rmained to run the hospital. I was torn between
t

.

3 family and duty. I expected never to see my family again. i

!
I- The continuing fight with an insensitive, uncaring, said4 ,

?

5 incompetent and uninformed industry and government has been f
f

6 extremely time-consuming, stressful, fatiguing on myself ,

i.

7 and my family, with a total and complote disruption of our |
1

3 lifestyles and the quality of our livec has decreased
.

9 substantially.
|

This nuclear madness must stop, and let us beginto

3y by permanently closing TMI 1 and 2 es a nuclear power plant ,

12 now. |

|

Thank you. jg3
.

NRMAN SMITH: Thank you.
14

.
.

Spplause.)
15

#

CHAIRMAN SMITH: Mr. Prelesnik, if we could have
93

.

your statement, if we could have your written statsment now ;

37
I

the reason we would like to have it now, if possible, is-

18

f it would greatly assist the reporter in getting that into :
39

the written transcript. Because your delivery was quite-

20
'

rapid and lengthy, and they could use that as a checking
21

against their records, if it's avellabis. ,

22

Would that be helpful?
23

THE REPORTER: Yes, sir.
24

CHAIRMAN SMITH: Yes, it would be quite helpful. I
25

i
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MR. PRELESNIK I have no problem in doing than.
3

~ I did not have a chance to Xerox this from my own files
< 2

beforehand. Is there a copying machine available?3

I VOICE: There's a Xerox in the librarI'#4

CHAIRMAN SMITH: They'll return it to you.
5

MR. PRELESNIK Do you have a copier available
6

.

here?7

(Discussion off the record.)8.

CHAIRMAN SMITH: Mr. Arnold?
g

LIMITED APPEARANCE STATEMENT OF LARRY ARKOLD,
10

HARRISBURG, PENNSYLVANIA.
9y

MR. ARNOID: Our name is Larry Arnold. We're.

12

from Harrisburg. We would first like to apologiza to the
g

transcriter. Our delivery will probably be rapid, but we
i g

were up until all last night preparing our testimony only
IS

t e x ma a was koken Es mdg -
16

one of those t=- h logical problems beyond our control.
37 i

' "I * ' Y" ** "~

18

astimate of how long your presentation is going to be?
y,

,

MR. ARNCLD: We would hope that it will consume
g

about 6-1/2 minutes. We're going to appreciate our prepared '

21

testimony, because we do intend to deliver it to you for
r

your records, with footnotes.

CHAIRMAN SMITH: I thank you. g

24

MR. ARNOLD: You're welcome.
2s ,
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10-11 JWB 1462

1 We would first like to suscinctly and st- ongly

- 2 our support for all contentions raisod before you by Me

3 legal intervenors in this case. Thare was sufficient

p 4 evidence we feel for reasonable decisionmaking process to

5 uphold.each contention, thereby fulfilling your charge from

6 the Nuclear Regulatory Comission, and to the people c.?

*

7 this area, mandating that TMI 1 not be permitted to generate

8 as a nuclear-fueled facility.
.

9 There are several aspects, hcwever, which warrant

10 your further attention and investigation so that your

11 consideration of this matter may be more complete and

12 thorough as regards public safety and health.

g The first category is Deficiencies in design,

14 construction, and operation of Unit 1.

Met Ed has, according to information delivored
15

to us, installed rusty pump systems during the installation
16

of piping systems at Unit 1. There is an item called
37

"desynthesis holes" in which construction was so haphazard-

18

and ill-planned that large craters had to be dug up on
19.

.

site to determine the location of undergrcund piping so20

that when new piping was installed it wasn't cut apart.
21

We received numerous indications from indapendent22

sources that the containment building of Unit 1 suffered
23

honeycomt,1ng during the pouring of concrete. We've beeny

unable to substantiato this ourself. We're still tm. ring.g

1380 136
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10-13 JWB 1464

3 Unit 1 and Het Ed has not given us any indication that they
.

- 2 have made any major changes in the centrol system at Unit 1,

3 t'.an we feel that this warrants continued suspension of the

f 4 Operating } ccree Joe Unit 1.
,

s%urity: We have a council of guards who get5g
"

6 i nnk on Jie job, who play gamea with security cameras, who

.

7 violate and succeed in breaching 'tepregnable top security ;

8 zones," who allow trespassers to gain access to the site
.

g for 1 to 1-1/2 hours, and then escape withoub apprahonsion,

to who turn off parameter defense alaras without checking to

gg see if the alarms are being triggsred by intruders,
'

i

12 terrorists, or rabbits; and that cecurity doors and hatches I

have been left unlocked.13 ,

In thsse . ways and likely others, Met Ed hasg4

fulfilled its licensing requirement to protect the people j15
i

of s uth central Pennsylvania. |16
!

The throat of terrorism, as has been indicatedg i
!

here against Unit 1, if it is restarted, is bound to increase '-

g .

over what it has been in the paat. Therefore, such lax
39

.

security procedures cannot he tuarated by this Board which

must decide if Mat Ed shows an inclincation to literallyg

" batten down its hatches."'
g

Centention of fuel atcrage pool: Bob Arnold inA

g

n conversation uith us yesterday was un cle to indicate tog

us whether or not there was sufficient waste storage volume

1380 138
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g on site to handle the waste products that will come out of

- 2 C.e cleanup of Unit 2, and possibly handle spent fuel
(

3 asseinblies that would be produced as a result of bringing,

4 I Unit 1 back on line say in the spring of 1980.b
|

5 CHAITJfAN SMITH: That is one of our issues.

6 MR. ARNOLD: Good. Excellent. Thank you.

*
7 operational finances: ,GPU President Herman

8 Diockamp before Governor Thornburgh yesterday, that in order
.

9 for Met Ed to remain solvent it requirer {e) rate hikes;

10 and (b) that TMI 1 he back on line.

79 Therefore, Met Ed is finnncially able to operate

12 Unit 1 if Unit 1 is restarted, and not able to operato if

g Unit l's licenso is suspended. It doesn't seem to us that

14 the utility is giving the people and the Board really much

15 cf a choice in this particular matter of financial solvency.

Response to Crises: Met Ed has twice assured16

the AEC and the NRC, and hence the public, that notificationg

f emerg ncies would be conducted through proper channels18-

within minutes. During the March 28th LOCA incident atgg
"

Unit 2, the sequence was neither through proper channels3

n r pr mpt.
21

3 Earlier that afternoon, John Herbein was telling

! the public that TMI 2 was under control, and that it wouldg

be back operating normally within a few days or weeks.
24 ;

We had talked earlier that day with a plant sefatyg

| 1380 -)39 ,
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10-16 JWB 14G7

1 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Okay.

2 MR. AmTOLD: We fool it warranta invectigation.

3 CHAIMIAN SMITH: Thank you.

( 4 MR.. ARNOLD: We ara not going to address evacuation

5 Par se, because the intervenors are al acdy doing that

6 formally. However, ue would like to submit, just for your

.

7 cdification, that in 1977 before fellow colloagues en the

3 Atomic Safety and Licensing Board, the Dauphine County
.

9 Civil Defense Director in testifying to the efficacy of

to his evacuation plans for an accident at TMI said that the

gg 11,000 residents within the 4.0 mile radius maximus hypo-

thetical crea could bc ovacuated within ' 20 minutea."12

On testimony such as that, the Atcmic Safuty andg g

Licensing Board decided to grant an operating liconse fory

Unit 2. Also at the scme tima, !!r. Malloy indicatad to the
15

ASLB that his svacuation plan was not finalized, it would be
16

later that year.
9

That, in the case that Unit 1 did not -- and in-

73

cur view still dces not have -- an adequate emergcncy ovacua-
79

-

tion Plan, it seems that this is in direct contradi en to20

the parameters under which that utility la allowed to obtain
21

an operator license.22
f

CHAIRMAN SMIT!!: This is also one of the mandatory
23

issues in c'2r proceeding.
24

MR. ARNCLD: We nuhmit that ccinent, then, for
3

1380 141
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'
1 your consideration as the hind of testinony that was let

- 2 into the record and adoptsd in tha past regsrding THI.

3 Psychoicgical stroso obviously has raculted frcm

I( 4' the accident at TMI. That raally can't ba denica baced on

5 what you gentle:nen and Dr. Little have obsc::ved here in the

6 last three days. But the issue is whether it's relevent
s

7 to the hearing en Unit l'a restart.

8 The NRC staff, shich in our view has not been
I

9| the most perceptive lot, has stated, as you kncv, that

10 psychological distress is not legally an item to te considered.

11 Ecwever, -- Well, we vill pass over that and ycu may read

12 cur ccmments in the tranceript.
1
#

13 One reason the URC staff has concluded this is

14 because they said tnat stress was not allcwed to be >

|
33 censidered in the licensing of Unit 1. Our ces.nent to that |

I
I

16 | is simply that it wacn't alloucd, just as in the licensing i

37 of Unit 2 and Unit 1 again considerations of a Class 9
-

33 incident were not allowed to be discussed,

gg As long as we develop a 11consir,g process with
.

20 thees kinds of pararcters, we can selectively choc3e What 10

21 conducive and favorabic to tha company, to the nuclear

22 industry, and what isn't.

23 Dr. Littis, as a bielogist, do you not

y acknowledge a sacred escence, yet unidantified by science,

that distinguishas yourself frem a corpso?25

1380 142
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1 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Well, I don't really think --

- 2 That's a rhetorical questien. We'll just go on. I think

~3 your point will be appreciated by Dr. Little.

(~ 4 MR. ARNOLD: Ths point is, frem thn: grustion,

5 thatin our view Unit 1 is not simply nute and bolts. It's

6 People, people who operate it, people uhe assess it, and
.

7 people who live within its range of destruction.

3 CHAIMAN SMITF: I can assure ycu of Dr. Little's
.

3 aansitivicy.

TO MR. M OLD: E:tcellent. That's very encouraging.

gg Then we would sinceraly believe that %e issue

'2 of psychological stress which has been so evident in the

g last three days befara Dr. Jordan, Mr. Smith, and Dr. Little,

g will be entered and adopted into the formal guidelines

15 considerations of Unit l's restart petition.

16 DR. LITTL2: I will just toll you 'one thing

that might interest you. My daughter is a psychologist.g

~ MR. Mom. M e are o &er shess fad. ors,gg

jg however, that got beyond simple psychological distrase.
.

20 There's a thing called a " life stress incident," lifo event

stress. We've talked to psychologists, pecple in the21

g community around Three Mile Island who deal professionally
\

23 with people uho come under stress situations for a variety

of reasons. Those individuals, cs we said in our transcript,24

have told us that people mair cope with X number o'? stressfulg

1380 M3
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events, but if they find one more incident -- and '.fo
1

were told specifically of Three Mile' Island being that- 2.

incident -- that becomes in ossence the straw that b[sAks3

(~ 4 the camal's back. people can no longer ccpe phycically,
.

5 psychologically. They are likely to beccme involted in
' accidents, industrial accidents, autocobile accidenta, and

6

endangering not only their own lives, but lives of other.

y

people in the general co:ssunity.3
.

We would also like the Board to censider theg

Dr. Hans Saw (phens-
10 a,spact of psychophysiological stress.

,

tic), who is Director of the Institute on Enperimental;g

M icine and Surgery at the University of Montreal and the
12

world's foremost expert on the offects of stresc en the
f3

human physiology, has concluded that '.he inf1tence of
14

conditioning factors which detarmine censitivity, or
15

disence-pronensss, a normally well tolerated degree of
16

stress can becc.ne pathogsnic and cauce disease cf adapta-
,7

ti n, selectively affecting disposed. bodily areas.-

18

Some of these effects which he and his collee.gues
19 '

haya. identified as resulting frca streso facters in th'e
~ ~ ~

20

human physiology are neurophysiolcgical activity disruptions,
21

endocrine and immunological imbalances, bloed supply and
22

pressure dysfunctions, changes in the respiratory rats'
23

and pattern and digestive processes that tre disrupted.
24

Also, women's menstral cycles are adversely
25

13'd 0 14 4
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3 affected by stressful situations -- not only psychophysiolo-

2 ,' gical".y, but wo've done a number of interviews with people

3 in the area who in cur vian have manifested physiological
e- 4 dysfunction directly as a result of low-level radiation

5 cmitt.cd primarily during the first three days of the accident

6 at Unit 2.

'

7 If Unit 1 is allcwed to ccma back on line, and'

,

8 we will submit to you what we feel is evidence to support
.

g that statement. I.f Unit 1 comes back on line, we have seen

to no indication, heard no indication of any authority that

gg what happened at Unit 2 can be precluded from happening at

12 Unit 1.

13 CHAIRMA'i SMITH: Khat is your time schedule

now? You have substantially exceeded your estimate -- whichg

I understand. This- is a natural thing that happens, but15

16 what is your estimate now, sir?

HR. ARNOLD: We have a few pages which we will17

syncpsico. We'd try two minutes? Would you grant us that,
'

18

sir?g !
.

20 CHAIRMAN SMITH: And then, if you have not had

21 time to make your entire points, if we can ecme back to you

at the end, we will. But thare are still others that I'mg

still concerned about reaching them,23

MR. ARNOLD: We apologize for infringi_g on these,g

and we appreciate your leniency.g

1380 145
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1 Dr. Sell finds four stress factors that are
V

2 the wcrst stresses: Thatis, hatred, anger, fear, and

3 frustration.

4 CHAIRMILN G1ITH: Now have you considered working
{

trith some of the intervenors who have raised psychologicci5

6 stress issues? Ycu seem to have done a lot of work on it.
'

7 Go ahead, I'm sorry to intnrrupt, but I just

e wondered if you have consider 6d that avenue of input with
.

9 your ideas?

10 MR. ERNOLD: Yes, sir,

CHAIRMAN SMITH: Go ahead.
!!

12| MR. ARNOLD: Thank you.

Those fear emotions tro have observed to haveg

predcminated the aftermath of Unit 2 and have contributed14 t

psychophysiologically to delitarious health impacts on the
15

16 ' population of this area, and the same impacts are going co

37 | result if Unit 1 is allowed to restart.

Psychological danags ccupcunded aircady by'
13

Unit 1 that would result from a restart - I'm sorry, of
1S

.
' Unit 2 that would result frem a restart of Unit 1 in ourm

view trould have really serious problems, cause really'1 |
.,

'
serious problems to the health of the peoplo in this area,g

l or becems an integral part of their life every day thatg

Unit 1 would fission again.24;
In our view, the bottom line in this issue is

3

,
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g found within the NRC's charge to this Board: That the

Comissien presently incks the requisito reasonabla assurance. 2
(

P. hat the licensee's Three Mile. Island Unit 1 facility can be3

operated without endangering the health and safety of the4

3 public.
7

6 ile do not feel that that kind of reassurance can
7 over be alloviated. That the Unit I cannot be cparated as.

8 a nuclear facility without endangering the safety, health,
'

g well being of the residents here.

3g If you recomend that Three Mile Island Unit No.1

g ramain closed as a nuclear plant, then we will all know that

we have been remembered for the three days that you spent in12

south central Pennsylvania and that you hold our psychophysio-g

g logical wellbeing dear to your hearts.

If you reccmmend a restart, however, then we will
" " * * " " " " " """ "Y816 *

been told that machinery is expendable, but human beings are
*

18 ' ' * ' # ".
'

the three Atemic Safety and Licensing Board members that we're
-

addressing will concur with our view, and that with a

hurenitarian outlook would throw away the machinery that

Three Mile Island Unit 1 and its catastrophic threats.
( But please, please don't throw us away again.

(Applause.)

CHAIIIMAN SMITH: Thank you.
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1 Nancy Prelesnik, please, who will be followed by

2 Paul Nolan.
(

3 MS. PRELESUIK: Cculo I (inaudible) .

4 CHAIP31AN SMITH: All right, thank you.

5 Ms. Prolesnik said she requestad she bc put at

C the and of the speakers for the day because she is hnving

*

7 difficulty composing hersalf.

8 Did I understand ycu correctly, ma'am?
.

9 MS. PRELESNIK: 'IGs.

10 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Mr.1701an, pl3ase?

g1 LIMITED APPEARANCE STATSIENT OI' PNJL liCLAM,

12 MR. NOLAN: Every day I make it .i point to read

g the local paper so I can kamp myself fairly we?1 infc:ssd

g4 on the situation. Saveral dEys ago I read that there wculd

15 be haaringc held en the n=traordinary nucioar ocenrranco,

16 and oddly enough I fcund this articas on the page with the

ebituaries. I just happened to notice it as I was passing37

gg through..

gg Well, what my que:. tion ic: Will the hearings on
.

20 the entraordinary nucicar oct,urrence be widely publicized

21 so that people can attend? Or will they bo battar publicised

than this event was?22

i CHAIRMAN S*-IITH: We don't understand thcrcughly23

the nature of those hearings, either. These are noty

acjjudicative hearings such as this where a decisien and3
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judicial officers are presiding. This is a hearing which
1

( relates to the Price-Anderson Act, and the reach cf the
3

liability and the insurance probicas.
~

4
( I have no idea hou those hearings are going to

5
ba conducted. They don't directly relate to the issue of

G

the startup of Unit 1, only as they might indirectly relate
* 7

to financial qualifications, but we don't know shout that,
8

even.
,

END JE310 9

10
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' MR. HOLAN: Chay, thank you.

2 And then another probla: was several years ago,

3 whenever TMI Unit 1 and Unik 2 werc .:oming on line, one

4'

problem that was never addresned or never fully comprehended-

(.

,' 5 was the aircraft crash damage to reach the containuent.
f
f
*

6 Will that issue be considered in the licensing
'

7 or relicensing of THI-1?
.

8 CHAIRMAN SMITH: The issue of the ainplane crash-
.

'
9 ing into Unit 2 is in fact going to be heard in this area.

'
10 After the beginning of the year, that was an issue that.

11 romained unresolved, in Unit 2, so that issue is going to be
.

12 heard. The issue has a definite relationship to Unit 1.

13 The aircraft prob 1cm will be heard by a separate board, and

14 we will auait -- we don't know yet the relationship between

15 that hearing to this hearing. It is a problem that we are

16 still working on.

17 MR. NOLAN: Okay. And you said earlier Ehat

18 the transcript of these hearings and all the hecrings will be-

19 published. My question is are we going to have to pay for
.

20 that document and any other documents?

21 CHAIRMAN SMITH: The transcripts will be available

22 for examination at several places, including this very building.

I 23 MR. NOLAN: ' So then we can't write in to get.it

E4 for free?

25 CHAIR'4M SMITH: No, you can't. These transcripts
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1 are -- for e: ample, here is yesterday's, and this costs a
-

2 lot of money.

( '

3 VOICE: W1 are paying for it.

4 CHAIRMAN UMITH: Well, you are paying for it, and

(
5 I agree, but you are addressing your concerns to the wrong

6 person. I simply have no authority with which I can previde

7 those transcripts..

3 VOICE: You shouldn't have any authority.

VOICE: The NRC does.'

g

VOICE: Sounds like a cop-out.
10

MR. NOLAN: Another question that's been addressed
j;

many times today, will the mental stress issue be considered12

in the hearings, er will you recommend that it be considered
13

or be a formal recommendation or consideration?ja

CHAIRMAN SMITH: Uhat, tha psychological stress,
15

is that what you meant?
16

MR. NOLAN: Yes.
97

CHAIRMAN S.%ITH: Psychological distress issue is --
18.

we are in the process now of receiving arguments and briefs
gg

from the various intervenors and the parties, and discussion-

20

f the nature of the evidence and, of course, we are listening
21

to people here telling us how important that is.
22

Then we'are going to have to refer the entire
'- 23

matter to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission for theirg

I" 9"*" *# *" *^*#**" *"# *

25
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1 MR. HOIAN: Okay. Thank you.

2 And you mentioned that there will be further rounds -<

3 of hearings in thic licensing procedure. Will there he time

*4 for public input on every step of the way, or cfter it gecs

6' so far, will it be limited only to the formal intervenora, or - -
*

6 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Tha opportunity for practical
,

'7; , purposes, the evidence is prepared, the testimony, and the
:

8 documents which are going to be received in evidence, are
.

i

&q preparcd in advance of the evidentiary hearing, anc disceminated
'

t
'

10 ancng the parties and the Board.

11 At any time, no matter what the stage of the hearing
'

12 is, that this Board should learn of a mattar of significant
i

03 safety concerns that belongs in the hearing we want to kncu |
u

14 g about it, and we will make the necessary adjustments. 3ut

15 the normal rate -- the normal pace of the hearing is that

16 the evidence is prepared before the hotring begine.

17 [ Then there is cross-examination and argucents

I

to ' during -- I commend to ycu, or I recommend to you that yon'

19 attend those hearings.
.

20 !!R. MCI.AN: Okay, thank you.
,

'
21 I'd like to know -- some of you people here migh

22 know -- uhat dces the Three :lile Island licence car regarding
;
'

23 the storage of waste on the island? And the peint of the

24 questiora is what will happen to the highly centaminated

25 resins left over from the operation of the EPICO2 II system?

!380 )52
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1 Is this allowed under their license, or has the license,

2 been adapted? Arc they operating in violaticn of their
(

3 license?

4 CHAIRWJi SMITil: The question, the liucl:er

5 Regulatory Ccmmission hcs authorized -- and this in outsido
I
.

6 what we are doing here, but I happen to knew the caswar, so

*
7 I will tall you -- the Nuclear P.cgulctory Ccamission has

8 autori=ed Metropolitan Edison Cc=pany to begin using tha
.

9 EPICOR system.

10 It has also created a apecial board, separate from

11 us, to consider the issue if a hearing en it is rectired.

12 As I understand it, the commissicn by ordar

13 has authorized EPICOR, and then you are referring tc a license

14 medification as an implementing means by which they may do it.

15 MR. NGLAN: I'd just like to clear up a few

;$ remarks.

ty Cnrrantly at school wa are studying the Ronan
'

.

'

18 Empire. The Rcmans managed tc move water .ailes without.

l
33 problems.

,

go Wice in the past year Met Ed has shcwn their

incompetence cad thoroughly destroyed 2000 years at plambing'

21. !
22| kncwledge by devaleping bubbles in thair pipes.

i
( They have prover. many times ovar their incomcetance23

to run a nuclear facility. A cpeaker several minutes agoyj
'

l

said that he supported the peaceful use ci the ater. as25
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1 started by President Eisenhower.

2 I think a few people here need to be rari.inded
7

3| that Eisenhower's policy concerning nuclear pcwer was,
!

4| " Keep 'em ecnfused.",

,

i

5| The same =an also menticned the breakdcwn of i i

i ,

6 ccmmunications between the public and the officials. When

.

7 it came to information, we could have been considered virtually
:

8 blind. This combined wit!. Dr. Denton'c infamous romerk of a
.

9 blind man ctumbling in the dark, shcus a perfect example of '

y

10 L| 'he blind lending the blind.
_

11 The only reasonable, ra'tional thing to do is to let

12 Threo Milo Inland go the way .of the Enrico Fermi Reactor

13 near Detroit.

14 Thank you.

'
15 [ Applause.)

16 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Ncw may I call upon the gentleman
,

17 from State College, if yea're prepared, sir?

!3 I want to apologize. You woren't prepared to*
.

19 speak, and I hope I didn't take you by surprise.
__

.

20 LIMITED APPEARANCE STATEMENT OF ZD WAL3H.

'

21 MR. WALSH: No, I'm not going to say much. I

I just wanted to kind of reiterate the same points that I22

23 brought up and that Bob Coleman brought tp with you in the

24 corridor.

25 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Okay, would you mind giving --

.
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1 MR. WALSH: I'm sorry, my name is Ed Walsh. I'm

2 Assistant Professor of Sociology at Penn State University
(

3 in University Park.

4 CHAIRtIAF SMITH: Assistant professor of whet?
(

5 MR. WALSH: Scciology.

6 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Sociology.

* ~

7 MR. WALSH: My point is briefly that I think --

8 and others have made it, it' not a new point -- I want to
.

9 just develop it a little bit. It's a mistake to just consider

10 this ist,ue as a technolcgical one, and perhaps I'm wrong,

11 but I am under the impression that there's a strong thrust

12 in that direction, even though I know you've clarified it a

03 number of times. But that is the fear of a lot of people,

14 that it's going to be considered merely as a technological

15 issue, and I know that you have said time and agcin that

16 that point hasn't been decided. I just wcnt to reiterate that

17 I think it would be a very serious mistake if you dc Just

18 consider, oh, the safety of the pipes and this, thtt and the.

19 other thing that I'm certainly not qualified to speak to.

~ ~

20 Right new, by almost all assessments, the nuclear

21 question is very much a social and political question, in

22 addition to being a techno1cgical one, and I think that the

i wrong decision about what to censider could have very serious23
.

24 unintended consequences, and that's the point.

25 Not considering the psychological, if this happens
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I that the NEC decidos to follow its staff's recommendations
t

2 not to censider the psychclogical, it seems to me and to many

3 others that it would be almost equivalent to saying to the .

4 people, " Tough. Just t0 ugh."
7

5 All right. Then people can react in a number of

6 different ways. They can either move or feel had er become
.

7 nervous persons, or they might lash cut at this apparently

8 illegitimate decision, and I think that you people have to
.

O consider that, and I know that you're golng to try to, or at

10 least I hope you are.

11 psychological stress may lead to serious political

12 alianation and a challenge to the legitimacy of the system,

t3 snd I think that has to be considered.

L4 [ Applause.]

15 And I'm not really interested in rabble-roccing

16 at all. I personally am studying the groups in the area,

17 trying to understand it, because I teach accial novements,

18 and I know tha.t the groups have already formed. They are*

-

very far along the way in their organisation, and in planningtg,
-
.

20 goals, and they are looking beyond the NRC's decision.

21 Many in these groups, perhaps erroneously, are

22 assuming that the NRC is going to decide against them, and
i

23 that they are going to have to then go either to civil court
1 ,

.

24 or perhaps to some other more drastic tactic.

A e uple of speakers have already 2ddressed $at25
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1 point. And so I guess I'm just saying that'I think that's

2 a very sericus consideration that should be taken into

3 account.

( I don't want to get into this right nov, but I4

5 think the situation in Iran is an example of the situation

6 where that wasn't taken into account, where monied interests

.

7 dictated what happened -- this at lecst is the way many people

8 would interpret it -- that the Shah was brought back into this
.

9 country despite the tremendous anger that a lot of peopla in

10 that country, rightly or wrcngly, felt towards him, primarily,

11 some say, because Rockafeller wanted him back in this country.

12 And now unintended consequences have flowed frem that. That's

US my point.

14 Tad I think than that same thing, you know, it

15 may seem absurd equating the reopening of TMI-l with Iran,

16 but I think if you think about it, at least there's a

1* possibility of a link there, these unintended conscquences.

18 So my final point is that I think you people need*

1g real w.sdom to defuse what may be a potential -- nay be ad

.

20 very explosive situation in this area, and I see ycur situation

21 not very nuch unlike that of Solomon, in the sensa that you

22 had two parties, basically two parties before you, claiming

to love life and to love children, and you have ro decide'

23

24 which of these two is telling the truth.

Good luck.25
.
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1 (Applause.]

2 CHAIRMAN GMITH: Ms. Presienik,are you r?ady to
[

3 proceed now?

4
( LIMITED APPEAFAMCE STATEMENT OF MS. PRESLENIK. ,

5 MS. PRESL2NIK: Mr. Chairman, Drs. Jordan and ,

i6 Little, NRC Staff, and counsel for Mat Ed:
'

,

7 Thank you for the opportunity for speaking before

B you today, and addressing these issues.
I

,

i

9 I will not be presenting what I had planned on
t

10 presenting to you. I will be forwarding it to you in length
.e

i
11 and in written form early next week. ,

i12 ' Please encune my composure. I don't normally lose

'
13 it. When Pat Street spoke this morning, she was trying to

'
14 ,' stop frem crying, and I couldn't, and a few of the speakers

15 have gotten to me, and I am in a position that I dcn't want

16 to be in.

17 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Would you like the light off?

* '

13 MS. PRESLENIK: No, it's okay. It doesn't matter.

19 Also the presentation will be entremely dis-
.

20 ; organized, partly due to my condition.
6

21 I an a registared nurse. I have served in the

!
22 United States Air Force Nurse Corps frcm 1967 thrcuga '63..

!

23 My first disastor training was at age 14 in 1959 with i.he

Civil Defense, with additional training in nursing school,24

the Red Crcss, and the United States Air Force.25
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1 I have participated in any local and county

2 disaster c:cercises and in California and Minnesota, and,_

(
3 also national events, as well as tornadoes and earthquakes.

4 I responded well and coped well, and I very

5 personally know exactly what war is all about.

6 I'm usually cool, collected, when necessary, and

9
7 I have always been prepared for the~ worst --

8 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I think we can come back to you
.

9 later.

10 MS. PRESLENIK: Well, I think the further I get

11 into it, I think I'll maybe do better, if you know what I mean.

12 I'll try it a little bit more.

13 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Take your time. We have clenty of

14 time to hear frem you, and just do it your way, any way you

15 want to.

16 MS. PRESLENIK: Thank you.

17 I'm usually cool and collected, when necessary,

* 18 and I've always been prepared for the woret, with an

15 Optimistic view that with enough knowledge and preparation
.

20 I could be a survivor and also contribute to the rescue work

21 needed.
,

22 I have always, until March 28th, 1979, had a

l strong sense of duty and volunteered often for various23

24 community needs.

25 That day and Friday, March 30th, changed my life
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1 forever, unknowingly.

2 I reved frem California only ons year before the
g

3' accident to five and a half miles away from the plaat. I
'

|

(
4 '' can assure you that if TMI-l or 2 ever restaru cc a nuclear

l
'

5* station, I will leave Pennsylvania.

6 What I learned that day is that where I liva, we
.

7 ) uill not live if there is a meltdewn. Probably our health

8 has also been affected.
-

9( I did trust the government, the linc and related
t

10 agencies, that they would not be playing games with my life

11 and the lives of my family. But on Wednesday and Thuraday,

12 I was very concerned and well aware of the a;cact situation-

O' we did not evacuate.

f
14 ! On Friday morning, when the news release of the

15 evacuation came out, my children were at school, ny husband
i

16 at work, I was at home. My car was in for repairc and I was
i

17 left without transportation. Phone communicatien was'

gg impossible.*

g3 Knowing my husband's position, I knew that he
.

20 would have to stay and he would be here. I guess I always

21 figured if there were to be a disaster, even though I would

22 pro,bably be cupport, that at least we would be able to
I
'

(
23 ccmmunicate with cne another and reorganico or get in touch

24 with our children and drop them off with friends or cemeone I

that they could be well cared for, so that they were not going25
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1 to be left alene without their parents, to deal with whatever

2 disaster would arise.

3 This was not going to be the case with this-

4 situation, and if it ever happens again, it will be the saica

5 s'tuatien.
,

6 The first hour I realised that I was telling
,

'

7 myself not to panic and to -- which I did not, and to do

8 the right things, start packing and make appropriata plans.
.

9 I did realize that I would probably not be able to get in

10 touch with my fenily because I had tried on the phone and

11 it was impossible.

12 I guess I felt that if we had to go, that we would

E3 have liksd to have died as a fenily unit together, or at

14 least have the opportunity to say goedbye and to tell them

15 that you love them, which isn't always true in a disaster.

16 Since Three Mile Island, I have felt like I am

17 dead, and I still fac1 that way, so I don't care if I

* 18 give my life to make sure that Three Mile Island is closed,

19 because I really feel like I'm dead.
.

20 I lost my happiness, my previous lifestyle, every-

21 thing I knew. What I had trust and faith in was rebbed, it

I2 was taken away frem me, and there is nothing that this

I government and responsible agencies has done since than to23

24 restor that to me, and I doubt that it will happen. I

25 really seriously doubt it.
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1 The situation at Unit 2 right now is still

2 terribly unstable, and I fear every single day, especially
(

3 at night, knowing some of the crew at night.

4 You just wonder when the next episode or transient<

( -

5 is going to happen at No. 2, and I just am not sure that we

'
6 are going to make it out of this area.

' '

7 People Ebat live close to the facility -- I do

S realize and knew that if there ever is a meltdown or j
~

+

9 anything critically serious again at the plant, that I don't

10 expect to live or to be in touch with my family, from what '

I
11 I learned frem before. I just feel that that won't happen,

.

12 and it's something thct cheuldn't be nice to accept, but I

13 guess I've accepted that. !

14 I don't like it, and I don't feel that I should

15 have to contend with things like that during a peacetime

16 America. I feel like I'm in a war zene, right in my cun

17 country, during peaceful times , and it has robbad me and my

33 family cf all our constitutional rights in the Bill of Rights,.

*

gg and I will fight for Three Mile Island.to be closed as

.

20 well as our rights to be restored.
.

I have some other fears, and I think that they21

are well founded, and that is that these hearings --22

I previously in the past all these ASLB hearings have23

24 basically been a rchber stamp, and I'm afr id that these

things are 9oing to happen again, and last Thursday and25
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1 Friday, I was upset as an observer in the audience that

2 they were not impartial.

3 I commend you for the hearings on Thursday and

.

4 Friday of this week, and on Wednesday of this week, I had
(

5 different feelings, but I don't know what to expect next

6 spring, and you can be assured that I will be present most

'

7 every day, and this is a personal interest that I have taken.

8 It has totally upset my lifestyle, seven days a week, 24 hours
-

9 a day, almost -- I sleep about two or three hours a night.

10 I am working to try and stop this nuclear madness from

11 continuing on, and I just will continue to see that it

12 happens.

t3 I would like, I guess, a commitment from the

14 Board that maybe for the first time in history -- it wasn't

15 true of Watergate or any other -- not the Kemeny Ocmmission,

16 either, but the truth and justice will prevail for the Erst

17 time. It hasn't happened, and I think it's time.

13 [ Applause.].

19 In May of this year, a month and a half after
.

20 the accident, about a week or two after the plant went en

21 natural circulation, I became pregnant. It was not planned.

22 I had an IUD that was imbedded that I didn't knew about at

i the time, and I did not find out that I was pregnant until23

24 the beginning of July.

25 There was no physician that could reassure me that
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1 there would be no adverse effects -- not that they predicted

2 that there would be, but he could not reassure me that there
(

3 wouldn't be.

4 Also at the very came time, our cat, wno had been

5 previously perfectly healthyc with no problems at all, died

6 of leukemia. The diagnosis did not come in until two weeks --
,

' '
7 we had been nursing the cat religiously.;

.

'

S The veterinarian did state that if I were to be
.

E. pregnant -- or I asked him if there were any precautions that

10 should be taken in caring for the cat, you know, ar.d he said,
,

11 "Well, if you're pregnant, just avoid any contact whatsoever'

12 with the cat."

UB Well, I didn't know I was pregnant. I had missed

14 one period, and I thought that it was due to the increase in

15 the stress that I felt, and the fact that I was probably very
e

16 tired and overwerked and dismissed it.

! 17 When I found cut that Itas pregnant, between

. 18 our cat dying of leukemic and the unknown raleases, I did not

19 feel that I could carry through with this pregnancy; that,,

, ;
'

20 e coupled with my age, which I will be 35 on my next birthday --
e

21 any one of those figures -- or I should say any of those i

1
'

22 facts, I would probably have taken th,e risk or genble and
|

23 continued through with the pregnancy, but not with all three.

|
And so I had an ahnrtion. I never thought I would have an24 t

25 abortion. It was a difficult decision to arrive at, and

,

]b 'h,

,,
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I the abortion was painful.

2 Three weeks ago I had a laporoscopy, or my tubes

(
3 tied, because I know that we will not be able to leave this

4 state for the next year or two, and I don't want to have a
(

5 baby in this state, nor living where I am, because even though

6 I could be assured that my baby was still free of birth

' 7 defect, I could not be assured of what would be happening

6 with Unit 2 for the duration of my pregnancy, or for the
.

9 duration of that child's first year or two of life, which

10 would be a critical period, and so I knew that a sterilizati'on

11 procedure + ras really the only way to approach the issue.
,

12 I feel very sorry for young couples that still

L3 want to have a family. They are doing it in a time that was

14 not like when I had my children. It's so ridden with fears

15 that I couldn't go through it.

I

16 Also I don't think I could cope with a child

17 that was born normally, but developed leukemia or cancer

18 some time within its first year or two, or even at any age,.

19 at say five, six, or 10, and that's a fear that I have to

"
20 still contend with with my own children.

21 Due to technology, some of it being medical, as

22 well as the nuclear technolcgy, in our world, when we've

( Z3 been given sonething on the market before, there's been

24 adequate research and testing, and it's true of the

25 nuclear issues from day one in its history and inception.
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1- My hushnd received high dosec of radiation for his

2 scne when he was a neenager. Since then it's not carried cut .

( l
,

3 because it's* definitely proven to have been dangercus and I

4- cancer-producing.

3 I received a mammogrsphy for a breast mass when

6 I was pregnant with my youngest child, and had curge y.

s

7 That child received hich doses of radiation in utero and also *

'
S in its first year of life because of ingestion had a fluoroscopic

.

O precedure done. ;

10 That, in conjunction with normal x-ray procedures, ;.

t

11 j that are icw dose, give us sufficient cause to be really
,

: 12 concerned about cur levels. Ucu we are faced with additicnal
- 1

{03 anvironmental sources of radiation, icw and h1gn. A 'nat
!

14 really don't see how the Board or the N7.C can justify the I

15 releases that are released frcs nuclear pcwer plants in conjunc1
!,

16 tion '4th all of the various other releases that pecple get
.

.' 17 that they have to re.ccive.
i

f
= 13 )

I think it's asking us to pay too much. :
'

8

to As far as the econcmic icsue -- and I wculd address i
,

l.

.
20 this at length in my written statement -- but when you icok -- i

i

21 .I'm looking at it objectively and logically. When ycu

i.

22 approach the fuel cycle from the incepticn or the ~ eginning of j
. ,

l it to the end, starting with mining to milling, enrichment,'
23

'

g4 fabrication, trancportatica, the nuclear facilities, waste .- ,

1

25 the entire process, transportation being uced {
!

l
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I| intermittently throughout the fuel cycle, and if I am incorrect

2 in some of n,y rougi. statements, I would wish that ny one of

3 you would correct me, because if c' at I say, if nrf

4 assumptions are basically correct, by checking the statistics,

5 it would seem only logical that the answer would be no, so

i right now currently the nuclear power industry provides

'
7 approximately -- and I've read specifics frcm anyw'eres fromr

8 10 to 15, so if you pick 13, 14 is irrelevant to ms -- 13 cr
.

9 14 percent of our electrical power frem nuclear reactors.

10 When the picture is looked at from total power er total

11 energy production, it's more like around 3 to 5.

12 And again I've seen various figurec -- 3 to

13 ; 5 percent of our total energy needs are mot by nuclear

14 reactors.

15 David Comey -- and I'm sure he wac much more

16 astute at gathering information than I have been. I have

17 worked extensively on it for the last eight months, but I

s 10 know he worked for a lot icnger -- has stated that tha

19 nuclear enrichment process takes up 3 percent of our total

.

20 industry's energy.

21 If this is true, just from one area in the fuel

22 cycle alone, that 3 percent that nuclear rectcrs givs us, is

23 used up, just in enrichment alone.

24 I would liko that fact -- oh, investigatad and

25 qualified,.
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1
1 Eecause if that's true, uhen you throw in all of

) the rest of the energy needa along uith the rest or the fuel2

(
3 ' cycle, we aren't getting any energy then from nuclear

(
4 reactors, with all of the billions and billions of dellar ,

,

5 that we've spent en it.

6 " It just seems illogical to conuinue on s.n

7 economic basis. |
'

t
i

S CHAIEENT SMITH: Mrs. Proclenik, if ths rect ofg
3a

9 <I your remarks are going to be addressed to the accremic issues, :
i -

10 I thought it mcy be more reasonably cet doun in wi-iting so
,

|
11 ue could ctudy them a little bit nore carefully, becausa it's -

1

12 % very difficult to follow the reasoning orally chat you're,

!! -

5J5fmaking.
.

<

14[ MS. PRESLZNIK: I will be ctbmitting them to you j
t 4

I15f.inwriting. This is all I really had to say. But I just --
s

t

ts i just even on an objactive, legical basic, as far as ecencmics |
1 i

17 alene, if those are correct facts, it seems that it'c insanity f
' i

g 13 for us to keep spending billions upon 'rillions of dolla:s |
.

i 1.

13 , for nothing. |
'

- | '',

20 ' [ Applause.] i
i

:
i'

21 | If that's true. '

, i

| ' I

Z2 ', EAPPICC33 3

( g3 l' hank you ver; nuch.

1
g' CHAIRFdG! SMITH: Thank you, ma' en.

( nd 11 25 '
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1rwl2-1 1 CHAIDIAN SMITH: Thcnk yoa.

E shis is the end. Ic t'aro anybody who has signed up
'

(
3 to giva a utatenont who hasn't been called upon yet?

4 !!R. KECK: I tried to sign up but they Uculdn't tako
( -

5 me. I also, over a month ago, wrote you --

6 ''HAIRMAN SMITH: When did you try to sign up?

7 MR. KECK: When I walked in tMs afternoon.'

8 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Come on up and give yet.r statement.

.

9 That was a misunderstanding. The message given tc ycu is to

10 sign up, but we could not guarantee that we would have time

11 this afternoon. There was a misunderstanding thera.

12 Is there anyone else who got the impraction they

La could not sign the register for stater'entu? Yea? All right.

14 Go ahead and give ycur statement. We have to

1,9 adjourn this at three o' clock but we will continue to receivo

16 statements until that time. I'm sorry for the ocnfucion.

97 LIMITED APPEARANCE OF TED KECK

18 HR. KECK: I understand that this technclogy cannot,

39 be mada perfect. I witnessed that during the accident. And

'

20 the very idea of you thinking about restarting either one of

21 those damn reactors apalls me.

22 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Would you give your name?

i 23 MR. KECK: Ted Keck.

24 Unless you can insure absolute 100% perfection from

25 either one of thoso reactors, you shculd not even think of

i3 0 )69
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1rwl2-2 1 reopening them. And the authority -- I don't understand what

2 authority the three of you have on this iasca at all. This

(
3 is an issue of the people that livo naar thesa reactors. It

4 can only be decidod by the people that live near the reactors.
i

5 It cannot bedecided by you and than go back to Washington and
,

6 hide where there is no nuclear reactor within 100 uilas.

7 So this is an issue for the paople living arcund-

a the reactor, within 20 miles or ao of the reactor. This is not

g for you to decide. Especially if you cannot assure one hundred'

to percent perfection. What makes you think that, if you can't

gg build a perfect reactor, you can build a perfect backup system?

12 Now if we put it to a vote of the 25 mila radius of

g the plant and the vote says go ahead and have it, I will

14 quietly mcVeseay and sell my property and not live here any

more. But your dacision, if you dccide to let thac reactor
15

16 reopen, is invalid. I will not accept i'. The caly way is toc

let the people have a referendum.,7

I feel that I will not live as closa as I do to that
18

,

reactor or any reactor again in my lifa. You are talkinggg

20 about the psychological aspects. I was damn scared when I left'

here and I'm damn scared they will blow the cleancp.
21

They are talking about letting gas out again to an22

already irradiated population. Everybcdy knows thera is ai 23

cumulative effect. There is no safe limit. Why zre you tryine
24

to let gas escape even more radiation n an already irradiated
25

. 1380 170
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1rw12-3 1 public? This can be co.nprassed, condensed into cryogenics and

2 hauled away. The only thaag is that it's cheapes: for Met Ed
,

3 to do it that way. The.refore , they want to do it.

4 Nhy are our 1.ves being subject to what a corporate
(

5 entity wants to do with their own profits? They are trying to

6 make a profit off of our lives and I uon't atand for that.

7 VCICE: Neither will a lot of other psopi.e!-

a VCICE: Me, tec!

~

g (Applause)

10 DR. LITTLE: May I respond a moment? Mr. Eeck, I

11 think you probably came in lator than most of the yeople. I

12 am from Raleigh, North Carolina and Dr. Jerdan is Jren Oak

E3
Ridge, Tennessee. I live within 20 miles of what vill be the

74 largast reactor sita in the United States eventually.

MR. KECK: I feel very sorry for you. I wouldn't15

i live there.16

DR. LITTLE: I wanted to let you know we were not17

all three from Washingten.
18a

MR. KECK: Well, I don't feel the URC has thegg

20 authority, especially after what the Kemany Commis3 ion saide

ab ut y u, to do this. If you make the decision to close21

22 TMI 1, I will accept it, but I won't accept opening _t at all.

( I have been entramely emotional through this whole23

talk. I have been entramaly emotional since the :ccident24

happened. It changed my life. It changed the grality of my25
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1rwl2-4 i f life. But I plan to ctand up against;it in any way pocsible.
i
a

2 }g (Applause)

I
2i This ic rar daughter, who would like to say scnething.

!
l4 L LIMITED MPEAPAisCS CF ERICA IGCK I

!

5 I'S. K50K: When we moved, when thtc atnetzd happen -

ti Just
6[ ing, I was in school and they didn't tell us anything.

t

a big bell rang and they started cloning windcws and we haard~

7

5| doors slanning. Our teacher wouldn't tell anything,
j f
,

And then, when I got hcna, na and my x.chher had a.
f

94

talk about what happened and then, latar en in thi nig3c, we10

went to the other -- ue went to Virginia uith my conei.is and }
It

f'

12 ' my aunt and my uncle, and it was very scary. |
i

13 My brother was asleep at tha time -- noi really
g

asleep but he was so sleepy, ha didn't even notice :e.at was14 ,

I
15 } happening. He was only five years old.

,

I wrota a message I put in the newspape:. It is |
76

called " Radiation Flowers." It says: "They didn't 1st us
77 ,

1

18 ' decide if we wanted a nuclear plant. When chey opens. it, f

they should have let the people vote en it -- nei- the govern-29

I ment decide -- because it is the people uho will suff ar; not li-

20
i
1

21 , the peopic wna keep it open,

"If they do have t.he nuclecr plan:2, : hay should22

put thsu where thay won't hurt anybcdy and if they lat cut' 23

all the. radiation, what s;ould happen to all tha Enr.? cnd the i
!24

l

25} Prett7 flowers that would have bcea left bahiner" !
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1:wl2-5 1 That's all, thank you.

2 (Applause) -

(
2 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Could we have your nane?

b4 MS. KECK: I:rica Keck.
I

(

5 CHAIRMAIT SMITH: How old are y u?

6 MS. KECK: Nine.

' - CHAIRMAN SMITH: Thank you.

6 ?cs, Ma'an?

.

LIMITED APPEARMICE OF SANDRA HWIUS9

MS. NEVIUS: I an Sandra Nevius. I am from 3arris-
10

t3 burg. I will make this very brief.

Five years ago, I experienced a very stressful
12

traumatic experience. I lost my husband -- physically --g

through an accident he had during his employment. He fell off
14

a builling and died.
15

At that time, I came in contact with a physician
16

who told me that over 50% of widows and widowers experience or
g7

develop serious diseases, usually terminal illnesses, within
18

three years of their traumatic experience. I thought to
gg

myself: Sandy, you are not going to let that haopen to you'

20

because you will take control over what is hapoening to you.
21

And I did.3

( The episode we have all experienced here with Threeg

Mile Island is traumatic, and I can assure you it is worse
24

tan I experienced when I lost my husband. I hava felt that I
25

I
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1rwl2-56 1 have not been able to take control over what ic happening to

2 me. Wa have all tried, but I can tell you I will not stop

A
I trying. With all my heart and with all my soul, I will fight

4| to the end. I will. Because Inill not allev alicw myaolf to
( l

5 develop an illness due to such an idiotic experience for us.

6 It is just -- we don't have control over it. We

'

7 don't. We are trying but the NRC, the government, the

& utilitiss, will not allow us. But I can tell you the people

.

g in this area will keep trying to the end.

10 Thank you.

'3; (Applauss)

12 CHAIRMAN SMIT 5: Thank you.

13 Are there any other statements? 200, car.

14 LI!!ITED APPPARANCS OF JOHN ALDMhN

MR. ALDMAN: Hello. My ncmo is John Aldman. I amgg

16 from Daltir. ore. I wculd like to maho a very briaf staccment.

37 I would like you all to just loch around thia great

18
rcom, this hall we are gathered in, and look at the acpa and

i

19 the stars and tbo empty seats. To me, the empty seats are

'

20 filled with people. The maps tell me of human strugglos and

21
human victories and the stars tell ne somothing abcut cur

22 place in the grant universe,

f I just want the best for all of us. I want life.23

Ne all want life. We must recognise that life is very deli-
24

cate and that if we are to uphold the efforts cf the past and
25
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1rw12-7 continue them, we must not desecrate our heritage.*

E Thank you. -

(
I (Applause)

4 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Is tnero anyone else? Yes, sir.

( .

f PR. PRELESNIK: Can I maka one little laat comst.nt?

6 CFJLIRMAN SMITH: I don't know if it will be the

7 last but you can make one now, sir.'

8 FURTHER LIMITED APPEARANCE OF WARREN L. PRELESNIK
c

o MR PRELESNIK: We hear a lot those days about a

10 concept of corporate morality and ethics. I wouli like to

11 talk about that for a few minutes. As a businessnan, I think

12 I can ralsta to it rather well.

m What is meant by corporate morality or ethics? I

14 think it means that no man is an island unto hinscif. I

15 think you can translate that into a corporation. No corpora-

16 tion today is an island unto itself. The decisior.3 that are

97 made by even the smallest company tucked in the back woods of

1

i, gg America or by the least significant person in that company can

gg have tremendous significant impccts en all of us throughout

'

20 the whole country, or even the world.

21 As an example, I can think about a small ccmpany in .

22 California called Intel. Intel developed the first micro-

23 processor on a chip. That microprocessor on a chip is a very'

24 small insignificant little thing barely the size cf a phhead

that will have tremendous impact on all of us for the next few25
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t

a

irw12-8 : i 3 ears and to our lives. A small contribution, a 22all thing |

|
1. that will tava a t 2mendous impact On all of us. !

( l
,

E When a decision is made, I want ic to be very clear

4 that corporations doen't make decisions. Pacole do. 7ecple

5 make deciclons. Not a non-entity likc c corporahien. Hot (
0

$

6 a facility. Not a building. But reople.

'

I, for one, as a businessman, do fully ur.pport the *~

I

U profit motive. I am a capitalist. I believe in it. I think
v.

O that has been what made this country streng. It Resps innova I

10 tion in frcnt of us at all times. .

1

It Eowever, in today's environment, with ti_e c0aple::i-

12 ties of things we are faced with, I think it is imparitive that;

n. in any decision that any one of us nahe, no matter wiut your

24 industry, you bear in nind the moraliuy and tha echics cf mak <

|

15 ing that decision, the effects that decision will have en you !
!

'

16[ as a ccmpany and your profits, on your neighbora, en their
l

ry health and welfare, the environment currcunding us, or your

I

( gg general community or, in a larger sence, this United 9':ates or |

gg the Earth, itself.

P 1

20 ,i All of us today, because of the fast changing
I

I technologies, must remember what impact it has on our haigh- ;31
i

22 bors. The technology, no matter big or large, anc the fact

.23 is the higher tho technology, the bigger the impw..t. The more

24 capital intensive tha technology, the bigger the npacb.
:
1

I, eor one, ander my work- Perhavo it Soccuoe I
25 :

,
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1rwl2-9 1 can go home at night, Icek in the mirror and feel good about

2 what I hava done for my fellow man. I work in a heapital. I
,

i
3 feel I hava accomplished something for my pecple.

4 I wish ycu could do the same thing.

5 Thank you, and my daughter would --

6 (Applause)

7 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Mr. Pralesnik, you and Mrs.'

8 Pralosnik have occupied a great deal of time. We appreciate

<

9 hearing from you but we have another person who wants te make

10 a statement. Is that your son? Does he want to make a

11 statement?

12 MR. PRELESUIK: My daughter. She wanted to say

a something. Maybe after we are done....

14 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Yes.

15 Let's get Barbara Light now.

16 LIMITED APPEARANCE OF BARBAlt'L LIGHT

17 MS. LICHT: I had a very long statement which I keep

18 : having and I will send to you but I don't feel that it is I
t

1s appropriate at this point.

t

20 I want to share only one or two toughts with you.

21 One of them that la most significant to me is that from what I

22 have observed from the time I have been here, what you have

23 been hearing from, the people you have been hearing frou ara

24 the strong people. You have been hearing from tha geople who,

25 although they have experienced overwhelming amounts of

I

|
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Irw12-10 1 anxiety, fear, frustration, lack of trust, ha;o handled that

_ p, by taking action with it, by ccming hera, by trying to do

(
3 comething to change the situation to save themsalvts, to save

4 their children, to a ve yourc.
(

5 Ee concerned, if you would, for ihe pecE1= who

6 don't have that kind of strength. I have talked with dozens

7 and do:: ens of people in the last few wooks who simply express"

g they could act do these things, they couldnt take thic risk,

4

g they cculd nct express themselves in this way. They sit in

their houses in their fear and they don't have the relief ofgo

feeling that they are taking some kind of action.g

My nana is Darbara Light. I live in Middletown, two;

and a half milas from the plant. I can't get heme without
13

seeing it, which makes it rather chnoxious and terrori::ing to
14

me. That's not my main issue right now. Other peopla have
la

sp kan so beautifully to that, I don't think I need to.16 i
!

Just a couple of other thoughts I aantad to . share

gg ! with you. One of the things that I haard referrai to several

times in the last few days has been the utandard a" cur lifa.yg

k our standard of living and how adversely it might he adfceted'

20 i

by not reopening this planc. !
21

One of the thinga that cones to r.y mind is that the

istandard of lifa that we have is not necessarily directiv.

23 *

related to the quality of lifs ?. hat we hava. As cur stmidard

of living has in.aroved ovsr the years, the xzalihy. of otu-
gg
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1rw12-11 1 life has drastically diminished. Statistica that are publicly

i available related to crime, juvenile delinquency, straet-
,

O related disorders -- I am thinking also in terms cf corporate

4 crime and blue collar crime -- have all increased drastically
(

5 so se are talking about an improvod standard of living and we

6 are also talking about a quality of lifa that has caan
,

7 diminished.

B If we are trying to protect our standard of T.iving,

O maybe we chould consider what we have paid for this standard

10 of living in terms of the quality of our human life. I would

11 also like to mention that as human beings experiment with

12 science, or as this particular culture has evelved, va kind

13 of developed a love affair with scienco, so much so tant unless
u

14 we prove it scientifically, we tend to treat it as though

15 it doesn't exist, rega;O1.ess of what goes on in pecpla's common

16 cense or People's previous exp3rience.

17 This has been true since science began to flower.

- 18 This was true when physicians learned they could dall7er babios

19 and brcught them into hospitals and gave their mothers fever
*

?

20 and children died. Doctors didn't believa they could havo

21 caused this. They knew they were doing what had to ha done.

22 They had scientific understanding of having babias. They had

23 no understanding of germs.

This is also true in tarms of the use of mat. cal24

25 technology to treat diseases cf childhood. We heard one woman
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1rwl2-12 1I spea:t of this here, uha was irradiated for a respiratory ill-
!

2| ness and ultimately developed a thyroid cancer. This hac been
i

i
2- true in terns of chemical development. We have ds.te it to.

4 infants with thalidimide. It is alnont frightening that, an,c
\

E we learn the limits of our scientific avarsness, we nico learn

6 the destruction that we hava wrought on other people. Too

w
7 often, it is children and women.

8 I have ene more thought to share with you, i' hat has

:
0 to do with what I have perceived of as the social contract. I

10 really thought, believed intellectually, philocophically, in my

11 gut, that if I was icyal and I fostered the well-being of my

12 government and I did my political duty, I voted, I did all the

t3 things a good citizen is supposed to do, that :.y Jovernment was

%' 14 then charged with defending my best interesta.

15 At 3G, it has beenblown away. That's pratty diffi-

16 cult to tolersta. I believe that the premiss in 2till there.

37 I think we have lost track of it. Perhaps it is time tc get

18 back to it.
i ,

tg You are in such a remarkabla position. You hava

r
20 probably one of the greatest ethical and moral opportunities

21 of our time. You have the opportunity to defer a cecision,

22 for one thing. You hava the opportunity to recomaunt a pabHc

23 referendum, a local public referendum. You have the opportun-

24 ity to encourage that the human beings who liva i:n this area

25 and who are directly affacted by this have a right to have a'

-
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1rw12-13 i say about it. That it, in fact, does not necessc-ily lio

~

E with a gevarnmental agency. Perhaps it is time to think in

1
3 terms of turning back some power ' che people whc ara

4 affected.,

(
5 Thank you.

6 (Applause)

4 7 CHAIRMAN SMITH: We will just have time to haar from

E your daughter, cir.

:
9 LIMITED APPEARANCE OF JOA!TdE PRELESNIE

10 MS. PRELZSNIK: You are just hurting everybody's

11 foolings when you do that. I think they should shut acun

12 nuclear power plants right now. Thrut. you.

g3 CHAIRMAN SMITH: What is your name?

14 MS. PRELESNIK: Joanne Pralosnik.

CHAIPliAN SMITH: How old are you?15

16 MS. PRELESNIK: Eight.

CHAIRMAN SMITH: Thank you.
37

IAP21""U8)18,

(

CHAIRMAN SMITH: Thsfs it. We have heard from
39

.

? everyone who has --20

VOICE: One more.21

CHAIRMAN SMITU: I'm sorry, this will be the last22

statement that we will receive and we have accorezcdatad every-i 23

ne who has signed for limited statements.24

Co ahaad.
3
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1rw12-14 1 LIMITED APPEARANCE OF JOAN PETROSKY

|h 2 MS. PETROSK7:- My name is Joan Petrosky. : live in

3 Steelton, seven miles frcm TMI.

4 Locause of this accident at Three Mile Island, neas

5 of it went around the world. I have only this to say: When

6 you make your decision, please remember the whole world is

7 vatching.*

8 Thank you.
9

9 (Applause.)

10 CIIAIRu.AN S!11TH: Ladies and gentlemsn, this concludes

11 this afternoon's session. We appreciata very much your

12 courtssy, hospitality and patience.

g3 (Whereupon, at 2:55 P.M. the hearing was concluded.)

E. il2 14
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